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Barring a last-minute compro-
mise. the-

;
Knesset is expected

today tohearthe fust reading of
the conversion bill, which would
restrict recognition for conver-
sions to Judaism in Israel to those
appravedby the- Chief Rabbinate.

In an apparent attempt to diffuse

criticismirom Diaspora Jewry*.

Prinfc Minister Netanyahu yester-

day EoW- an . Anti-Defamation
League, (delegation he would
“neverafloWa move that would
delegiorqize .. - Reform or
Conservative Judaism.”

Netanyahu said he would rather

let his government collapse than

negate conversions performed
abroad. However, he criticized

what -he said was an effort to

change the .status quo, under
winch' Son-Orthodox conversions

performed abroad had been
.accepted, batnotthose conducted

in IsraeL He said (here was a great

deal .
of disinformation being

spread' among American Jewry
regardmg the conversion issue.

Several Knesset factions are to

hold their weekly meetings on the

bill before the. vote, and Jewish

Agency Chairman Aviaham Burg
js to: separately with the

o^WfffroMEfeit?oalinon to discuss

die agency's opposition to iL

ftfecetz leader Yossi Sarid is

demoting the Knesset also vote

on a till recognizing non-
drthodox streams of Judaism.

Tsoroer is deraanding the bill con-

tain a clause stating that Israel rec-

ognizes.; non-Orthodox conver-

sions perfarmed abroad. One ver-

rianoftbe bill, favored by the reli-

gjousparties, would not recognize

even-these.

. MKs Ze’ev Begin (Likud) and

Alex Lubotzky (Third Way) are

calUng on the religious forties to

hack down from their demand that

there be a vote today find continue

talks on a possible compromise
solution.

'. The religious parties are

demanding the bill be raised now,

because the High Court of Justice

Continued on Page 7
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to direct

elections

BySARAH HOWG

- A number ofprominent Ukud and

Labor Party figures, yesterday

announced; the . fomaation of an

extra-parliamentary group tbat will

work to repeal the law for the direct

election of the prime imnistet

The group will beheaded by the

Likud's Moriie Arens. .Also taking

partfrCantheLikud is former ntirus-

tcr Moshe Nissim and- MK Uzi

Landau. L^or is rqresemed by

MKs Yossi Beilin, Ephraim Such,

smti Moshe Sbubal.

"

The direct election law came, into

efiect last summer. It was backed by

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin and

opposed by Shimon Peres.

The Likud was against direct dec:

dons, bat Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu broke party discipline to

vote for it in the last Knesset.

.

"The direct election system is

dangerous and even many of those

who lad ardently campaigned for it

are now changing thar minds,”

Arens said yesterday.

• Beilin said “the direct election law

is one of the most terrible and utter-

ly misleading pieces of legislation

ever passed by. the Knesset It is

anti-dbmoetatic.”

PM: Peace
in ‘virtual

collapse’
Arab FMs call for

halt to normalization

Marchers mark Land Day in Jaffa yesterday. In general, the day passed without major incident. (lbn Osscndtyvcr. Israel Sun)

Uproar over officer’s slur

By ARYEH DEAN COHEN,
L1AT COLLINS, and Ifen

The Prime Minister's Office,

Jewish Agency Chairman
Avraham Burg, leaders of the

Ethiopian Jewish community,
MKs, and others were up in arms
yesterday over a report that an IDF
major had barred an Ethiopian-

born soldier from an army clinic.

According to a report on Israel

Radio, soldier Avi Afemare was
serving with a Golani unit on the

Herman when he came to the

clinic for treatment. Ordnance
Maj. Michael Valitzkin, who was
in the clinic at the time along with

a doctor and some medics,

grabbed Afemare, pushed him

outside, and told him: "This place

isn't for you."

He then told the doctor on duty,

CapL Igor Plotkin, "We need to

put up a sign here saying: ‘No
kushim [blacks] allowed.' In the

Officer: Name-calfag was
a joke, Page 3

colonies, we wouldn't allow
kushim in." Plotkin and the others

reportedly did not respond to

Wliizkin's actions or remarks.

Afemare, wbo left the clinic in

tears wondering why he had been

so humiliated, reportedly did not

file a complaint about the incident

because he thought no one would
believe him. Wend of the incident

reached Valitzkin's commander,
wbo questioned him but let him
off with a severe reprimand.

“What is shocking here is the

way these two [Valitzkin and the

doctor] acted in concert," Shiomo
Mula, secretary of the United
Ethiopian Jewish Association,

said yesterday. The organization

has asked the IDF to establish a

board of inquiry to examine the

way Ethiopian immigrant soldiers

are treated.

“A doctor should have treated a
person just because he 's a per-

son, and instead he just kept
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quiet." said Mula. "I think that

.this reflects something which is

’much more deep-rooted in .Israel

society. Perhaps tomorrow this

same officer will differentiate

between Druse and Jewish sol-

diers, Ashkenazi and Sephardi,

blue-eyed or brown-eved ones.

There’s no end to iL"

Muta said the organization

would petition the High Court of
Justice to have Valitzkin reduced
in rank to private and brought up
on criminal charges, if the army
does not do this itself.

."An officer of this kind has no
place in the IDF,” said Mula. "And
while it’s good that his comman-
der brought him up on charges,

what kind of punishment did he
get? I am astonished by it What's
a severe reprimand? The DDF is

not getting to what is happening in

the army. If the army does not pm
him on trial, and the doctor's

license is not revoked, then we are
living in a racist country."

Continued on Page 7

By Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu said yesterday the

Palestinian Authority’s approval

of terrorism against Israel has

brought the peace process to a

state of "virtual collapse."

Speaking on CBS television’s

Face the Nation for the second

Sunday in a row, Netanyahu
charged the Palestinian Police

with both encouraging and later

only seeming to quell last week’s

demonstrations. He also said PA
Chairman Yasser Arafat "is able to

control and quell all violence."
“1 think we have had here a vir-

tual collapse of the peace

process," Netanyahu said. “We
reach in the course of negotiations
periodic points of impasse, of con-

flict, of disagreement.. What we
have found, though, in this case, is

that the Palestinian side unleased

terrorism as a weapon of negotia-

tions. and that is something we
cannot accept"

In Cairo, meanwhile, after hear-

ing an emotional appeal by Arafat,

Arab foreign ministers yesterday

approved an Egyptian-sponsored

resolution that recommends halt-

ing all steps toward normalizing

relations with Israel, in response

to Israeli settlement policies.

Arafat stud Israel had declared
war on the Palestinian people by
surrounding Palestinian areas with
tanks in response to protesting

Palestinians throwing stones. He
described Israel's actions as “a

declaration of war.- against an
unarmed people."

Netanyahu said he doubts Arab
nations would cut ties to Israel

because of continuing street bat-

tles between Israeli soldiers and
Palestinians demonstrating against

Har Homa.
“I would urge the Arab countries

to think of their larger interests,

their longer interests, as I urge the

Palestinians for die necessity of

peace.” he said. “I don’t think they

would do it and if they did it

would cost them as much as it

costs us.”

In Israel and the territories.

Land Day passed relatively quiet-

ly, despite two women being

lightly hurt when their bus was
stoned in Jaffa. The main marches
and rallies organized by the Arab
leadership in Sakhnin, Arraba,

and Kafr Kana in the Galilee, as

well as in Jaffa, Umm el-Fahm,

and the central event ar Abu

land Day around the

country, Page 2

Taloul in the Negev, ended with-

out disturbances.

Stone-throwing incidents were
reported in Nazareth, near the

entrance to Kafr Kana, around
Taiba and Jaljuliya in the Triangle,

and in Jaffa. Police arrested seven
youths in Nazareth and 19 in the

Triangle.

Internal Security Minister
Avigdor Kahalani praised the

Israeli Arab community for

expressing its protest in a mature
and responsible manner.

“The day passed in a way that

the Arab community in Israel

proved once again that it is united

behind its leadership and that it

ran express its protests in a cul-

tured. ordered, and legitimate

manner,” said Abed Initaw i,

spokesman for the Arab leader-

ship's monitoring committee.

"The main themes for the day
were to press for full equality for

Arab citizens and for the continu-

ation of the peace process. We
expressed our stance and did not

allow the incitement of the Israeli

right-wing and elements connect-
ed to the government and die secu-

ContHuied on Page 7
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‘We can’t ignore our identity’
Israeli Arabs blast Har Homa on Land Day

By DAVID BUDGE

The gray monument at the entrance to the
cemetery in Sakhnin in the Galilee is designed
to depict the struggle of Israeli Arabs to pro-
tect their land.

The inscriptions in Hebrew and English
read simply: "In memory of those who fell on
Land Day.” The Arabic is somewhat more
descriptive.

“It says that they died so that we can live,
and that their spirit lives on,” said Leithey
Ghanaiyim, reading the memorial for the six
Israeli Arabs - three of them from Sakhnm -
who died in dashes with security forces in
the demonstrations in 1976 against the expro-
priation of 20.000 dunams of land in the
Galilee.

The annual commemoration of the day h<ts

usually passed relatively quietly, as it did yes-
terday - despite the general strike declared by

the Arab leadership and fears that violence in

the territories might spill across the Green
Line.

The decision to call a general strike was pri-
marily a protest against the government’s
“settlement policies," which Arab politicians

and council heads have charged are threaten-
ing the peace process.

“We are loyal citizens of the state, but we
are also part of the Palestinian people and we
cannot deny our identity nor our nationality."

said Ghanaiyim.
“We fully support the peace process, but the

building by the government at Har Homa and
its attempts to separate the territories from
Jerusalem by building towns around
Jerusalem is totally unacceptable to us.

“At the same time, as Arab citizens we are
still being discriminated againsL I don't just

relate to what’s happening at Har Homa, but
here in my hometown Sakhnin and what we

have compared to our neighbors in Misgav
and Karmiel. There’s no comparison," he
said.

His comments were echoed by father of
eight Ahmed Khaleileh, who works for the
Sakhnin Municipality. “Id a town with a pop-
ulation of 21.000 people, we have a munici-
pality housed in a rented building and offices
in prefabricated huts,” said Khaleileh.

“The municipality has put forward plans to
widen the main road that runs through the
town and improve safety by erecting barriers

and widening the sidewalks, but there’s no
money for this,” he added.
“Despite all this, however, we feel we are an

integral part of the state. When the late prime
minister Yitzhak Rabin came to visit he said
he felt safer in Sakhnin than in Tel Aviv.
Unfortunately he was right." Khaleileh.
“When he was assassinated we cried. We felt

more Israeli than some Israelis."

0

Eisenberg laid to rest
. „ yesterday.;

Tlie family ofShoul Eisenberg leads the procession at his burial m
‘Eisenberg

Finance Minister Dan Meridor eulogized Eisenberg on behalf o
(ion to the Israefi
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We deeply mourn the passing of

our friend

Quiet day in Rahat Peaceful demo in

List

be
By KERB KEMQN

SHOUL EISENBERG
and share in the grief of the family

George Morgenstern

Rafi Levin

Yoav Nissan-Cohen
Tower Semiconductor

Carrying three Palestinian flags

and singing the Palestinian
airthem, a group of some SO pro-
testers walked' past stores and
offices shuttered by a strike in

Rahat yesterday. They marched to

the city’s central park, where they
held an impromptu Land Day
rally.

The majority of the protesters

were students from Ben-Gunon
University in Beersheba, not
Rahat residents.

City manager Salam Alatika
bristled at the classification of
Rahat as a Beduin city. “We are all

Arabs," he said.
' “We are

Palestinians. We are Israeli Arabs,

but we are Palestinians."

Alatika said that unlike previous
years, this Land Day -was marked
by a nearly complete strike.

“Because of die tension in the

terntones, people decided to strike

and identify with their brethren,”

Alatika said.

A municipal worker who would
only identify himself as Mahmoud
said there is a great deal of bitter-

ness in Rahat
“The conditions here are dread-

ful.” he said. “If a Jew needs a
home, he will pitch a tent in front

of the Knesset, and in a matter of
days his living conditions will be
taken care of. We have pitched a
tent for 40 years, and nothing has

. moved."

.

Deputy mayor Talil Ranawi,
who organized five buses to take

Rahat residents to the central Land
Day Negev ceremony at a Beduin '

encampment north of Dimona,
said one of the reasons there was
no trouble was because Rahat offi-

cials made an agreement with the

police that they would control the

town, if the police did not enter.

By MINE MARCUS

Only a few hundred Jaffa resi-

dents participated in a brief Land

Day procession yesterday, which

passed quietly.

By 2:30 p.m. Jaffa’s streets

were nearly empty, with most

offices and stores closed and

only a few bakeries and restau-

rants remaining open. Most resi-

dents seemed to have stayed

home.
The police adopted a low-pro-

file policy, with senior officers

convening out of sight in the Jaffa

station and officers on scooters

and in vans strategically deployed

around the area. On Rehov
Shivtei Yisrael two policemen

were stationed every 200 meters;

but in nearby alleys, larger forces

gathered in case of violence,

ready to arrive within minutes.

Their riot equipment proved

unnecessary-
Apparently, dialogue

police, Tel Aviv Mayor Roimf
Milo, and Jaffa’s leaders Ibelped-

Residents equipped with walkicr

talkies were deployed along \:
L;

Rehov Yefet. the main street. tb.C’^'f

ensure the procession passedi-^l.

peacefully.
.

•'
-

Shosh, a Jewish resident, said ; ;.;. .,

'

she hoped the police would

provoke confrontations. “UsuaJjjf

massive forces of violent Border ’;'

Police ignite the residents here^ll

she said. .-ij'-'
1
'

Waving green Islamic;

;

;

Movement flags, the procession; £
made its way down Rehov Yefet, -

as participants chanted Arabkr'l

slogans; mostly concerning Land
Day, but some expressing more , ,

extreme political opinions.

“Return Har Homa to its owners, *

and not to Bibi and his dogs," w& "

one chant heard. .

1
.
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ISRAEL AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRIES LTD

Our sincere condolences to

Joseph Alpher
on the death of his mother

Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd. ROSE ALPHER

mourns the untimely passing of’ r

who passed away in the US
on Thursday, March 27, 1997.

EZRATH NASHIM ASSOCIATION

Hug Yovel

deeply mourns with

Lily Silver and her family

the loss of her dear husband

SHOUL NECHEMIA
EISENBERG

The Staff of the Israel/Middle East Office

and The American Jewish Committee in the US

NATHAN SILVER
"A mensch of the highest standing"

May they be comforted among the mourners

of Zion and Jerusalem

>1# AVI The Trustees and Staff of
'n CHA1 The AVI CHAI Foundation

Executive Committee Hug Yovel Jeannine Brilleman, President

a man of vision and far-reaching achievements

and shares in the family's grief

extend heartfelt condolences to

We extend our deepest sympathy to the

Eisenberg Family

and the company employees

on the death of their beloved

Rabbi Shlomo Riskin and Family

on the passing of his father

HARRY RISKIN
itfrw jrx Ttw -jina tuns onr mpnn

EZRATH NASHIM
Sarah Herzog Memorial Hospital

mourns the passing of its

longtime friend, board member and benefactor

With deep sorrow

The Cvalim Company

NATHAN SILVER n
and expresses its heartfelt condolences to

Lily

SHOUL N. EISENBERG

extends heartfelt condolences to the

Eisenberg Family

on the passing of the Head of the Family

and Shoel, Debra, Joey, and Bonnie
and grandchildren

Charles Fiszbaum
Meir Hilfer

and the staff of I.T.S. Travel and Tours

SHOUL EISENBERG
Yuli Ofer, Chairman

Michael Goldschmidt, Managing Director

The Management and Staff

Our deepest condolences to

Leah Eisenberg and Family

on the passing of

SHOUL N. EISENBERG
Batya & Frank Meisler and
Steffof the Frank Meisler Gallery.

VOLKSWAGEN AG
mourns the sudden loss of its

esteemed partner and friend

We extend our deepest sympathies to the

SHOUL N. EISENBERG
We extend our heartfelt and sincerest

condolences to the entire Eisenberg family

Eisenberg Family
and the Eisenberg Group

on the passing of our friend

SHOUL EISENBERG H
Dr. F. Plech

Chairman

Board of Management
Volkswagen AG

Dr. J. Neumann
Member

Board of Management
Volkswagen AG

Rutle & Yuly Ofei^
;^

Aviva & Sammy Ofer •;

Nelly Avinami
Mark Melras:. - -?

Ofer Brothers Gfouj^l
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The commarrier crf *c brigade
wbp« hfej. Michael Valitzkin
calted an Ethiopian soldier seeking
BKdicaf aid? racial; star; said it was

J 8*^VC«. but rotated incident that
does not reflecuhe true sentiments
toward minorities bi the IDF.

““The moment I heard erf the inci-W 1 decided to try . the officer."
saw .Col. Nitzan, head of the

brigade; “8w the inckfcnr
three manflta ago and I— w«h. it.Qnly. flitw it's beta*

Iioludw'ifli other maners.**
.The. coloarael - was referring to
reports last week of . three suicides
by Ethiopian soldiers in one month,
allegedly.-because they were mis-
treated or subjected to racism, In

this case, Vfolitzkin insists the mci-

dem involving bis racial insult to

Ethiopean-bom soldierAvi Afemare
was all ajoke, Nicsan said.

"The officerclaimed to me that he
and the Ethiopian soldier were bud-
dies and thathe had taken him under
his wing in the brigade. He made
sure he was fed and sat with him

coffee, fa the framewoik of this

friendship, they developed a son of
black humor. He said he said the

dungs- in jest without any intention
to harm the soldier.

“None of this was acceptable to
me and 1 decided to punish him with
a reprimand," Nitzan said. He
defended his punishment, saying it

was a serious blow to the major’s
record and that the only alternative

was to dismiss him. He also said

Vhlitzkin deeply regretted the inci-

dent.

Nitzan said Valitzkin told him
Afcmare would call the major
“Russi" because he was a Russian
immigrant and Valitzkin would call

Afemare “Ethiopi." Nitzan noted
Afemare did not complain about the

incident and said he learned of it

from a thud party who witnessed it

He stressed that Afemare received

medical attention, contrary to

reports.

“It was an isolated incident and
we dealt with it. it was very grave
and we need to condemn any racist

comment. “ said Nitzun. “It doesn’t

matter if it was over an Ethiopian
or a Russian or anything else.

Every soldier needs to feel he is

respected."

Use of Ethiopian blood to

decided case-by-case

1

;
By JUDY SIEGEL

Health Minister Yehoshua
Maiza met yesterday with
Ethiopian kesim (religious lead-
ers) and “reached an understand-
ing" that blood from “donors who
would endanger the health of the
recipient" would not be used for
transfusion. .

Magen David Adorn physicians
will decide this on a case-by-case
basis: Otter groups, besides mdi-
vidual Ethiopian immigrants,
would be regarded as presenting a
high-risk for AIDS, ministry.
spokesman Effie Lahav said.

Mafiza did not meet with the

political leadership of the com-
munity, which has been much
more militant than the kesim
on the issue.

Asked whether Matza was
adopting the recommendations of
the Navon Committee, which last

year met for months to discuss the
blood donation issue, Lahav said
the ministry “has not completed
discussions of the Navon report."
He did not explain why the

political leadership was not invit-

ed to the meeting with Matza.
Commenting on the Israel

Radio report about an Ethiopian
immigrant soldier who was
denied treatment at a military

association
I
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17-year-old runs

community center
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By ARYEH PEAK COHEM

While, her friends are out-
babysitting, partying, or learning

bow to drive, 17-year-old Einat

Hasson of Rehovot has something
else to keep her busy: running the

local Ofek community center.

- Hasson, a live-wire who turned a
former shelter into a fully fane-

director of . such a center in the

country, according to Rehovot
Municipality officials. Hasson
tuns -the place along with 40 other

youngsters.

“I had this shelter, which was in

decent shape but needed - work,
but no workers to run it,""recalls

Moshe- Atrias, the head of the

-children and youth wing in the

city’s community center(mamas)
division. •

’ :V> .
-

'

Artias remembered -the fiery

Hasson, who had completed a

local course for youth leaders.

“We got a bunch of kids together

and started working on rehabilitat-

ing the place," said Hasson. “All

the kids in the neighborhood
pitched in and before long we
were able to open"
At first, Hasson, who receives a

.
monthly salary of N1S 500. had. a

bit of a problem convincing local

.^a^pis.she v^s in charge. “A
woman came with her child to

inquire about the activities. She
came in, looked at me and asked:

‘Tell me, who's the adult in charge
here?’ When I told her I was, it

took a while for her to understand,

but she quickly got used to the

idea,” Hasson said.

Today the center is a full-

fledged beehive of activity,

including a planned course in

jazz for young people, also

Hasson's idea. There are also

plans for classes for adults in the

neighborhood.

clinic, Matza said that the officer

should be ejected from the IDF
and not only reprimanded.
“The kesim are not authorized

to make decisions regarding the

blood affair," said Shlomo Mula,
secretary of the Ethiopian
Immigrant Association. “Matza
is trying to push a wedge
between parts of the community
and cause disagreements among
them. The Navon Committee rec-

ommendations are to be dis-

cussed within a month with our
organization. If the minister
wants to accomplish something,
he should take action regarding

the incident in the IDF."

Miriam
Levinger
sentence

commuted
President Ezer Weizman has

commuted the prison sentence of
Miriam Levinger to community
service at die recommendation of
Justice Minister TZahi Hanegbi,

the ministry spokesperson con-
firmed yesrerday.-

[! Levinger, the -.wife of Rabbi
Moshe Levinger of 'Hebron, was
due to begin serving a three-month

sentence- after Passover but will

instead do one month ofcommuni-
ty service.

She was convicted of attacking

policemen who were trying to

carry out their duty, and of biting

one of the policemen when they

tried to arrest her during a violent

demonstration in Hebron some
three years ago. Subsequently,

when she disturbed the court hear-

ings, Levinger was sentenced to

three months for contempt of
court. Batsheva Tsur

T

ILAN launches annual fund drive -

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud.Olmert makes the first contribution to the annual ILAN (Israel Association for Physically Disabled
Children) fund-raising drive, the March of Protot, which begins tomorrow. Schoolchildren will knock on doors around the

Country. (Brian Hendkrt

Peres wants to meet Barak
on national unity government

By SARAH HOMG
i

Labor Party Chairman Shimon Peres will

uy to meet again with his would-be successor
Ehud Barak this week. He hopes to convince
him to tone down, if not drop his vehement
opposition to the national unity government
This would be their second meeting on the

issue.

Peres recently met with Barak, who did not
budge from his anti-national unity stance. -

This week’s meeting is also being arranged

by Giora Einy. who for years mediated in

Peres’s feuds with the late Yitzhak Rabin.

Peres, meanwhile, is energetically continu-

ing his campaign to win party support for

entering the coalition. He is meeting with

groups of central committee members and

tomorrow will host a gathering of local

authority heads.

Peres's activity comes even though Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu has not issued

an invitation to Labor and has ruled out a
national unity government as a “practical

option right now."
In his own series of contacts with ministers

and coalition partners, Netanyahu contacted

United Torah Judaism MKs and stressed that

“all the talk of an imminent national unity

coalition is gibberish

Inside the Likud, the view is that even if

anyone around Netanyahu had considered

testing the narional unity waters, the adverse

reactions to repons of portfolio allocations to

Labor at the Likud's expense should have
thoroughly chilled any ardor Netanyahu may
have had for the idea.

In Labor, Peres's unabated and explicit

advocacy of national unity has led MK
Haggai Merom to warn: “Attempts to bring

Labor into the Netanyahu government could
well lead to the collapse of the current lead-

ership race and destroy Barak’s chances to

win the premiership. All this could lead

thousands to quit the party and cause a split

in its Knesset faction. When its all over
Labor will cease being a viable alternative

to the Likud."

Court okays destruction ofbomber ’s home
By BATSHEVA TSUR

The Kafr Triu-if home belonging

to the suicide bomber who killed

three women in a Ifel Aviv cafe 10
days ago, was expected to be

destroyed late last night alter the

High Court of Justice rejected a

petition from the terrorist’s family.

On Thursday, High Court Justice

Eliezer Goldberg had issued an

interim injunction preventing the

destruction of the house. But, at yes-

terday's hearing, he joined court

President Aharon Barak in ruling

that the home should be destroyed.

In a dissenting opinion, die third

justice. Mishael Cheshin, said there

should be no collective punishment

and that the wife and children of the

bomber would suffer. “A son should

nor be visited by the sins of his

father," Cheshin said.

The bomber’s sister, Suad el-

Baradiya. told die court yesterday
"

it the home belonged to die entire

family of die bomber, Moussa
Ranimat. She claimed, too, that it

could not be proven for certain that

Ranimat caused the bombing.
The court, however, accepted the

position of (XI Central Command
Uzi Dayan who said that this would

be only a partial destruction of the

house-The partofdie house belong-

ing to the bomber's brother would
be left intact. Dayan said.

At a timewhen there are warnings

ofadditional suicide bombings, this

could be a deterrent Dayan added.
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PUT YOUR
FUTURES
IN OUR

CAPABUE HANDS

CommStock is pleased to introduce

- Managed Futures Accounts.

.. •_ .Now yau.caa enjoy the advantages of trading in

"futures "with die confidence of haying top experts

monitDiing tfae maikfit foryotL Ifs like^inyestmg in a

iy

jroup

f]

analyze and trade foryou in currencies, commodities and

stock Indices on lncemBtional tares markets.
.

"

. - Financial consultant JayTuch will be pleased to meet

with you and discuss the potential of a. Managed Futures

Account. Please cin (02) 6244963 for an appointment

Investing infcmtres is speculative, therefore vicnxnmmaid investing no

morerhan I(M yourportfolio insudtJinanckdInstruments.

CommStock
Everything You Need to Succeed

CommStock Trading Ltd. (Est. 1981) J
Futures, Options, and Slock Brokers £

Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St f-

‘
Tfel. 02-624-4963; Fax.;02-625-95 15 J
RamatGan: Bar-Silver, 7 Abba Hilld St .- J

|.;Tel. .03-57^-8826/27; Fax. 03-575-6990 |

bttp://www;commstDCk.co.il

ISRAELI ECONOMY
IS ON THE MOVE.

We offer you a comprehensive and diverse range of

banking and financial services, based on six decades

of unrivaled expertise. Talk to ns first, and profit

from a fully informed picture with professional services

specifically tailored to your needs, including a special

program ofhighly competitive financing opportunities.

MOpen a tax free foreign currency account and enjoy:

Strict confidentiality:* Short & medium term

deposits in all major foreign currencies • Deposits

convertible into all major foreign currencies# Highly

competitive interest rates • No estate duties, tax free

interest in Israel • Funds transferable worldwide.

a Should you choose to diversify yottr assets, consider

investing ihroagh the Bank, in bonds and slocks, traded

worldwide and on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange,

n A real estate purchase in Israel entitles yon to loans of

up to 50% (60!4 under special circumstances) of die

‘property value.

For details, visit any branch ofIsrael Discount Bank, or

contact oar Business Promotion & Marketing Dqartnieji,

16 Mapu St.. Tel Aviv. Tel: 03-5216223^247279.

Fax: 03-5242343. E.Mail: men@netvision.net.il

I> ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK

Mobile X-Ray Unit to Laniado
Mr. Nathan Adler recently donated a Mobile X-Ray Unit

to Netanya's Laniado hospital. At a reception in his honor,

Mr. Adler received Laniado's Master Builder Scroll from

the hospital's Medical Director, Dr. Avinoam Skolnick,

and Netanya's Mayor, Zvi Poleg.

Pictured above (from right to left): Mayor Poleg, Mr. N. Adler, D. Skolnick.
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JORDAN
Petra 2 days with flights from Tel Aviv and back, every

Wednesday and Friday from- 19.2.97 - 30.3.97 !!

Specialprice:

Wednesday : 3 stars from $ 269
Friday: 3 stars from $299

I

The Best Offers for the Religious Public

in Ramat Beit Shemesh

Choice ofapartments built Uie best ixiiifTadors

id IWAW/zlkdpJUSJL&!

3 rooms, starting $118,000

4 roomyiuplejr starting $135,600

5 rooms *large pden, starting $168,100

6 rooms, cottage starting $186,100

i$
;

•. Grants are to be cfeductecf

from the adove prices ($15,000)

\0F Real Estate, Sjrti Israel Hotel, 16 Tora Miiion, Room ;Vo, M, 02-537516/

Listen to Arutz 7, 711 and 1143 AM, 105 FM 1

L
./



NEWS
in brief

Jewish businessman, aides slain in Turkey

sa-
accountant, whose chroai was slit, diedtete?in
Anatolia news agency said The m^e fo/tie£«S^ notknown, but police believed the assault was earnedpany febors. U,e report said. The anikSmSSSX^Ui-Defamauon League voiced concern over disturbingsiens

ass? sent,men ' in Tuitey- "°w<5°^&
af

Firebomb thrown at Rome synagogue
A firebomb was thrown at the synagogue in central Rn™. i a t*

Saturday night, causing slight
sajd they arrested a man who tried to fS the scene

nfrh.o
53'^ 6̂

-

hur,ed at building near the banksof the River Tiber. Police immediately arrested the man.“'? Eastern. and w£re questioning him.AGI
.
news aSency said the man was an Egyptian, but the

^fi^?
,

5
e
H
inan W

?fi
mab,e to infirm it Nobody was hurt in

*Th^^d Was extinguished by firemen

J25(3H?gUe ***"
f^ for previously and is

SKTSi*? Pern?
a
nenI .P0,lce presence. A two-year-old boydied and 37 were injured m a grenade and gun attack on thebuilding by Palestinian terrorists in 1982. Reuter

MKs hear plight of Yemenite immigrants
Yemenite immigrants sent to live in a Rehovot absorption cen-

ter are living m poverty and overcrowded conditions, the
Knesset Immigration and Absorption Committee was told ves-

«tiip
y
nS?

I1

!

Si?
lt Sh

-
lomo Faiz described the squalid conditions

at the Oshiot absorption center, saying; “We always dreamed ofcomjng to Israel. But here we are starving, and living in terriblycrowded conditions. If our situation continues to deterioratewe II return to Yemen " Committee chairwoman MK Naomi
Blumenthal said Faiz has to support his seven children and twowives on NIS 1,900 a month, and they live in a two-room apart-m

Aryeh Dean Cohen
.

Hochberg indicted for murders
Amiram Hochberg, 50. a Ness Ziona scientist suspected of

murdering his common-law wife, Shlomit Bleichman/and herm
S?

e
x
r

;
Id
^,
w^dicied in Tel Aviv ^strict Coun yesterday

h
lda S b0dy was found m her aPa™nent after

Shlomit, 49 had been reported missing from her job at dieWeizmann Institute. Shlomit’s body has not been found and the
time of death is nor known. Police said Hochberg murdered her
and Shlomit and then fled the country with his and Shlomit's

i

1 2-year-old son, Itai. He was arrested in Switzerland in
November and extradited a month ago. jtim

Hospital workers postpone strike
The union of government hospital administrative and mainte-

nance personnel has postponed its threatened strike at least until
after Pessah. After meeting with Health Minister Yehoshua
Matza. the union agreed to continue negotiating with the
Treasury over 1,500 job slots needed in hospitals around the
country. The union has threatened unrest nearly every spring,
knowing the government would be under severe pressure if

*

institutions were not cleaned for the holiday.
'

- Judy Siegei “

Headlights always a good idea
As of today, drivers on intercity roads no longer must keep

their headlights on. Nonetheless, Ori Gershov, head of the trans-
portation safety officers’ association, recommended that all dri-

-

vers keep their headlights lit at all times, regardless of what sea-
son it is. Itim

IMA celebrates 85th anniversary
The Israel Medical Association, which represents most of the

country’s physicians, marks its 85th anniversary today in a fes-
tive meeting in Tel Aviv to be attended by Health Minister
Yehoshua Matza. The organization, which has 17,000 members,
was founded in 1912 with 32 members and was called die
“Hebrew Medical Association for Jaffa and the Jaffa District.”
IMA chairman Dr. Yoram Blachar said yesterday that in the

coming years, the organization will focus on ensuring a proper
level of hospitalization services and improving work conditions
for doctors. Judy Siegel

Boy stabbed in school fight
A lOth-grade boy was stabbed in the knee by another student,

a ninth-grader, in a fight during recess at the Sirkin High School
in Holon. The two were quarreling about the use of the soccer
field. The boy was brought to Holon ’s Wolfson Hospital. The
slabber was arrested. /n

-m
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Tories fear landslide
By GERHARD RAVEN

LONDON (Reuter) -
Conservative members of parlia-
ment yesterday appealed to col-
leagues at the center of sleaze alle-
gations to put their party’s inter-
ests ahead of their own and step
down as candidates in the May 1
election.

They said the party desperately
needed to wrench the focus of the
campaign away from stories qf
sexual indiscretions and finandj
irregularities to start clawing bacl
the opposition Labor Party's 20
percent lead in the opinion polls.
Sir Michael Hirst, chairman of

the Scottish Conservatives,
resigned Saturday over' claims he
had had a homosexual lover.
But Neil Hamilton, a former

minister at the center of allega-
tions that Harrods store owner
Mohammed Al-Fayed paid several
MPs generously to ask pariiamen-
taiy questions, refused to quit as
candidate for his safe northern
England seat •

And Piers Merchant, whose
photograph kissing a 17-year-old
nightclub hostess in a park
appeared in a tabloid newspaper
last week, Saturday won the back-
ing of his local party as their stan-

^ London com- before our personal interests,” he “I fully understand your position

^l™^0fBeCk®nhara
’

.
told BBC radio. and support the decision you have

shonM^*a^Ij^
V
Ki
IVe canc!‘^aie This is doing us an enormous made so speedily and in such a

amine his conscience amount ofdamage and certainly if courageous and honorable man-

. LONDON (Reuter) - Britain’s Labor Party
.pledged yesterday to call a conference ofcotd-tn« that handled Nazi gold during World War£
to discuss compensation for Holocaust survivors
if it comes to power/
Forciffi affairs spokesman Robin Cook said

vaults ofthe .Bank of England and
the US Federal Reserve should be “putro use in
sonre act of reparation.”
Swiss Foreign Minister Flavio Cotti -last month

racked the idea of a conference after meeting
.British Labor MP Greville Janner, a vice-presi-
dent of the World Jewish Congress.

nollina day- which he hoped . his^Vv;

party ~ would use to cov

Labor’s lead- - j

But the tw0 weeks

campaign have seen *

publicity disasters for his

which has held power since
>i oo HirsL

Janner wants an international agreement that

S68 million of gold seized by the allies at the end
of die war -and Still held by the British and
American central banks should be used to com-
pensate Holocaust survivors and their families.

Britain’s Foreign Office has been cautious
about a conference, saying it is open to the idea

provided the meeting has a clear purpose and is

well prepared.
But Cook said in a statement “A Labor govern-

ment will show leadership by convening an inter-

national conference to put . some urgency into

finding a way forward.”

and say, Tf I stand, will that make
it more likely or less likely that
this, election will- be fought on
policies and that the Conservative
government will get re-elected,"’
said John Townend, a member of
the party's powerful 1922
Committee.
“If it’s less likely, I think there

comes a time when we have got to
put the party and the country

I were in a position where I had to
put myself or the party first, I
know which I would put first,”

said veteran legislator Sir James
Spicer, who is retiring at the elec-
tion.

Prime Minister John Major hint-
«lin a letter to Hirst that he would
like to see Merchant and Hamilton
sacrifice themselves for the wider
interests of their party.

ner," he said.

But The Sunday Mirror said

Hirst quit only after seven hours of

pressure by two senior colleagues

in the Scottish party who told him,

incorrectly, that the newspaper
had a dossier about a past indis-

cretion in his private life.

Major announced the election

date on March 15, giving an
unusually long 6 weeks' notice of

Saudis: Extradite

Dhahran suspect

from Canada
RIYADH (AP) - An Interior^

Ministry official yesterday said the '

Saudi suspect held in Canada for!
last June’s bombing that killed 19 :

American servicemen should be !

extradited to Saudi Arabia, not to
the United States.

Canada arrested Hani Sayegh
|

March 18 forpossible involvement <

in the deadly truck bombing at ,

Dhahran in eastern Saudi Arabia.
,

Canadian officials claim Sayegh is

a threat to Canadian security and
want to deport him. US officials

.

have said that since he entered
Canada from the United States,

Sayegh could be deported to
American territory.

But the ^u4i official, who spoke.. .

under customary ^conditions oj
anonymity, said Sayegh should be
sent to Saudi Arabia since he is a
Saudi and the bombing happene4
on Saudi territory. Hie official said
Saudi Arabia had made a lot of
progress in the investigation and
needed to interrogate Sayegh to fit

the pieces together. He also said
the United States was not die right
place to try anyone implicated in
the Dhahran blast The official said
the Canadians had expressed 1

"’understanding for'Saudi Arabia’s
request

Sayegh has requested refugee
status in Canada, claiming he was
persecuted in his homeland for
religious reasons. He is a Shiite
Muslim, while the majority of

:
Saudis are Sunnis.
On Thursday, Canadian officials

said they believe Sayegh, 28, con-
ducted surveillance at (he military
housing complex in Dhahran and
drove die car that signaled the go-
ahead to the driver of a fuel truck
packed with 2.5 tons ofexplosives.
Sayegh denies involvement in

the bombing and says he was in
Syria at the time.

• A: report from the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service,
parts of which were made public
Thursday, said Sayegh is a mem-
ber of Saudi Hizbullah, a militant
Shiite group with links to
Hizbullah in Lebanon.
The Saudis reportedly have

detained dozens of suspects in the
Dhahran attack, including some
with ties to Iran, but have not
released any details of the inquiry.
US officials have been frustrated

by lack of access to suspects.

SNIPER AT WORK

Steppe*] UUWII “ -““7 "V-ST'

nimors about his pnya“
while former minister Tim

implicated in the “cash far

lions” affair, was disowned by

local party. .
•

“The Tories face not simpfy ^^v
being buried under a tide

sleaze, but under a Labor lanq-:

slide.” The Sunday Times

men ted. “To have any chance o

avoiding that fate, they must

the careers of the two

(Hamilton and Me rcnant)

^

Bookmakers William Hill offered -
-

odds of 1 1 -to-one that Majorat®*
would be reelected. The odds

Labor victory rose to six-to-ooe

on, the best they have been far

Labor since 1979.

A poll in The Mail on Sunday-
~r^ r'-;

•

newspaper gave Labor 52 percent^t^.^
support among women, against

-

30% for the Conservatives

14% for the minority Liberat>;\-^S>

Democrats. r -.‘:
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Yemen gunman slays 8
SANA’A (Reuter) - A school

headmistress, a teacher and six chfl-

.

dren died yesterday when a man !

fired a machinegun at hundreds of
‘

pupUs at two schools in the Yemeni •

capital, a security official said.

An Interior Ministry statement .

said a total of 11 pupils from the two
neighboring schools and three other-

:

people were wounded. The security

official named the headmistress as
Asama Noman, an Egyptian woman
in her forties.

Police arrested the gunman.

Witnesses said be was a disgruntled

former bus driver at the Tala 'eh
school who had been fired by the

headmistress. The security official

said the assailant was insane.

The attacks spread. panic among
the 1,000 students in the schools in

the middle class suburb ofAsbahi.
Some of tiie pamc-stricken chil-

dren dived for cover while others ran
away. The schools were closed after

the shootings, which witnesses said
were the first such incident in the
capital of the impoverished state.

Armagh
Drive carefully ^
An Irish Republican Army sniper warning stands nnth.A . ^
Northern Ireland yesterday, near wherea^IRA -

to DundaB« road in
Constabulary policeman late Saturday

0t a Ulster ^
(ap)

;—
-
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P
raguer* gave a typically

Czech, homecoming wel-
come on Friday to Zdenek

and Jan Sverafc. whose film
Kolya last week won the Oscar
for best foreign-language film.
Scores of fans amt journalists

greeted the fothcr-and-son team
as-they

; arrived hack at Prague
airport, toasting them with tradi-
tional Czech Pilsner beer.

“This is a national celebration.”
yelled, the father. Zdenek, a vet-
eran' Czech stage and screen
actor who wrote the politically
charged script and played the
main role as a soured former
symphony cellist under commu-
nism.

With the crowd chanting
“Show it to us," his 31 -year-old
son, Jan, who won with his sec-
ond Oscar-nominated film,
whipped out the coveted gold
statue to whoops and eheers.
The story of an aging bache-

lor's reawakening when he takes
an abandoned Russian boy,
Kolya, under his wing on the eve
of Prague's bloodless 1989
Velvet Revolution touched a
chord with nostalgic Czechs.
The Sverak team made their

first international splash in 1 992,
when the postwar drama-comedy
Elementary School earned an
Oscar nomination. Zdenek is cur-

rently working on the team's first

original English-language script.

President Vaclav Havel, a for-

mer dissident, playwright under
communism who acted in films

himself, sent a victory telegram
to the Sveraks after the win, say-
ing “I am happy that eft-*’ »• «
years a <~-

against the same backdrop

Tolstoy described some 1 50 years

ago: war-tom Chechnya. While

director Sergei Bidrov sticks quire

closely to the outline of the novel-

la, his movie leaves us, almost

inevitably, with a darker feeling.

Israel’s ‘Queen of the Night’
Ifr MCNAEL JMZENSTAPT

The hall was packed with

enthusiastic youngsters,

most of whom were get-

ting their first taste of opera.
Suddenly, the Henry Crown
Symphony Hal! in Jerusalem
darkened and an entrancing
voice emerged from another
part of the hall, as if descend-
ing from the sky. It was the

soprano Shira Green, singing
the Queen of the Night's first

aria in Mozart's The Magic
Flute,

Green, 25. was bom and
raised in a small moshav,
Mishmar Ayalon, between
Jerusalem and RehovoL Now,
she is studying voice in

Berlin.

Green began her musical
studies when she was in sec-

ond grade. “My father was
playing the clarinet at borne
and 1 envied him,” she remi-
nisces. At 16. she was about to

audition for a summer music
camp. “I came with my clar-

inet but 1 entered the wrong
room by mistake. They asked
me to sing something. I want-
ed to ger our bur was persuad-
ed to stay and try. 1 did not
know anything classical so 1

sang the kid's tune "Hayalda
Hachi Yafa Bagan" ("The
prettiest girl in kinder-
garten”). and 1 was immedi-
ately accepted.”

After her army service,
which included an armored-
vehicle course and working on
the bridges along the Jordan
River, she took a few voice
lessons and suddenly a new
career emerged.
This year she was supposed

to complete her master's
dem*e »» /h* o.

“1 do a lot more than

music there. 1 study '

painting and sculpting

which I have always
done, but not pro-

fessionally. 1 also
studied fencing and
African dancing. .

And believe me, it

all helps me
sing.”

In the last few
weeks, while
here during a

semester break
from Berlin, she

participated in a

series of school
concerts in

which she and
baritone Dan
Ettinger pre-

sented The
Magic Flute in

Hebrew. Green sang all three

female roles in the opera, the

princess Pamina. her evil

mother the Queen of the

Night, and the charming

Papagena. In the past few
days she participated in a

children’s production of

the same opera, this

time in Haifa, in

which she sang the

Queen of the Night -

a demanding pan she

knows she will be
singing for many
years to come.

Shira Green sings

the Queen of the

Night with the

Haifa Symphony
Orchestra today (5)

at the Haifa
Auditorium.

is uot re&i». p... ... . „ ..

romantic sketch, which tends to

skimp on psychological explana-

tions and refrains completely
from delivering the unequivocal

anti-war message that Bidrov ’s

picture offers up. The filmmaker

tAM* .icsiies out the skeletal plot

with lots of buddy-raovie-styled

banter (according to this familiar

formula, a mismatched pair are

thrown together by circumstance

and, thanks to their shared shack-

les and hard luck, move from

f.sanna Mekhraiieva), in particn-

|\ looks on a bit wistfully as she

ings food to the prisoners. At
;e 13. she’s mistress of her
dier's house and seems drawn to

jb captives, as they are to her, out

j a blend of loneliness and
riosity: she appears to be half in

We with fair-skinned, dopey-
lnned Vanya, and much of the

jen’s poignancy derives from the

zl that a happy ending to her
enage crush is clearly out of the

iiesrion.

/ Bidrov 's movie succeeds
through its small scale and the

plackly comic sympathy he
Extends to all his characters, with

fhe possible exception of one
really vulgar, caviar-gulping

Russian police chief. And aside
from being a strong political

statement. Prisoner offers an
anthropologically fascinating

glimpse at "Caucasian tribal life

•(the movie was shot in a

mutual irritation to beirr&— -^primeval-looking village in

of friends;. More wiling to sit Dagestan^ about 300 kilometers

also charts the soldiers'; ...creas-

ingly warm interactions with their

captors.

Abdul-Murat’s serious-eyed

adolescent daughter (the lovely

from the Chechen war-zone). The
sharply pitched mountains them-
selves are so striking and fierce,

they almost serve as supporting

characters in the film.

It always rains in September

Brafisbva comes to Jerusalem

A generous doBop of. Bratislava’s performing and plastic

arts is coining to our capital from Slovakia’s capital as part

of a cultural exchange agreement between the two coun-

tries. Between April 6 and 10 there’ll be music, theater, pup-

pet theater, dance, movies and art with some 155 partici-

pants. Highlights include a gala concert performance of

Mozart’s Don .Giovanni by the Capella Istropohtana

Chamber Orchestra, another Mozart opera, The Manage

ofFigaro, performed by the Arena puppet theater ofmime

artist Mflan Sladek (seen above in Apocalypse), Dyp inaf

by the avant-garde Stoka Theater and jazz from the Slovak

Jfazz Quartet This visit is in response to one by 80 Israeli

artists in 1995, and Bratislava mayor Peter Kresanek is

coming along. Helen Kaye

By HELEN KAYE

£ A play written by an
Z\ Englishman about a

J. Yorkshire couple per-

formed by Scots in Israel is an
intriguing possibility,” smiled
director Bill Graham.

Well, it’s happened. Graham's
multi-award winning production

of September in the Rain by
John Godber performed by the

Tryst Theater of Larbert opens

at Gerard Behar in Jerusalem on
Thursday with two perfor-

mances at Tel Aviv's Yad
Lebanim and another in

Ra’anana,

September in the Rain is about

Liz (Carol Clark) and Jack (Jim

Allen) who always go to

Blackpool for their annual

September vacation - and it's

always raining. The two-charac-

ter comedy tracks the couple

through the 40 years of their

marriage from the 1950s to the

1990s.

Graham observes that "a major

attraction of the play for me is

the audiences’ recognition of the

changing moods in this story of

a marriage, and of similar expe-

riences in their own lives."

A shortened version won
Scotland's One-Act Play

Festival in 1995. The complete

play won Best Production, Best

Director and the Adjudicator's

Liz (Carol Clark) and Jack

(Jim Allen) go to Blackpool

for their vacation every year.

Award at the Dundalk
International Drama Festival

last May, and reached the finals

of the British Amateur Drama
Festival in June.

The 10-member Tryst, based

in the small town (30,000) of
Larbert near Falkirk in Scotland,

is an energetic amateur theater

group which Graham, who still

teaches drama at Larbert High
School, founded with graduates

from his drama class in the early

1960s.

Some of the original members
are still with Tryst, and “the
unique thing about the club is its

versatility,” he continues. The
actors are all equally competent
offstage, “so that there is a great

synergy that underpins our per-

formances.” ^

As amateurs; they all have
daytime jobs. Clark and Allen
are both teachers.

Other professions include a
psychiatric nurse, a public-rela-

tions consultant, a silver

reclaimer and employees of
Scotland’s petrochemical mdus-
try.

A folk and rock concert, dona-

tions from some 100 local busi-

nesses and a well-attended pro-

duction of The Secret Diary of
Adrian Mole aged 13 314 helped

raise the nearly £5,000 the group
needed to make the trip which is

sponsored by EADI, or English
• Amateur Drama in Israel.

“We saw them at Dundalk and
were totally blown away, and
that was before we knew they’d
won ” says EADI head Yanky
Fachlcr, who added to Tryst’s

coffers by getting funds “from
an enthusiastic bunch of
Scottish Jews who were turned

on by the idea of this first-ever

visit by a Scottish drama group
to Israel.”

NEWS
ofthe muse

Mstislav
Rostropovich

(Erwin
Scbenkelbach)

‘Tropical' storm in Miami
A Cuban American civil-rights group last week criticized anti-

Castro exiles who forced a Miami radio station to stop playing

music from Cuba, calling them an intolerant minority who acted

“like the Spanish Inquisition.” The Cuban American Defense

League said the action was “another glaring example of intoler-

ance and censorship in our community.”
Tropical 983 radio station’s broadcast of songs by Cuban pop -

stars such as Los Vin Van and Manolin, “tire Doctor of Salsa,”

broke a taboo by Miami's Spanish-language radio stations on

music from the communist-ruled island. Right-wing stations

immediately attacked Tropical and it stopped the music after

receiving a bomb threat, and several advertisers canceled spots.

Reuter

Rostropovich honored by Yeltsin

Conductor Mstislav Rostropovich was
honored by Russian President Boris Yeltsin

last week for “Service to the Fatherland."

Rostropovich received the award on the eve

of his 70ih birthday “for service to the state

and a major contribution to the intemation-

ai development of music,” according to

Yeltsin’s decree as quoted by the ITAR-
Thss news agency.

Rostropovich’s support for Soviet dissi-

dents, including author Alexander

Solzhenitsyn, earned him the wrath of the

Kremlin in the early 1970s. He received

permission to leave the Soviet Union for

two years m 1974, then refused to return

and was stripped of his citizenship in 1978.

He was music director of the National Symphony Orchestra in

Washington until retiring in 1 994 and now spends much of his

time in Russia. AP

New TV channel launched in UK
Britain’s new Channel 5 station went on air last night. It is the

first commercial terrestrial channel to be launched in Britain

since Channel 4 in 1982. Whereas C4 has a remit to cater for

minority tastes, Channel 5 will go head-to-head against the

powerful ITV commercial network. Britons spend an average of

almost four hours in front of the set every day. Reuter

Pirouettes and plaudits

The Jerusalem Rubin Academy of Music and Dance is hosting

a week of International Music and Dance through April 3 as the

inaugural event of its 50th anniversary with the participation of

12 academies from abroad. The event started on Saturday.

The academy is also giving a Salute to Israeli Creativity, with

a dance performance and debate at the Wise Auditorium on the

Givat Ram Campus today. Panelists include composers Zvi

Avni, Mark Kopytman and choreographers Nina Timofeyevna

and Moshe Kedetn. Helen Kaye

Art and nature are one
The Days of Music and Nature Festival

will involve 25 stages tucked among the

beautiful countryside ofWestern Galilee in

and around’Misgav where'30 arts events
“

will happen during Hoi Harooed Fessah,
*

April 24 to 26. This festival combines

hikes (mornings) and concerts (after-

noons). Performers include the Israel

Chamber Orchestra, the Young
Philharmonic, Ahiooam Nini and Ehud
Bantu, David Deor and actor Moshe Beker.

There'll be jazz, classical, ethnic and pop

music, not to mention a most unusual sum-
mit meeting between Johann Sebastian Bach and versions of die

old Leipziger’s music in jazz by Peter Wertheimer together with

songs from Egyptian composerAbdul el-Wahab. The budget is

NIS 750,000, down 20 percent from last year. Tickets are

already on sale at all agencies and prices range from NIS 20 to

80, depending on the activities you choose. Helen Kaye

Laurels for Camerata
The Israel Camerata Jerusalem recently returned from highly

successful tours of North America and Germany. Critics com-
peted with each other on crowning the orchestra with unprece-

dented laurels. "The orchestral blend achieved by the ensemble

was nothing short of breathtaking,” said the Calgary Herald

critic, while the Los Angeles Tones commented on “effortless

virtuosity, tight instrumental balances and a broad dynamic

palette that the group uses tastefully."

The Boston Herald said it best: “The Israel Camerata is a

crackeijack chamber orchestra that plays everything with enor-

raous polish and virtuosity.” MichaelAj&nstadt •

Ahlnoam Nini

(Ronco Ackerman)
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The Best of Israeli Theatre, with simultaneous
translation into English every Tuesday night
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Egypt’s antisemitic press

Today foe Anti-Defamation League will

present the Knesset with a just-released
report documenting virulent antisemitism

in the Egyptian press. When asked about this

distressing phenomenon. President Hosni
Mubarak is fond of (a) comparing press free-

dom in Egypt to that of the United States and (b)

attacking this newspaper for what he perceives
is an anti-Egyptian bias.

“Don’t ask me to control the press here - I

simply can’t Our media follows the example of
the American media/* Mubarak told the

Jerusalem Report, adding that, “77z<? Jerusalem
Post frequently offends me with its awful and
terrible cartoons and its most [im]polite arti-

cles." Not so fast. President Mubarak. We hate

to be impolite, but as far as we know, the US
government does not own stock in the major
newspapers, and appoint their editors and the

chairmen of their boards. Nor does the US gov-
ernment enjoy a monopoly on the printing and
distribution of newspapers, or use that monop-
oly (according to the US State Department) “to

limit output of opposition publications."

The prestigious international writers-’ associa-

tion PEN reports that, “Although Egypt’s press

is one of the least restricted in the Arab world,

serious problems exist and they are worsening

in the face of civil conflict." According to PEN,
“In 1995. already restrictive press laws were

amended to include what has been called the

‘press assassination law/ supposedly enacted to

help combat terrorism, but which in fact nar-

rows the scope for freedom of expression."

This included a provision for “precautionary

detentions" ofjournalists, in other words, detention

of journalists without any charges, hi any case,

even if the press were as free as a bird, as Mubarak
would have us believe, that would not absolve die

Egyptian society as a whole from addressing the

hatred that is being fomented on an almost daily

basis against Jews, Judaism, and Israel.

Jews, according to the ADL study, are consis-

tently portrayed as a “satanic force trying to

undermine Islam.” as “seeking domination of

the Middle East and the world,” and as equiva-

lent to Nazis. The report continues, “The most
common depiction [of Jews] is the stooped,

bearded man wearing a black robe with a long,

crooked nose - the same distorted stereotype of

a European Jew used by the Nazis and later

found in Communist Russia.”

Prime Minister Binyarain Netanyahu, like

other Israeli leaders before him, is routinely

depicted as a Nazi, complete with swastikas on
his uniform. Last October, Mustafa Amin wrote

in Al-Akbar. “If he continues Hitler’s policies,

he will end like Hitler." As if this were not

enough, Jews are seen as “the origin of evil and
corruption, spreading AIDS, prostitution, and
the insidious destruction of Egyptian society,"

the ADL reports. Blood libels from the Middle
Ages are alive and well in Egypt, where Al-

Ahram published an article claiming that Jews
sacrifice Christian and Moslem children.

Though the vitriol has been stepped up a notch

since Netanyahu’s election, the pattern is con-

sistent, according to the ADL, since Israel’s

founding in 1945, through the peace with Egypt
in 1979, and after the signing of the Oslo
Accords in 1993.

To this. Mubarak says, “Don’t ask us to ‘edu-

cate’ our people for peace with Israel - they’ll

tell me to go to hell." Is this what Mubarak real-

ly wants us to believe? That Egyptians are more
anti-Israel than Jordanians, whose king is fer-

vently calling for peace between “all of the chil-

dren of Abraham?" Mubarak is saying, in effect,

do not ask me to lead my people - they do not

want peace with Israel and I understand them.

Egypt wants and expects to be treated as the

leader of the Arab world, particularly with

respect to the peace process. Yet it is impossible

for Egypt to lead the Arab world toward a real,

lasting peace with Israel if it does not also lead

on the front of cultural acceptance and normal-

ization.

The sad part about Egypt’s backward form of

leadership is that it permeates and suffocates the

culture as a whole. Restrictions on press free-

dom, the epidemic of press antisemitism, and
the spoiler role in the peace process are all

symptoms of a larger, even more troubling phe-

nomenon: the shift in Egyptian culture toward

extremism.

As Egyptian author Karim Alrawi wrote in

Index on Censorship in May 1994, “It is hard to

describe what it is like to be living in a society

whose culture is dying. It is not just a question

of the persecution ofwriters and academics, nor

of the tightening of restrictions on publications

and die increased censorship of theaters and
Elms... It is a little like watching a large and

lumbering animal slowly being sucked into die

mire; it is the knowledge that what was won by
past generations so painstakingly is being lost,

possibly forever."

Ultimately, it is Egypt that is the victim of its

descent into a Nasserist pan-Arabism which

thumbs its nose at modernity and modernity’s

representative in the Middle East, Israel.

Antisemitism is an example of such backward-

ness in its raw form; it will take real leadership

to begin the hard task of uprooting it

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ICE SKATING

Sir. - Your sub-editor did Galit

Chait and Seigei Sakhnovsky a great

injustice with [he headline. “Ice

skaters disappoint in Lausanne"
(March 23). We watched them live

on Eurosport, and they gave a bril-

liant, flawless and dramatic program,

drawing very high praise from the

British commentators. Despite then-

bias in favor of the British couple just

above them in the ranking, the com-

mentators agreed the Israelis had
performed better and deserved to

overtake them. They then expressed

shock and displeasure at the marks
they received from the judges.

Chait and Sakhnovsky did us

proud and made a marvelous impres-

sion in a competition of the highest

standard.

AM/EL SCHOTZ
Beersheba.

LACK OF CREDIBILITY
Sir, - The most important ingre-

dient in any relationship, whether
between individuals or nations, is

trust Without it, there can be little

hope of any lasting accommoda-
tion. Perhaps the single greatest

problem facing Binyamin
Netanyahu is that no one - neither

foe Americans, the Jordanians, the

Egyptians, nor even members of
his own cabinet and party -
believes or trusts him. And given
his record of broken promises
since he became prime minister,

can anyone blame them?

If Netanyahu occupied a lower
political position, his behavioral

and attitudinal problems might be
overlooked. But as leader of the

nation, he represents us. What he
says and does determines our fate.

I wonder if be truly understands

the terrible damage that his lack of
credibility is causing the nation. Is

he is unable or unwilling to under-
stand this? I shudder to think of
what lies ahead for us with him at

our helm.

DR. ROBERTROCKAWAY
Tel Aviv.

BUND EYE
Sir, - The feci that the US does

not wish to condemn or even to see
the violations of the Oslo
Agreement by Arafat reminds me
of a similar American blindness in

1970. At that time, there was an
agreement between Israel and
Egypt for a cease-fire to end the

War of Attrition according to

which Egypt agreed to remove its

missiles from the Suez Canal Zone.
Several weeks later, the

Americans were shown Israeli pho-
tographs ofEgyptian missiles which
had returned to the zone in violation

of agreement- American reaction

to those photos was that they were
not missiles, but perhaps chimneys
of some new factories Egyptians
were building in the area.

Unfortunately for Israel, during the

Yom Kippur War, these “chimneys”
shot down dozens of Israeli planes

which were defending the country
from the Egyptian invaders. %
When will the Americans ever

learn? Or don’t they really care
what happens to us?'

JOSHUA J. ADLER
Jerusalem.

Sir, - Further to Dr. Jacob
Rosin’s letter of March 14
“Secular majority,*’ I am in agree-
ment with his “logic" as far as he
went, but would like to take it on
from there.

If a gentile wants to become a
secular Jew, why does he need to
become a “Jew"? What has he
gained? A secular Jew b'ves like a
gentile, his children of grandchil-
dren marry gentiles, and he is right
back where he came from. So why

SECULAR JEWS
bother?

If it is because he wants to die a
Jew, he would be better off dying
a righteous gentile than a Jew who
doesn’t keep the Torah-
Orthodox Jews are just Jews

who try to live by the God-given
Tbrah we received at ML Sinai
from (he creator of the universe,
through Moses,

MRS. CHAYAROCHEL
SCHWARTZ

Jerusalem.

JERUSALEMS TAXI DRIVERS

Sir, - I have just returned from
two weeks in Jenisalem.

I had heard many things about
Jerusalem's taxi drivers, all of
them bad. The reality was worse.

Adjectives such as dishonest,

unhelpful, rude, negative, all

spring to mind, as well as a num-
ber of unprintable ones.

I heard people bemoaning the

lack of tourists in Jerusalem.
Personally, I do not think it is the

terrorist threats; it is your taxi dri-

vers that make tourists swear
never to return.

On the bright side, in two days

in Tel Aviv, I encountered only

courteous, friendly and helpful

taxi drivers. Perhaps Jerusalem

should import a few of them?

HA. SHERMAN
Calgary, Canada.

STONE-THROWING

Sir, - A fundamental problem in

the “peace process" is that the

Palestinian Authority changes the

meaning of words. An example is

Palestinian spokesman Nabil

Shaath’s declaration: “We are

using peaceful protest The Israeli

army shoots at peaceful demon-

strators’’ (March 21). By saying

“we," Shaath identifies with Che

previous day’s stoning of Israeli

soldiers in Bethlehem.

The Netanyahu government

should reject the Palestinian con-

cepts that hurling stones is a
“peaceful demonstration" and that

the Palestinian Police obligations

are met by hovering about behind

stone-throwers.
SUE GOLDEN LERNER

Jerusalem.

UNNECESSARY
Sir, — Do we really need another

confrontation with the

Palestinians? Is it really worth any
more deaths, injuries or hospital

visits for the Israelis orArabs?
Prime Minister Netanyahu can

choose the path toward peace or the

path toward war, but he cannot take
them both at the same time. Any
farther bloodshed pests upon him.

MICHAEL A. GLVECK, MJ>.
Newport Beach, California.

Middle way
ALEX LUBOTZKY

Mention the conversion

issue in any Jewish
forum, here or abroad,

and tempers wit] rise. Mention it

in a gathering that includes

Orthodox, Conservative, and
Reform, and you will find your-

.

self in a veritable battlefield, with

wounded (sensibilities) strewn all

over the place.

What seems most useful, there-

fore, is to find something on
which we can all agree.

Judaism should be associated

with dear; honest practice, and

not with evasion or double-deal-

ing. Since everyone must surely

subscribe to that, what about the

ridiculous distinction whereby
nou-Orthodox conversions have
traditionally been recognized in

Israel if they were carried out

Give peace (among
Jews) a chancel

abroad, but not if they were done
here?

This is all the more bizarre

given the widely accepted fact that

such conversions are actually far

more stringently supervised here

than anywhere else.

The current loophole which
allows someone who has been

turned away by the Israeli rab-

binate to take a trip abroad and

return “Jewish" for all intents and

purposes demeans all conversion

procedures, Orthodox and non-

Orthodox.
The proposal I am advocating is

simple, clear, and honest: that

there be no differentiation

between non-Orthodox conver-

sions, wherever they may have

been carried oul All should be

recognized for civil purposes, but

not for religious ones.

Thus any convert would be clas-

sified as Jewish in his ID; but the

Population Registry would speci-

fy the exact nature of conversion

be or she underwent.

The fearof being called discrim-

inatory should not deter one from

calling a spade a spade.

From the civil point of view,

every conversion is equal;

halachically speaking, it isn’t. If a

son comes to his Orthodox father

and says he wants to marry a con-

vert, that father is fully justified in

wanting to know who converted

her.'

THE conversion law, anchoring in

legislation the current status quo

whereby conversions by non-

Orthodox rabbis done in Israel are

not recognized, is scheduled to

come before the Knesset today for

a first reading. Should it pass,

American Jewry, with its over-

whelming proportion of non-

Orthodox”Jews, will feel humiliat-

ed. and their Judaism delegit-

intized.

The Knesset’s religious factions

would, of course, dearly like io

see all conversion solely in the

bands of the Orthodox rabbinate.

However, in their heart of hearts,

they know this aspiration isn't

realistic.

The proposal described solves

the halachic problem: and In

granting all non-Orthodox con-

verts at least a symbolic recog-

nition of their conversion,

addresses too the legitimate

needs of the Conservative and

Reform.
The big news is that this is the

first time any objective proposal

on this sensitive topic has gar-

nered support from both sides.

Yesterday. Meir Porush of

United Torah Judaism told me:
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“This is a serious proposal that

warrants serious consideration."

Porush added that he wanted to

put it before the Council of Torah

Sae.es.

Those bodies who have peti-

tioned the High Court against the

conversion law have agreed to

postpone their petition only jf

today's first reading of the law is

also postponed.

My fervent hope is that matters

will’ not be brought to a head

today, so that all sides can gain

-m
more time to reach a genuine set- -v'-Wt

dement. . v -j

A compromise proposal

above could end, once and far all,
'

'

the perennial debate over "Who's ,,

a Jew/’
"

’ V
That being the case, all ! am say-.

, ^
ing is: Give peace (among the

Jews) a chance!

The writer, a Third Way MK.is
a mathematics professor and
Orthodox resident ofEfrat.
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It isn’t the system that’s at fault

Against a background of dis-

satisfaction among both

coalition and opposition

MKs with the new system of

direct election, the Association for

Pariiamentarianism is to hold a

symposium on Tuesday at the

Knesset on the way the new sys-

tem has been working.

What are the mam causes of dis-

satisfaction? There is a feeling that

the new system has eroded the

power of the Knesset; that it has

greatly weakened the two major

parties while strengthening the

medium-sized ones, to the detri-

ment of foe country’s political life;

and that it was responsible for

bringing Binyamin Netanyahu to

power.
Has the new system really

weakened the Knesset? Not real-

ly. It is still that body which must
pass all bills into law; and no
government can survive if a
majority in the Knesset rejects its

policy.

The only real difference is that
in the past, an ordinary majority (a
majority ofMKs participating in a
vote) could bring down the"gov-
ernment without new elections
needing to be held, whereas today
it takes a special majority of 61
MKs to bring down the prune
minister — resulting in new elec-
tions for both prime minister and
KnesseL

Clearly, those who would like to
topple Netanyahu without this
meaning new elections would pre-
fer a return to the old system.

It should, however, be remem-
bered that only one Israeli govern-
ment has ever been brought down
by a vote on a no-confidence

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

motion, and that was the national

unity government on March 15.

1 990; even though the country has
had numerous governments
enjoying very scant Knesset
majorities, and was governed by a
minority government from August
1993 to June 1996.
What about the argument that

the new system strengthened the
smaller parties vis-a-vis the two

it enabled Netanyahu to come to

power. Even if die last elections
had been held under the old sys-
tem and Labor had received more
sears than the Likud, the president
would, in all likelihood, have
called upon Netanyahu to form the
new government.
One cannot ignore two facts.

The first is that'"whereas the bal-
ance of seats in the 13th Knesset

Has direct election of the premier really
weakened the Knesset?

. wr-flr-T-*

large ones? Though the split vot-
ing (for the prime minister and for
the Knesset) certainly aided this
phenomenon, it cannot be held
solely responsible for it

One should not forget the peri-
ods under the old system when
some of the smaller parties, like
the National Religious Party and
Mapam, held 10 or more Knesset
seats.

The main reason for the current
weakness of the two major parties
has less to do with the system than
with the feet that they simply do
not represent large sections of the
population, such as the traditional
Sephardim, the Russian new
immigrants, or Israeli Arabs.
If the two large parties want to

win back votes, they will just have
to tty harder.

THE weakest argument against
the system of direct election is that

between the left-wing and Arab
parties versus the right-wing and
religious parties was 61 to 59, in
the 14th Knesset it is 52 to 68.
The second is that, unlike

Yitzhak Rabin, Shimon Peres had
never won an election, and his
refusal to declare Ehud Barak as
his candidate for defense minister
didn't exactly increase.his chances
in May 1996.
So it isn’t the system that

brought Netanyahu to power, but
the fact that he is a shrewd politi-
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INTERNET CRIME ARCHIVES g . •« Tell/

. New View: Nuts
By GEORGE JOHNSON

F
OR ibe teduKv-1ibertarians intent on
keeping the abstract duchy called

cyberspace the freest of all lands,
the last few months have been a

nightmare of bad- vibrations rippling
through what the electronic elite derisively
cadis the “old media.'*

. : Every few days, it seems, television news-
casts and newspapers carry reports of un-
speakable acts conducted over the Internet
Pedophiles and maybe even prisoners trade
pornography and tips on kidnapping, while
trying to seduce children In electronic chat-
rooms. Right-wing lunatics post recipes for
explosives and rouse their members with
paranoid visions of immense conspiracies
that only they can overthrow.

Earlier this year, the United States Pa-
role Commission, alarmed at the flotsam
sifted from the data gurgling, through the
fiber optical pipes, added a new item to the
list of things Federal parolees can be kept
from doing: owning firearms, drinking to

excess, consorting with criminals, and now,

Come visitmy web
site, kiddies, and Fll

give you some candy.

tising-a computer to access the internet.

The horror stories about the crimes
made possible by this powerfully anarchic

V technology pale against the news last week
that a cult of Southern California computer
enthusiasts, who supported themselves
making Web pages for businesses, commit-
ted mass suicide in preparation for a sci-

ence-fiction version of the Rapture, in which
they would be beamed aboard a U.F.O.
hiding behind the Hale-Bopp comet. Taking
phenobaibital like Communion wafers, and
following the drug with vodka chasers, they

.^rested, shrouded in. purple, and quietly

f.iawaited the ultimate trip.

:. Anyone who spends much time randomly
wandering the Web may have found their

delusion eerily familiar. For months rumors
about the U.F.O. and the comet have fes-

tered in discussion groupsand onWeb pages
all over the Net, sharing space with specula-

'

tion about military plots to blow up T.W.A.

Flight 800 and the Federal building in Okla-

homa City,or to destroy Zairians with Ebola

virus engineered in government labs.

The computer cult, with the sappy name
Heaven's Gate, added to the group halluci-

nation. using its own Web site to spread an
ideology that combined Christianity and

gnosticism with scenarios that could have
come from watching too many X-Files re-

runs while reading the Weekly World News
But the weirdest thing about their cut-and-

paste religion was that it wasn’t really so

weird at all — at least not on the Internet,

where one can leaf through digitally "en-

hanced’' photos showing pyramids on Mars
and a second Sphinx— linked, through some
ethereal connection probably involving res-

onating crystals, with the monuments of

Egypt (which may have been built with the

help of enlightened extraterrestrials).

Never mind that most of the Internet’s
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These images from World Wide Web sites.

ranging from the merely strange to the truly sin

ister, may explain why so many people now see

the Internet as a menace, a labyrinth hiding the

obsessions of perverts and cult leaders trying to

snare impressionable minds and bodies.
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life Imitates Art

The latest trends in

bank robbery. ^
By David Johnston

f Mexican Standoff

f In the drug

r war, success hurts. ^
By Clifford Krauss

r Selling Taboos

Incest loses its

power to shock.

. By Karen De Witt
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What’s on Russia’s Mind?

.•j !;- Viv

* ALESSANDRA STANLEY
’

MOSCOW

I

T is perhaps a measure of the distance between

ordinary people and the ruling elite in Russia that

when a professional pollster is asked how Russians

feel about NATO expansion, the pollster gives his

own views fast. *»*•*«
“There was a rare display of unity against NATO

between theGovernmentand its opposition, which to my

mind was quite dangerous,” said Yuri A. Levada, direc-

tor of Vtslom, one of Russia’s oldest and most respected

public opinion survey companies. “Yeltsin correctly

broke away from this in Helsinki, but he will undoubted-

ly be blamed for it” Asked, again, what voters think, he :

replied: “Oh, NATO, is of absolutely no importance to

ordinary Russians. ; They have other, more pressing

issues on their minds.” . -

- There is, in fact, a yawning gap between the Krem-

lin’s preoccupations and those of ordinary atxzens,.and.

it was on vivid display last week. On Wednesday,

President Boris N. Yeltsin devoted his weekly radio

address to defending bis performance at the Helsinki

summit The next day, millions of Russian workers and

pensioners marched and held rallies all over Russia to

protest nonpayment of salaries, a debt worth $8 billion.

Demonstrators were passionate ?nd angry, but as a

whole, the day of protest was milder than some had

expected. The Kremlin was relieved and seemingly

comforted by the low turnout. In Russia's peculiarform

of democracy, officials measure public opinion largely

by what citizens do not do or say.

A civil society requires, if not civility, at least some

kind of conversation between voters and their represent-

atrves. The rule of fear and silence that kept Czar1st and

then Soviet Governments in power has been toppled, and

Russians can vote against candidates who disappoint

them. But in between elections, trust— the feeling that

the Government is listening and is accountable to the
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Continued on page 3
Russia^ including this Communist supporter with accordion, staged protests to demand payment of wages.
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The Mystery of the
Violent Bank Jobs

In Philadelphia in January, officials aired a video of a suspect in a bank-robb^^J

By DAVID JOHNSTON

I

N the 1996 movie “Heat,” starring A!
Pacino and Robert De Niro, a comman-
do-style gang of heavily armed thugs,
dressed in full body armor storms a

bank in California, terrorizing customers
before fleeing in a wild gun battle with the
police. In recent weeks, a rash of extremely
violent bank robberies has left the authori-
ties wondering whether a new era of bank
robbers may be drawing inspiration from
Hollywood’s blood-soaked scripts.
The evidence is provocative. In Los Ange-

les three weeks ago. a group of bandits clad
in black assault gear and carrying AK-47
assault rifles held up a Bank of America
branch in North Hollywood. They splashed
bullets into walls and ceilings and locked
terrified customers and employees in a
vault. After a 20-minute standoff with the
police, the gang bolted for freedom, opening
fire with a small arsenal of weapons at the

authorities, bystanders and television news
helicopters whirring overhead. The toll: two
robbers dead, three bystanders and six po-
lice officers wounded.
Two weeks later in Detroit, a man wear-

ing full camouflage and singing the Lord’s
Prayer entered a branch of the Comerica
bank armed with a shotgun. The robber
opened fire, killing two bank employees and
a hostage before scores of police officers
gunned him down in a spray of bullets.

Copycats
A week after that in Sl Louis, two men

armed with M-16 rifles held up the Lindell
Bank and Trust. The pair, clad in body
armor, killed a bank guard and then fled,
leading the police on a careening two-mile*
chase that ended when the pair crashed their
van in a fiery wreck in a city park.
The spate of violent robberies has Federal

law enforcement officials worrying about the
possibility of copycats at a time when bank

A slain bank robbery suspect in North Hollywood: Hlghway-iaced California nearly half the nation's bank
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robberies are sharply on the rise again after
a five-year decline from a peak in 1992. Last
year there were 7,562 bank jobs, nearly 10
percent more than in 1995. The total still

falls below the record year of 1992, when
there were 9,622 bank robberies.
Top officials at the "Federal Bureau of

Investigation said that despite the recen

r

spurt of violent bank robberies, they have
little overall evidence that takeover robber-
ies, in which organized gangs take hostages
with high-powered weapons, are anything
but a frighteningly rare phenomenon— even
though the incidence of such crimes has
jumped in some communities in Texas, Flor-
ida and California.

"Most bank robberies are still note jobs,"
said William J. Esposito, the F.B.I.’s deputy
director, referring to the typical bank-rob-

bing method, in which a robber steps up to a
counter and passes a note to a teller demand-
ing cash. In 1995, the last year for which the
F.EI. has complete statistics. about 48 per-
cent of all bank robbers used firearms, but
incidents of actual violence occurred in only
1 in 20 robberies — a figure that has been
bolding steady in recent years.

Before the recent surge. Federal officials
had begun to hope that bank robbery was
slowing with the advent of electronic bank-
ing, which reduced opportunities for robber-
.ies, and with improved security measures
like exploding dye packs, security cameras
and sophisticated alarms. The F.BJ. is pre-

.

paring a new computerized data file profiling
each robbery, which will permit investiga-
tors to link crimes throughout the country.

Highway Robbers
Even though there is a relativelylow level

of violence in most bank robberies, many
people are killed, hurt or traumatized and
millions of dollars are lost In 1995, thieves
got away with more than $59 million in cash,
securities and other valuables, of which only
$9.6 million was recovered. Worse, in 1995, 67
people were taken hostage, 20 were wounded
and 16 others were killed — 13 of them
perpetrators themselves. Law enforcement
officials said they advise bank managers to
teach employees not to resist an armed

robber. “The money is never worth a human

. life," said one officiaL

Nearly half the country's bank robberies

take place in California, though it has only

about 12 percent of the nation's population,

because, Mr. Esposito said, the state has

nearly unlimited branch banking and an

extensive network of freeways that makes
robbers believe that a getaway is possible!

'

“They can be 10 miles away in five min-

utes,” he said.

Bank robbers are almost always men, and

about 65 percent of the thieves are caught;

more than half of those are subsequently

found to be narcotics abusers. More robber-

ies take place on Friday than any other day
of the week (Monday is the second most
popular day) and most bank jobs are likely

to be committed between 9 AJVf. and 11 AAi.
But the crime has changed since the FJ3.I.

made its reputation hunting down Depres-
sion-era bank robbers like Bonnie Parker
and Dyde Barrow. There are so many heists
now that the bureau takes only the biggest,

most violent cases, leaving the rest to local

authorities to investigate. But bank robbery
remains a Federal violation, which law en-
forcement officials say helps explain why
banks remain a tempting target. They say
some professional criminals figure that if

they are caught itwould be better to wind up'
in the relative safety and comfort of a Fed-
eral prison than in a state lockup.
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By CLIFFORD KRAUSS

• — Mexico CityMiVER since the Nixon Admmistra-

&H tion, Washington has been pressing
to crack down on its mart-

^^juana and poppy fields. The results
1

have been mixed, and now. over the last
dccatte or' so, something more pernicious
has occurred.

Policies meant to posh narcotics traffick-
ing out of the Caribbean and destroy Colom-
bia's Medellin and Call cartels have pro-
duced the unwelcome side effect of funnel-
ling drugs through Mexico on their way to
the rich American market.
As a result, the emerging Mexican cartels

have grown richer, leaving a mounting toll
of assassina.tions and corruption all the way
from the steamy jungles of Tabasco to the
ribald streets of Tijuana. “We push the
drugs around,” said Bruce Bagley, a profes-
sor of international relations at the Univer-
sity of Miami, “and new networks and new
routes are established. As a result, we have
overwhelmed Mexico’s weak political and
law enforcement institutions.”

The Generals’ Turn
Just in the last couple of months, the

corrosive effect that drugs inevitably have
on any society appears to have reached the
upper echelons of the Mexican Army. Two
Mexican generals have already been arrest-
ed— one of them the country's former drug
czar, who had been privy to many of the most
intimate details of Washington’s anti-narcot-

ics strategies.

These aren't just any high officials, either;

corruption of the army is a development that
threatens this country’s gradual move to-

ward democracy. As President Gonzalo San-
chezdeLosada of Bolivia once put it: “When
you have a corrupt chief of police, you fire

him. When you have a corrupt chief of the

army;he fires you.”

Of course, there is no telling how strong

the international cartels would be if it

weren’t for the efforts of United States law
enforcement Drug supplies might be even

more plezftifui and purer in the. cities of

North America, and prices even lower. Vic-

tories over traffickers in the Caribbean and
Colombia have brought periodic spikes in

cocaine prices in the United States over the

last couple of decades that just might have
persuaded some potential first-time users to

buy a six-pack of beer instead.

Drugs, after all, are international com-
modities that follow the laws of economics.

And however the sources of supply are
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e Drug War With Boomerangs

Mexican drug activity has grown as other supply points are squeezed. Mexican poppy-growing peasants during a feud with rivals.

squeezed or displaced, demand for one drug
or another has been fairly steady in [he

United States in recent years, making supply

the most important determinant of price.

The Mexican Government wuuld like

Washington to reverse that equation by duing
something to change the continuing Ameri-
can taste for illegal highs.

The Clinton Administration, (ike its prede-

cessors, would love to oblige but finds it

difficult, to say the least. Its next effort,

scheduled to be launched soon, is an aggres-

sive media campaign to discourage teen-age

drug use.

Unintended Results

In the meantime, the Mexican cartels are
rapidly expanding internationally, according

to the Drug Enforcement Administration.

They are linking up with coca growers in

Bolivia and Peru and violently seizing local

drug markets in Los Angeles and across the

southwestern United States.

The leaders of the competing Cali cartel in

Colombia have suffered billions of dollars in

losses already, but there is tittle they can do

since they have been imprisoned in Colombia
over the last two years as a result or pres-

sure from Washington.
“1 have seen firsthand how so many of our

programs that we hoped would help can have
unintended, adverse consequences.” said

Mathea FaJco, who was Assistant Secretary

of State for International Narcotics Matters

in the Carter Administration.

Ms Falco recalled that American pres-

sure on South American governments to

eradicate drug plants began at the end of the

Carter years, and that as that policy blos-

somed through the 1980's, ‘‘it alienated and
intensified tensions between the Peruvian

Government and the peasants, helping the

Sendero Luminoso guerrilla movement
grow, and that’s what is happening in Colom-
bia now."

A metaphor, which has become a cliche in

narcotics-control circles, describes the prob-

lem. It's called the “balloon effect:” Squeeze

a balloon in one spot and it billows out in

another.

When the Nixon Administration closed

down Turkey's "French Connection,” heroin

production spread to Burma, Pakistan and

ultimately Afghanistan. When the Bush Ad-

ministration urged Bolivia to eradicate coca

plants on the eastern slopes of its Andean
range, cultivation spread into Bolivia's Ama-
zon Basin and into Brazil. When the Clinton

Administration urged the Peruvian Air

Force to intercept planes carrying raw coca

to Colombia, traffickers began shipping their

goods on the Amazon River and growing

more coca in Colombia.

“Stop the traffickers on the ground, and

they take to the air,” sighed Gen. Enrique

Salgado Cordero, chief of the Mexico City

police. “Control the air. and they go by sea.

It’s a battle with no end.”

Still, President Ronald Reagan had little

choice but try to stem the flood of drugs that

was pouring into Miami from the Caribbean

Mexico's new anti-drug chief, Mariano

Herran Salvatti, at a news conference.

in the early 1980’s. Miami was plummeting
into an abyss: its streets had become a

battleground of dealers fighting for turf, its

police force was corrupted by bribes, and the

integrity of its banks was threatened by a
deluge of laundered money.
The Reagan Administration unleashed the

Coast Guard, the Navy, the Customs Service

and the Drug Enforcement Administration

to block the fleets of boats launched from
Colombia that made their way to Miami
through Jamaica, Haiti and the Bahamas. At

the same time, pressure was exerted on

Colombia to crack down on the Medellin

cartel

Shifting Gears
The operation was so successful that pan-

icked Colombian drug lords first made war
on their Government and then look refuge in

Panama in 1984. With the help of Gen.

Manuel Antonio Noriega, they rerouted their

shipments up through Central America and

Mexico. Once the Medellin mafia was
crushed, the Cali cartel took up the slack

with the help of emerging Mexican organized

crime groups.

Miami was saved, but the police forces and

militaries of Panama, Nicaragua, El Salva-

dor, Guatemala and Honduras were all cor-

rupted to varying degrees. Drug corruption

led to an American invasion in Panama, and
now it appears to promise years of tensions

between Washington and Mexico City.

And still, for all the International turmoil,

cocaine and heroin prices in the United

States keep dropping, and the potency of the

drugs keeps rising.

Resentment in the South Seas
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Yankee, Go Home. Send Cash.
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

Majuro, Marshall Islands

T
HE President is in his customary

place in the hotel bar, apparently

inebriated andenjoying yet another

pre-dinner drink, when he is asked

about the United States. He frowns..

“You know, I was arrested by the United

States,” the President, hhata Kabua, slurs

proudly, and he starts to tell the story of

how he was detained in 1582 for protesting

the American military presence at a base

here. His drinking buddy, a local senator

who is also more, than a little unsteady, is

repeating over and over; .“I don’t tike

America, 1 don’t tike America.”

Thus this paradox of foreigh aid: There

is almost no place in the world where

America, as America sees it, has been so

generous as the Marshall Islands, a collec-

tion of coral atolls between Japan and

Hawaii Yet the local economy remains a

shambles and the United States is broadly

resented..Something.went.badly wrong, for

usually it is possible to*be resented without

paying SI billion for the privilege.

An arrestingly beautiful collection of is-

lets with a relaxed, friendly feeling and

about 56,000 people, the Marshall Islands

are about as American as a non-American

place can be. The currency is American

dollars, and although- there is a focal lan-

guage, the newspaper is mostly published

In English. The loose atmosphere is evident

.

in the way President Kabua simply dines in

the hotel witb his buddies each evening,,

chatting with anyone who drops by. (To be

sure, although Mr. Kabua wasas cordial as

he.was tipsy, not everybody was pleased.

Although the meeting had been approved
’

ahead bf ; time-with Mr. Kabua’s office and

.

with the Foreign Minister, the Health Min-

ister later called to threaten bodily harm

and demand that any tape of the interview

bedestroyed.)— -

No Thanks

Under a treaty that is soon coming up for

review, Washington gives .the Marshall Is-

lands mtiliORS in aid and even offers free

access by all citizens to move to America

for work .or study. Yet, asked about the

treaty, 'President Kabua scowled. “1 don't

like it,” he said, “Itshouldn't be renewed. It

should be renegotiated, that’s right Renego-

tiated, not renewed.” ; ,
.. -

From; the American point of view, the

treatyisrenormously generous'and any re-

newal ^-r.if it happens at all— will be on

much less favorable terms. From the per-

spective of the Marshalls, the United States
.

has. been bullying tills little country for

decades; and it finally wifi be forced to treat

the Marshall with some respect.

Die Marshalls, like two nearby island

countries, Palau and the Federated States of

Micronesia, were Japanese possessions that

effectively became an American colony af-

ter World War II. They became independent

in the 1980’s, but their economies now de-

pend on the current treaty with Washington,

known in each case as a "compact of free

association.” Over the last decade or so,

about $2.4 billion has been appropriated for

these three countries, or a total of about

$19,000 per inhabitant.

In both the Marshalls and the Federated

States of Micronesia; the compact expires in

2001.The problem for the islands is that they

have lost their strategic advantage. When

the compacts were negotiated, Washington

was afraid the Soviet Union would sign up

one of the island countries as a client state, a

prospefct that now seems ridiculous.

“The compacts were negotiated during

the cold war,” Aurelia E. Brazeal, a deputy

assistant secretary of-state for the region,

pointedly told a Congressional subcommit-

tee in the falL

The United States has a military base in

Kwajaiein, one of the Marshall Islands, that

it uses to -monitor space operations and

missile tests! But there may be pressure to

close the base, and in any case the United

States can keep it until 2016 even if the

compact as a whole is not renewed.

..
To gain a bit of leverage, the Marshall

islands is threatening to allow China to set

up.a naval base on its territory- "China is

getting bigger kid bigger in this region, and

I’m sure that the Umred States would not

tike to see them here," warned Phillip Mull-

er, the Foreign Minister. In Washington, the

threat provokes less alarm than mirth.

Almost everybody, American and Mar-

shallese, complains that the Micronesian

countries have become far too dependent on

American aid. Yet if ihe United States did

not renew the compact and cut off aid. the

result would be a fiscal disaster.

"’We might not have a Government to

run,” said Alvin Jacklick, a senator. By far

the largest part of Government revenue

comes from American payments.

The islanders make the point that not all

the money is aid. Much of it is a negotiated

payment for military cooperation or for past

offenses, like spraying radiation on local

citizens during nuclear tests.

The broader challenge for all the Pacific

island countries is to figure outhow they can

compete-economically in the modem world.

These countries have gorgeous atolls and an

alluring lifestyle, but few ways to generate

hard currency other than sales of postage

stamps to collectors and occasional tourism

Still, experts do point to ways that the

island countries can. bolster their econo-

mies. Joan M. Plaisted, the American Am-
bassador, noted some opportunities to de-

velop eco-tourism, sport fishing and diving

in the Marshalls. A scuba diver herself, she

raves about the underwater Environment

“You’re almost guaranteed to see

sharks,” she said enthusiastically, quickly

adding: “And most of them are friendly.”

Gauging the Opinions

Of a Silent Majority
Continued From Page i

public — is very rare.

There are now dozens of polling firms in

Russia that sample people’s views on ev-

erything from tax reform to toothpaste.

Advertisers use television ratings to deter-

mine what products to hawk, and where.
Foreign manufacturers, who buy most of

the television advertising, are deeply inter-

ested in what Russian consumers want.
Democracy, however, is still lagging be-

‘

hind. Russian society simply does not pro-

vide ordinary people much of a forum to

articulate their views. “In my business, we
can’t measure public opinion; the best we
can do is sample the public mood,” said one
well-known pollster, Nugzar Betaneii.

“Newspaper readership is down, people
don’t watch news programs anymore, they
don’t have town halls.” They are, he added,
“totally isolated from government.”

A Missed Message
• So the Kremlin was free to read into

Thursday's protest a message that people

aren’t doing so badly after alL “People who
haven’t been paid in four or five months,
normally they should die of starvation,”

said Aleksei Volin, a deputy director of the

Kremlin’s media directorate. “If they don’t,

it means that they have other, hidden

sources of income — trade, personal busi-

nesses. If they are not storming barricades,

it means the nonpayment crisis is not as

dramatic as we think.”

There is some truth to the notion that

many people who have not been paid for

months have found hidden ways to make
ends meet. But there are also other ways to

interpret the lackluster day of protest.

“People saw it as the same old power
struggle between the Government and the

opposition,” Mr. Betaneii argued. “They
don’t think it is about them, or will help

them. But this is not good for the Govern-

ment. it’s a sign of demoralization and deep
disillusionment with politics.”

Exploring citizens’ concerns — let alone

heeding them — is, of course; a developing

art in post-Communist Russia. In Soviet

society, there was no need to measure pub-

lic opinion; officially, dissent didn't exist

In his quest to loosen the party’s sclerotic

grip on society, the last Soviet leader, Mi-

khail S. Gorbachev, ordered the first public

opinion polls in 1987, to gauge bow his re-

forms were being received. He was horri-

fied to learn that the masses whom he had
personally freed to speak up didn't always

speak highly of him. He stopped asking.

During the Russian election campaign
last spring. President Yeltsin’s team relied

heavily on focus groups to figure out ways to-

sell their message. The Kremlin still does its

own public opinion polling — much of it

consisting of surveys of the views of political

elites in the provinces — and during the

campaign, the Kremlin even installed a
special phone number voters could call to

record their thoughts and desires on an
answering machine. But that was unplugged
after Mr. Yeltsin was re-elected.

Particularly in politics, opinions are
formed from the top down. Journalists are
more or less free now to write what they
want — but most prefer to write what they
or their high-placed sources think, not what
they have seen or reported. The polling firm
Vox Populi produces a monthly list of the
150 top Russian political figures. The list is

based on the opinions of two dozen colum-
nists, sociologists and political figures.

Many Russians still have a hazy notion of

what they are owed by their elected repre-

sentatives. This is partly because old habits

die hard. Many Russians still view their

elected representative as the equivalent of
the local party boss — someone to petition

for help with a housing problem or work
grievance, not as their voice in Moscow.

Confusion works both ways. Asked how
much time staff members spend with con-
stituents who come to the office, Tatyana G.
Dubova, a local aide to Oleg Gonzbarov, a
member of parliament from Novosibirsk,
tartly replied: “What’s the point of talking?
Aren’t their views clear? We already know
all the moods and problems of people.”

The Soldiers’ Mothers Committee, a
grass-roots organization that was born dur-

ing the Afghan war and lobbied intensely

against the war in Chechnya, is one of the
few public interest groups in Russia to have
matte a dent in the system. Through sheer
will power, it has forced officials and mem-
bers of parliament to pay attention.

Maneuverings
Valeria Melnikova, director of the Mos-

cow office, said the committee had also

found ways to make good use of some
deputies’ less exemplary connections.

“They have contacts with banks and com-
mercial enterprises,” she said. “We have a
kid in Krasnodarsky Krai who needs a pros-

thetic leg. It costs $2£00. For these kinds of

people, it’s nothing. We’ll find the money.”
But that kind of skillful maneuvering is

rare. Mostly, people are baffled by a democ-
racy they feel excluded from. A 35-year-old

tram driverfrom Groznynamed Sergei who
was injured in Chechnya went to the parlia-

ment last week in the far-fetched hope of
asking the Communist leader Gennadi A.

Zyuganov for help finding housing. He did

not get past the guards.

Asked about the relationship between vot-

ers and their representatives, he shrugged.
“The relationship is very simple," he said.

“They have everything. I have nothing.

They drive in limousines. I walk.”

v. "J.
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Incest as a Selling Point
By KAREN DE WITT

OEDIPUS blinded himself when he learned that

!

he had slept with his mother. Moll Flanders.
Daniel Defoe’s much-wed 18th-century hero-
ine. rejects happiness when she discovers

that her third husband is her brother. The lovers of
D. w. Griffith's “A Baby's Shoe" become priest and
nun upon learning that they are siblings.

That was in 1910. In 1996. the reunited lovers of

John Sayles’s "Lone Star," after finding out that they
have the same father, continue their affair.

If a dozen movies, television dramas and memoirs
are any indication, incest, one of humanity’s last

taboos, is taboo no longer. Incest is the plat du jour in

This taboo is now openly
explored in a spate of new
books and movies.

the 90's marketplace, the sudden Zeitgeist zapping a
jaded American audience. What’s more, the new per-
mutations make this societal crime seem almost ordi-

nary. Gee, one almost hears someone say, doesn’t

every family have this skeleton in the closet?

In addition to the Sayles movie, the plots of several
upcoming movies — "The House of Yes," “This World,
Then the Fireworks” and "The Locusts" — turn on
incest. And the buzz on “The Kiss,” Kathryn Harri-
son’s new memoir for Random House, is not about the

book's overall quality but about the author's revelation

that she had sex with her father, not as an unwilling
child but as a woman of 20.

“Incest has such incredible currency today largely

because of ambush television and mid-afternoon
shame programs,” said James B. TwitcheU. a profes-

sor of English at the University of Florida, who wrote
"Forbidden Partners: the Incest Taboo in Modern
Culture” (Columbia University Press, 1987). “In a
highly competitive entertainment world, this is one
that will quickly grab you.”

Incest as a literary theme first erupted at the

beginning of the 19th century as part of romantic
interest in intense relationships, Mr. TwitcheU said.

Byron. Shelly and Poe all wrote about the subject.

“Nothing could have been more intensely hyper-
bolic than the brother-sister relationship,” he said. “It

was essentially an idealized sibling incest, and there is

some reason to believe that Byron’s incestuous relation

with his sister, Augusta, was really a cover-up for a

homosexual relationship, incest being more palatable

than homosexuality at the time.”

An obvious reason behind the current trend, he
said, is the women’s movement, the notion of a victim

class exploited by a male power structure. “But there

is a much more efficient reason^” Mr. TwitcheU said.

“The major consuming audience of film, television and
books is still in emotional adolescence, and to this

audience incest is absolutely riveting.”

Whether the incest theme is a sign of society's

decline or a marketing device, it is as old as the biblical

injunction against it. “Incest is in the foundations of

Western drama," said Tom Gunning, a professor in the

cinema and media program in the art department at

Alan Papp<Cas(te Rack EtuenatnmefH

The plot of the John Sayles’s movie “Lone Star” revolves around lovers who discover they are related.

the University of Chicago. “But to discover a familial

relationship and go, 'So what?' That's relatively new.”
"Chinatown," Roman Polanski’s 1974 film with

Jack Nicholson, and Faye Dunaway as a victim' of

incest, played out tragically. The victim herself is

killed. By ending in tragedy, most stories reinforce the

notion of divine retribution.

There is, however, no thunderbolt at the end of

"Lone Star." Mr. Gunning sees the seeming noncha-

lance of the lovers as more of an allegory about Anglo-

and Mexican-American relations than a true endorse-

ment of incest. "The idea is that they’re all in it

together — whites and Mexicans — and can’t sort It

out." he said. “It’s a metaphor for the racial situation.”

Beyond the Pale

But Thomas Doherty, associate professor of film

studies at Brandeis University, said the appearance of

incest in entertainment was an outgrowth of “greater

sexual explicitness in general." Mr. Doherty is at work
on a book tided "Pre-Code HoUywood: Immorality and
Insurrection in American Cinema, 1930-1934." “If one

talks about what is still beyond the pale," he said, “there

is only child molestation, bestiality and incest.”

Hollywood toyed with the theme of incest before the

1930 Motion Picture Production Code, he said Still,

movies like "Scarface" in 1932, with Paul Muni as the

hood with a lust for his sister, and "Unashamed," with

Reaffirming the Sentimental

Robert Young as a jealous brother who kills his sister’s

husband, used heavy hints, not explicit sex.

The use of incest as entertainment, particularly

when it is presented as morally neutral, troubles David

Beatty, acting executive director of the National Vic-

tims Center, a national nonprofit organization in Arling-

ton, Va . that helps victims of violence. “In most cases

when you're talking about incest, there is nothing ro-

mantic about it.” he said “What you're talking about is

two victims. If we start accepting incest as a literary

motif, we lose public outrage, and when we lose that, we
start to condone it. I find it very troubling.”

Troubling, if not trivializing. Linda Katherine Cut-

ting’s "Memory Slips” (HarperCoUins, 1997) details the

lifelong wounds her minister father indicted on her as a

child. Ms. Harrison’s book, which she says she wrote
quickly in a “white heat,” seems almost self-indulgent

next to Ms. Cutting's memoir. Yet Ms. Cutting, a
concert pianist, has done little promotion for the book,

said Jane Beirn. director of publicity for HarperCoUins.

"it’s too hard for her to relive the tragedy of it all each
time,” she said . . -

Ms. Cutting, who once tried to kill herself, did not

think of writing a book until she met a psychiatrist who
had lost most of his family in the Holocaust His

message: “Stay alive so you can telL” Bearing witness,

die writes, has enabled her to “restore honor to the

memory of others who have survived as well as those

who haven’t"

Year of the Unusual Usual Oscars
By JANET MASLIN

T
HIS was the year of the “Liar, Liar" Oscars.

Like Jim Carrey in his latest film, participants

showed a weird compulsion to blurt out the

awful truth. “Thank you all for dropping by on

the way to the party," said Arthur Hiller, the president

of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,

acknowledging how media attention to the surrounding

hoopla has increasingly eclipsed the awards them-
selves.

“Who are you people?" Billy Crystal joked about

the ceremony's preponderance of new faces. In a year
when a screenwriting Oscar turned Billy Bob Thornton
from Hollywood’s Zelig to one of its Cinderellas, that

seemed a fair question.

“You know you’ve entered new territory when you
realize that your outfit cost more than your film,” said

Winners like ‘Shine’ and
‘Sling Blade’ were
conventional at heart . .

.

Jessica Yu. picking up her Oscar. (One look at the iron

lung from her documentary short film and it was clear,

during this “My Left Foot’VShine” era. that Ms. Yu
was a likely winner.)

“1 thought Lauren was going to get it and I think

she deserves it.” said the best supporting actress,

Juliette Binoche, showing more grace than the camera
that repeatedly peered at a crestfallen Lauren Bacall.

“Thank Michael Ondaatje," the director Anthony
MingheJIa could be heard urging the producer Saul

Zaentz, when the writer without whom "The English

Patient” would have been impossible was temporarily

forgotten amid that film's Oscar sweep.
"Wow." said Mr. Crystal, who attained his place in

host heaven this year with the funniest Oscar film

montage in memory (he did a fabulous job of inserting

himself into the year's top films). “The way things are

going, aside from wheat and auto parts. America’s
biggest export is.now the Oscar.”

Though Steve Martin pretended to confuse films

with videocasseu.es and Debbie Reynolds claimed she

had taken to her bed for two weeks after missing out on

a best actress nomination, the evening’s most reveal-

ing bit of candor came from Mr. Hiller. “We in the

Academy propose an arrangement with you," he

grandly told the audience. “You keep going to the

movies and we’ll keep making them!”

Is that Hollywood’s best offer? Throughout the

Cows flying in tornadoes? Explosions on Alcatraz?

Billy Bob?
Though 1996 was widely proclaimed to be the year

independent cinema outshone studio film making, the

Oscar vote revealed how little has actually changed.

“The English Patient" deserved its billing as out of the

Hollywood mainstream, as a brilliant literary adapta-

tion and ravishing wide-screen epic, but some of the

year’s supposedly offbeat films, like "Shine” and
"Sling Blade" and even “Secrets and Lies," were
safely conventional at heart. However skillfully acted,

in the end they reaffirmed the easy, familiar and
sentimental.

Meanwhile, a studio film with real daring, "The
People vs. Larry Flynt,” proved much too hot for the

Academy to handle. Sabotaged by valid though not

entirely relevant complaints about Hustler magazine,
it was reviled for .taking the liberties that separate

dramas from documentaries. But Mr. Flynt, who made

but ‘The People vs.

Larry Flynt’ proved too hot

to handle.

Associated Press

This year’s Oscars seemed to reward the unusual,

but offbeat actresses like Courtney Love, star of

“The People vs. Larry Flynt" were ignored.

evening, there were real and repeated signs of uncer-

tainty about the movies' ability to sustain their magic
and continue to command attention. Mr. Crystal sang
mischievously about “Secrets and Lies" as if it were as

peppy as "The Brady Bunch" and of Fargo as if it were

Frank Sinatra's kind of town.

To the tune of “Saturday Night at the Movies,” a

montage showed images of thrilled, delighted moviego-
ers transfixed by wide-screen spectacle. But what were

they watching with such wild excitement last year?

his way to the Oscar show uninvited and was seen
crowing on camera, can thank his own penchant for

gloating public appearances for much of the image
problem Milos Forman’s film encountered.

The closest thing to an iconoclastic studio film at
the Oscars was “Jerry Maguire," which showed sweet-
ness. originality and the temerity to re-examine the
very values that Hollywood holds dear. And unfashion-
ably attractive Tom Cruise carried that film with a
subtle, revealing performance that will be fresh long
after this Oscar show has faded from memory.

It happens that Geoffrey Rush delivered an uncan-
ny impersonation of the pianist David Helfgott in
"Shine," but still Mr. Cruise was robbed. While Acad-
emy voters clung to their most threadbare ideas about
the sanctity of wounded innocence, Mr. Cruise gave the
performance of his increasingly substantial career and
did a lot to keep the film Industry afloat. It would have
been an act of smart Darwinism for the Oscars to
acknowledge that contribution.

The Oscar show featured an especially sad eulogy
montage this year, with glimpses of recently deceased
directors, writers and producers as well as great stars
(including a heart-tugging final image of Marcello
Mastroianni). With particular eloquence, the Academy
said goodbye to the past and some of its best. Now
where is the future?

Scared About

The Internet
Continued From Page 1
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In the meantime, the Heaven s Gate suicides can

only amplify fears that, in some quarters, may be

already bordering on hysteria. The Internet, it seems,

might be used to lure children not only to shopping

malls, where some sicko awaits, but into joining U-F.O.

cults. From listening to some people’s fears, one would

think that Internet bandwidth had increased to the point

where a distant evil hacker could download your mind.

As in the never-ending debates about television and

violence, raised now to a new hyperactive plane, the

question is this: Is the Internet a source of cultural

The Internet is the best

incubator yet of ideas, both

ennobling and debased.

sickness or just its reflection? And as with television,

cause and effect cannot be so easily untwisted. A
country where murder is frighteningly common natural-

ly gives rise toTV dramas about violence. And exposing

millions of minds to fictional killing night after night

might help create a climate in which violence is more
likely to occur. The effect is nonlinear, like the reverber-

ative howl arising from a microphone held too close to a
loudspeaker.

On the Net everyone can reach out and touch at
random, in a way that’s somewhat different from blind-

ly dialing digits on a telephone pad. The Internet is the
most efficient incubator yet of ideas both ennobling and
debased. Each computer terminal is a shiny surface,
reflecting not just things in the real world but things in

the simulated reality of the Internet.

In this wilderness-of-mirrors, a single string of
mutant thoughts can be replicated over and over, dis-
torted in the Internet fuohouse until the result is impos-
sible to untangle. Somehow the slick design of Web
pages — so easily accomplished with a few dabs of Java
and a cursory knowledge of the computer language
called HTML — adds credence to outlandish ideas.

Confusing medium and message in a way that
might have made Marshall McLuhan sick, people don’t
want to remember the obvious: that all the alarming
things on the Internet have been around forever.

In late February, when a Nobel prize-winning scien-
tist, Dr. Darnel Carleton Gajdusek, pleaded guilty to a
charge of child molestation, news accounts zeroed in on
the fact that he was snared in a Federal investigation of
child pornography on the Internet. Dr. Gajdusek didn’t
meet the boy he admitted molesting in a cyberspace
chat-room But investigators apparently became suspi-
cious of the scientist after they noticed Internet pedo-
philes discussing journals - published by the National
institutes of Health — in which he mentioned his sexual
encounters with boys in Micronesia.
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The New Road to Riches is Paved With Options
Investor

activism lifts

executive pay.

ByJUDITH H. DOBRZYNSK3

D
Y by day, as one corpora-
t“n after another dis-
closes what it paid its
chief executive for 1996

,

investors are ruefully be^
jng reminded of that old adage ; Be
carefiil what you wish for. because
youmight get iL
What they wanted was pay for

performance. Thai, the theory went,
would rein in exorbitant payouts, es-
pecially to the undeserving!

- •- Joday. compensation for top exec-
utives is a little more closely aligned
w«h performance, but it is higher
and rising faster, than ever.
Bowing to investor pressure, com-

panies in recent years stopped auto-
matically giving their top executives
hefty annual raises and began hand-
ing out big packages of stock options,
which allow the purchase of compa-
ny stock at preferential prices if the
share price rises.

But investors never anticipated
the stock market’s meteoric rise.

Combined with the size of the option
awards, the market's advance has
delivered a stunning windfall to cor-
porate chieftains almost regardless
of individual performance. White the
average worker got a meager L3
percent raise in 2996, top executives
again enjoyed double-digit in-

creases, often approaching 20 per-
cent or more, pay experts say.

By comparison, corporate profits

increased n percent for the year.
The grand totals dwarf the sums

of previous years. Green Treen Fi-

nancial paid its chief executive,

Lawrence M. Coss, a package of
cash, bonus-and stock options worth
$102 million, up from $65 million in

1995. IJB.M. gave its chairman, Louis
V. Gerstner Jr„ a package worth
$20.2 million, upfrom $15.6 million in

1995. And General Electric rewarded
its chairman, John F. Welch Jr., with

a package word] $30 million, up from
S2Z5 million in 1995.

Over all, “cash compensation will

be up 10 percent to 15 percent, and
total direct compensation, including

stock, will be up even more, 15 per-

cent or 20 percent, for CE.O.’s of the

largest companies/' predicted Ira

Kay, director of the compensation
practice for Watson Wyatt World-
wide, a consulting firm.

Exactly how 1996 shaped up will

not be known for weeks, because
.many companies have yet to report.

But a study of chief executives' pay
at 215 large companies that had filed

their animal financial statements by
March 24 confirms Mr. Kay’s expec-

tations. Their median total pay ~
salary, bonus, the estimated present
value of stock option grants and all

other compensation — climbed 19.9

percent in 1996, according to Graef
Crystal, a pay expert in San Diego
who conducted the analysis.

Executive payseems to rise inexo-
rably. “What has surprised me is

how little impact shareholder activ.

ists have had in this area,” said John
C Wilcox, chairman of Georgeson &
Company, which specializes In solic-

iting shareholder votes. “Egregious
compensation has gone from bad to

worse, and nothing seems to tame

The Big Winners in the Options Derby
The- chic-t t'cCutiveri .vf%o .vrrf-;- paid the rrosi m the term ot t'oet* options in 1996. or who gained the most paper wealth from the rising value of

options mey held cased on a :evie.\ 275 urge c.„r.;c companies that “ad reported 7996 results by March 24. Figures are in millions.

GOT THE MOST W 'NEW 04rHO«S

'.‘HIFT f.£." i iTiVr

Mlchael D. Eisner

Robert B. Shapiro

Louis V. Gerstner ir.

WBHarn P. Stiritz

John F. Gnindhofer

Walt D.sney

Mori^diiiLi

IBM
Ralston Purina

Firct Bank System

'

Si 4 3

1 9

13 2

26

1 3

57

29

v?yv

n

28

ifOCh
opricrii

S181 0

77 5

132

12 1

11 3
IL

That is Just a slight overstate-
Gilbert F. Ameilo* Apple Computer ... — 112

ment Pay is sliding a little for a Casey <*. Cowell US Robolits 28 3 5
’”6

5 10 9
handful of executives. At Boise Cas-
cade, for example, George J. Harad,

Robert 8. Palmer Digital Equipment 1 7 1 2 6 6 10 7

the chief executive, saw his total !

Paul H. O’Neill Alcoa 2 2 1 7 7 S iQ.6

compensation, including options,
.

drop to just over $1.7 million from
ED Broad Sun Amenca 64 12 4 54 ’

102

$27 million in 1995.
j

Cash compensation -
• .:•> . .if J i

'r
.‘i' C New options ve

1 GAINED THE MOST ON OPTIONS
fj

Chief EXECUTIVE COMPANY
RISE IN WEALTH (ON PAPER)
FROM OPTIONS IN 1996

Stephen M. Case America Online $79.5

Eckhard Pfeiffer Compaq Computer 62.7 .

Roberto C. Gohueta Coca-Cola 61.4

Scott G. McNeafy Sun Microsystems 59.3

Daniel P. TuNy Mernll Lynch 58.7

John F. Welch Jr. General Electric 57.0

Loub V. Gerstner Jr. LB.M. 54.2

Lawrence A. Bossfefy Allied Signal 480

Michael D. Eisner Walt Disney 46.5

Harry C. StonecJpber McDonnell Douglas 42.4

But any declines were rare until
shareholders started pressing for a
link between pay and performance.
Now many companies keep execu-
tive salary increases minimal and
reward executives with other kinds
of pay tied to various performance
measures. Cash bonuses, for exam-
ple, are most commonly linked to

goals for growth in earnings per
share or after-tax income. SLock op-

tions are meant to give an incentive

to increase the company's share
price.

With option grants, on executive
receives the right to purchase at

some point in the future a certain
number of shares at a price set when
the options are issued. As the stock

price rises, the options become in-

creasingly valuable. If ihe stock falls

or goes nowhere, the options are
worthless. Executives cannot rack
up huge gains unless shareholders
also do welL
What started as a good thing, how-

ever, may be getting out of hand.
Option grants are becoming "larger
and larger." said Robert Salwen,

president of the Executive Compen-
sation Corporation, a consulting firm
in New York. "They used to call

them jumbo awards, but the jumbo
is becoming the norm."
Mr. Crystal found that the median

value of option grants jumped 27.9

percent last year, while the median
increase in salary and bonus was 7

percent The stock market, as meas-
ured by the Standaitl & Poor's 500-

siock index, rose 23 percent
Salary now matters less and less

to top corporate executives. At 56

large companies that had reported
through February, salary accounted
for just 22 percent of the chief execu-
tives' total 1996 pay, down from 27

percent in 1995, according to' Execu-
tive Compensation Reports, a news-
letter.

•Mr .» L-

Options made up 45 percent of the
total, up from 40 percent in 1995 The
remainder came from annual cash
bonuses, incentive pay tied to mul-
tiyear goals and out right awards of

stock that cannot be suld until a
certain amount of time passes.

“Salary has never before been
such a small portion of pay." said

Diane D. Posnak, h managing direc-

tor at Pearl Meyer & Partners, a pay
consulting firm. “Nor have we ever
seen such a large part of C.E.O. pay
dependent on stock market perform-
ance.”

John S. Reed, the chairman of

Citicorp, exemplifies the shift. His
salary and bonus declined to $3.5

million in 1996, from 54.3 million in

1995, as the banking company went,

a spokesman said, “from an excep-
tional year to a good year." But Mr.
Reed got options for 182,000 shares,

up from lOO.Uou in 1995

He has dune well with opiums in

the past. Last June 21. he cashed in

options granted earlier for 679,000

shares of Citicorp stock. Mr. Reed
did not sell the shares, but if he had,

his profit would have been $40 mil-

lion. Some of those options, granted
in 1987, carried a price as low as
$14.25 a share, and others, granted in

1993, had a price as high as $31.75.

Citicorp’s stock had soared to $80.50

last June, ft is now at Si 1 1.

While overall pay is somewhat
better attuned to performance, in-

vestors are paying a price. To com-
pensate for the bigger risk associat-

ed with options, executives generally

get big grants. "Many of the pack-

ages are astounding," said Alyssa
M. Machold, deputy director of the

Council of Institutional investors.

The most astronomical numbers
emanated from the Walt Disney
Company, where the chairman, Mi-
chael D. Eisner, received $8.7 million

in salary and bonus last year, plus

stock options that are today valued
at $181 million. Thai is the largest

single grant in corporate history,

though it was his first gram since

1989.

Even that number looks Mickey
Mouse compared with the future val-

ue of Mr. Eisner's option gram —
$583.7 million in 2007, as estimated
by Mr. Crystal using a commonly
accepted valuation model that antic-

ipates the price of Disney’s stock at

the most likely tune the options

would be exercised. (Mr. Crystal, a
former consultant who no longer

counsels companies made an excep-

tion last yea i and advised Mr.
Eisner on pav issues at Disney.)

No one else comes close to Mr.
Eisner, but other awards are mighty
impressive. At Monsanto, Robert B.

Shapiro, the chief executive,was giv-

en options with a present value of

S17_5 million and a future value esti-

mated at $49 million. Ralston Pur-
ina's chief executive. William P.

Stiritz, was granted options with an
estimated value of $12.2 million to-

day and $31.3 million in the future.

Because of the market's rise, 1996

was a banner year for option hold-

ers, at least on paper. Stephen M.
Case, the chief executive of America
Online, saw his paper wealth from
options alone grow by $79.5 million,

Mr. Crystal said. The paper wealth

from options held by Eckhard
Pfeiffer, chief executive of Compaq
Computer, jumped by $62.7 million,

and Roberto C. Goizueta, the chair-

man of Coca-Cola, had an increase in

wealth attributed solely to options of

S61.4 million. Others were not far

behind.

The immense wealth of many ex-

ecutives these days in part reflects a

sharp improvement in American
competitiveness and fatter profits.

But executive pay is nonetheless giv-

ing some knowledgeable people

pause. "The question,” said Thomas
J. Neff, chairman of the United

States operations of Spencer Stuart,

the big executive recruiting firm, “is

whether these humongous packages

are justified even when performance
is up. Who would have guessed a few
years ago that the market would go
this high?”

'

Mr. Neff added: " 1 suspect that

boards are getting a little bit ner-

vous about the outcome of option

grants they gave a few years ago."

IV 0 H L D STOCK " A R K E T

PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.
|

Week Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Chg. Rank YMd Index % Chg.

Australia 220.64 1.4 14 - 0.6 20 4.06 187.09 07

Austria 186.55 ‘ 0.5 19 - 1.8 22 1 79 162.54 6.9

Belgium 237.99 3.2 6 4.5 11 3.44 203.04 138

Brazil 236.93 - 0.2 25 24.9 1 M2 461.75 273

Britain 281.66 3.1 7 - 0.5 18 3.85 255.52 41

Canada 188.28 - 2.4 28 - 0.8 21 2.07 188.22 - 01

Denmark 367.01 1.0 16 4.3 12 1.57 31B.78 12.9

Finland 258.47 0.8 IB 5.2 9 1.69 269.95 13.6

France 225.57 32 5 5.4 7 2.66 199.76 14.4

Germany 206.68 4.1 2 8.8 5 1 50 180 11 18.3

' Hong Kong 455.85 0.0 22 -10.1 26 3.48 453.53 - 9.9

Indonesia 232.54 1.5 11 1.9 16 1.55 342 52 36

Ireland 33M3 22 9 0.7 17 3.25 295.62 8.0

Italy - 85.55 1.0. 15 2.5 15 2.14 106.95 12.8

Japan 113.79 - 2.3 27 -11.8 27 0.88 89.10 - 5.9

Malaysia 619.55 - 0.1 23 2.7 14 1.07 592.11 0.9

Mexico 1.368 66 0.9 17 122 3 1.11 11.854.66 12 9

Netherlands 351 63 2.6 . 8 46 10 2.55 302.49 14.0

New Zealand 84.81 0.3 20 - 7.6 25 439 64.83 - 6.0

Norway 312.14 2.2 10 •
5.6 6 2.18 280.88 9.7

Philippines 195.24 0.2 21 - 4.1 23 0.68 256.81 - 3.8

Singapore 389.42 . 1.5 13 - 7.2 24 1.08 259.76 - 4.0

South Africa 360.58 - 0.1 24 13.2 2 2.41 348.31 7.0

Spam 218.55 3.7 4 - 0.6 19 2.70 235.22 0.6

Sweden 444.47 4.5 -.1 5.4 8 2.09 497.94 16.8

Switzerland 260.80 3.7 3 9.3 4 1.36 234.36 18.0

Thailand 80.45 1£ 12 -16.0 28 3.96 81.14 -14.9

United States 314.29 - 1.3 26 4.1 13 1.92 314.29 4. T

1 COMPOSITE INDICES _ |

Europe 247.92 3J2 - 3S 2.72 226 97 11.0

Pacific Basiii 133.76' - 1.6 -10.0 1.41 103.45 - 5.6

Europe/Pacific 181.34 1.1 - 2.8 2.16 150.07 3.2

World 225.78 - 0.1 0.7. 2.04 201.33 37

UNITED STATES INDEX
In U.S. dollars.

a/
320

>^***».
V;

WORLD INDEX
In U S- dollars

300

280

260

240

220

200

WBeK-end figures are TfiursdayL'luses except Ii3'y Japan. Malaysia and Thailand (Friday)

Prepared by Goldman. Sachs S Co using data derived from ihe Financial Times/Standard &

ftxx’s Acluaries World Indict a measure of stocK marker performance The FT Indies, are

compiled |Oinlly by The Financial Times Limned. Goldman, Sachs & Co and Standard & Pcor s.

tn conjunction with rhe Institute of Actuaries and Faculty ot Actuaries

Source. Goldman. Sachs & Co E >chjngp rotes as o) Thursday s tomXv dose

<3 1996 Tne Fmancull Times Ltd. Gc'Omjn. Sachs & Co ana Standard & Poe's

C 0 R R E N C

Exchange rates

Japanese yen to the U S dollar

German marks (o Ihe U.S dollar

Canadian dollars to the U S dollar

U.S. dollars to Ihe British pound

Source. Bloomberg Fmjnci3l Markets, exchange rales JS ot Thursday s New Yort cose

Last Week Year

Thursday Friday % Chg. Ago

123 46 122 B5 +051 107 26

1 6736 1 6861 -0.74 1 4762

1.3788 13795 -005 1.3595

1 6315 1.6033 1 75 1 5270

The more options a company
hands out, the more shares it must
issue. Asa result, the company must
spread its earnings more widely, di-

luting the ownership, dividends and
voting power of existing investors. " -

In 1995 alone, companies set aside

11 percent of their total shares for

stock option grams, according to a
recent survey of 1,353 companies by
Watson Wyatt. Five years ago, that

number was more like 6 percent, Mr.
Kay estimates. The Investor Re-
sponsibility Research Center, a non-

profit organization, recently said

that shareholders at 435 companies
among the Standard & Poor’s 500

would lose 9.2 percent of their

ownership on average from option

plans in place and reported through

last summer.

Already, options are distorting the

profit picture. Profits at many com-
panies are overstated because provi-

sions for options do not have to be

charged against earnings. This year,

for the first time, companies will

have to disclose how options may
affect earnings per share — though
only diligent readers of footnotes

will be the wiser.

Options are so popular that hun-
dreds of companies now spread
them down to middle managers and
production workers as an induce-
ment to raise productivity. Nearly
everyone has accepted broad-based
option plans without debate. “They
are motherhood, apple pie and Chev-
rolet,” said Patrick S. McGum, a
vice president at Institutional Share-
holder Services Inc., a consultant to

large investors.

But critics complain that the

broader use of options can be a

smoke screen to hide what top exec-

utives are getting. "They say it's a

big increase because it’s a broad-

based plan now," Mr. McGum said,

“but the bulk of the options go to the

top executives.” Indeed, the Watson

Wyatt survey of 1,353. companies

found that, on average, 29 percent of

the options the companies granted in

1995 went to their top five execu-
tives.

Making matters worse, companies

may not, in the end, let their execu-

tives' pay rest almost entirely on the

fate of the market “What happens if

the market goes down?" Mr.

McGum asked. Frequently, compa-

nies lower the price at which the

options can be used to buy stock.

The Linear Technology Corpora-
tion, a California maker of integrat-
ed circuits, provides a recent exam-
ple. After its stock slid last summer
to $21.75, the company lowered the
price at which its chief executive
could buy .shares from options he
received in 1995 to $24.75 a share
from $34,125. Linear’s share price is

now $46.

At some point the bears on Wall
Street will overtake the bulls and the
market will drop. Then, "the pres-

sure to reprice these options will be
enormous," Mr. McGum said. “It's

one thing if it’s an executive vice

president who doesn’t get his re-

ward, but it’s another thing if it’s

every employee. They'll say, ‘This is

what 1 wasgoing to use topay.forthe .

kids' braces; this iswhat I was going
to use to pay for the car,* and that

1

will change the dynamics of the ar-

gument."

With the market soaring, invest-

ors have yet to focus on repricing.

But executive pay issues continue to

fester. According to the Investor Re-
sponsibility Research Center, vari-

ous shareholders, mostly individuals

and unions, have so far filed 107

shareholder proposals addressing
executive pay for consideration at

annual meetings this spring. Last

year, the total was 67.

Many such resolutions, however,
have been rejected by the companies
involved, with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission agreeing that
the filings were flawed in one way or
another. Shareholders and pay ex-

perts alike acknowledge that no one
has designed a resolution that gets at
the real problem.

“There are two issues in pay —
how and how much,” said Frederic
W. Cook, a pay consultant in New
York. “The *how' is in pretty good
shape. Executives are being paid
right, but they are being paid a hell

of a lot of money."

SOIL reining in the amounts pock-
eted by executives would require
another restructuring of the way
they are paid, several experts said—
though none seems to know a better
way to do it “The system is working
as designed,” said Pearl Meyer, the
pay consultant, “But 1 fault the de-
sign. There should be a meaningful
difference between pay for business
performance and pay for stock mar-
ket performance."

That, however, would mark a re-

turn to a more arbitrary and more
subjective system, and a more dis-

tant link to shareholder return.

UPS AND D OWNS

March 24-28: As the Fed Raises Rates, Stocks and Bonds Fall

PRICES -

DOMESTIC EQUITIES

Broad market .
Down 1.30%

S.&P;. 500 index 773.86

Blue chips • Down 0.94%

1 Dow 30 industrials . : 6.740.59

DOMESTIC BONDS

I
Treasuries

Ryan Labs. Total Return

ABOUND THE WORLD

YIELDS

BONDS

Thursday closes, except European and Asian stocks (Friday data for some countries).

Sources Sank Rate Monitor. Bloomberg Financial Markets: The Bond Buyer, Datastream; Goldman. Sachs:

IBC's Money Fund Report; Merrill Lynch; Standard & Poor's; Ryan Labs

OTHER INVESTMENTS

Down 0.73%
191.S3

European stocks

F.T.-Actuaries Europe

Up 3.18%
247.92

SmaB capitalization

Russell 2000 index

.

90-DAY RELATIVE TREND

343.95

Municipals Down 0.84%
Bond Buyer index 114 19

Corporates Down 0.78%
Merrill Lynch Master index 839.55

I
Aslan stocks Down 1-57%
F.T.-Actuaries Pacrf/c Basin 133.76

>15% *15%

Gold Down 0.93%
'• New York cash price $350.20

Foreign moews are given in dollar terms

+15%

-15

F:\- M
-15 -15

• --d-UV F M

Long bonds

30-year Treasuries

Notes

2-year Treasuries

7.08%
Up 12 basis pts.

6.44%
Up 17 basis pts. I

Money market funds

Taxable average

Bank C.D.’s

i-year small savers

. Municipals ' 5.92%
Bond Buyer index Up 6 basis pts.

100 basis points = i peicentage pomt

90-DAY RELATIVE TREND
Change In basis points.

+60

: Stocks
'•••' S.&P. 500 dividend yield

Chengem
basis points.

4.83%
Up 2 basis pts.

5.11%
Up 2 basis pts.

1.96%
Up 2 b.p.

-60

M
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A Bargain in the Harbor
Open space with waterfront access is a rare

thing in New York City, so when someone offers an
accessible 173-acre island for less than the price of a
cheeseburger, responsible officials should jump at
it. President Clinton has made such an offer. He
proposes to transfer control of Governors Island in
New York Harbor to the city and state for exactly
one dollar. Since Mr. Clinton’s budget office values
the property at $500 million, this is on its face an
irresistible deal.

It is not, though, quite as cost-free as it seems.
Even if New York acquires the island for $1. it will
inherit $30 million in annual operational and main-
tenance costs that the Coast Guard, the island’s
present tenant, is eager to shed. New York will also
lose millions more in annual revenues that the Coast
Guard brings to the region.

Nevertheless, Mr. ainton has handed the city a
splendid chance to create new public spaces and to
make creative use of its underappreciated marine
environment. What is needed now is for state and
city officials to produce a plausible plan. Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, to whom Mr. Clinton first

made the offer early last year, fears that unless
such a plan is set forth this year, the President will

lose interest and Congress, which must approve any
deal, will put the island on the market.

There are several good reasons why it would
not make economic sense for Congress to sell. For
one thing, it may never find a buyer at $500 million

or even half that, since developers are notoriously
leery of island properties. Also, while searching for

a buyer, the Government would be responsible for a
high-maintenance lemon with heavy operating
costs. Rather than watching this scenario unfold,

Senator Moynihan wants to see the city move quick-

ly on a plan of its own.
Governors Island was once the home of Brit-

ain’s colonial governors, hence its name. In Ameri-
can hands, it has served as a fort, a race track, a
game preserve and an Army base for 100 years until

the Coast Guard took it over in 1966. About half the

island, which includes Revolutionary War fortifica-

tions and elegant 19th-century homes, is protected
from alteration as a city landmark district The

Mammograms for 'Younger Women
So now it is unanimous. The National Cancer

Institute has joined the American Cancer Society

and other medical groups in recommending routine

mammograms for all women in their 40*s. True, the

groups differ on some details. The cancer institute

recommends testing every year or two whereas the

Cancer Society has just come out firmly for annual

tests. Either way, the consensus now holds that

there is no good reason for women in their 40’s to

avoid these potentially life-saving screening tests to

detect breast cancer.

All groups have long recommended that women
from 50 on up undergo mammography. The benefits

of early detection followed by prompt treatment are

unambiguous for those women. But the issue of

whether mammograms are effective in younger
women, from 40 to 50, is murky. Four years ago the

cancer institute broke ranks with then-prevailing

wisdom and asserted that there was not enough
evidence to endorse die value of routine screening

for women in their 40 ’s. Even after additional

studies reported finding a benefit, a panel of experts

convened by the National Institutes of Health in

January again found the evidence inconclusive. It

recommended that individual women and their doc-

tors make their own decisions on whether mam-
mography was warranted.

That muddled message accurately reflected the

uncertainties in the scientific data, but it was met
with a crescendo of boos from many cancer special-

ists, members of Congress sensing strong voter

interest in the dread disease and some, but by no
means all, patient advocacy groups. In the real

world where medical decisions must be made, such

uncertain advice is not received kindly. Patients

and doctors alike want clear marching orders.

Now they have them. After yet another advisory

panel reviewed the very same evidence available

in January but saw clarity amid the murk, the

cancer institute has now flipped once again and
endorsed mammograms for the 40-year-olds, pro-

testing all the while that it was not knuckling under

to political or public pressure. The only remaining
uncertainty is how many women will follow the now
unified urging that they get screened in their 40’s.

Even over 50, where the benefits are unequivocally

clear, great numbers of women fail to take the life-

saving tests.

Editorial Notebook

The West’s Debt to Byzantium
A Cultural Lesson

In a Gorgeous Mosaic

Although not intended by its

sponsors, and not noticed by most
visitors, there is a fascinating politi-

cal subtext to “The Glory of Byzan-
tium," the Metropolitan Museum's
sumptuous new show about Byzantine culture at its

peak, from the 9th century to the 13th. (The show ends in

July.)

You might think this celebration of the arts -and
letters of a thoroughly defunct empire would be political-

ly inert, but not so. According to a Harvard professor,

Samuel Huntington, Byzantium and its Orthodox Church
belong not to the West but to the “Rest," namely the

assorted “Others" lacking the unique core of institutions

and beliefs said to constitute Western civilization.

This core, Mr. Huntington writes in a recent Foreign
Affairs essay, includes the classical legacy of Greece
and Rome — the rule of law, and civil society and social

pluralism, the latter pair being defined as the rise and
persistence of autonomous groups not based on kinship.

Because the “Rest" are so different, the professor

contends, it is an error to try to universalize such
Western concepts as human rights. In short, we have to

learn to live with a “clash of civilizations."

But the clash takes an odd turn as one walks through

galleries filled with Byzantine icons, statuary, illuminat-

ed books and mosaics, many of which have never left

such places as the monasteries of Mount Athos in Greece
or St. Catherine's in the sands below Mount Sinai. Here
one is reminded afresh that great cultures are not boxed

behind fault lines, but spill messily all over the map,

filling the interstices and soaking the subsoil

This was true of the Greek-speaking Byzantines,

whose scholars and monks kept classical art, letters and

science alive for a millennium after the fall of the feebler

Western Roman Empire. The Orthodox images of the

bearded Jesus and the Holy Family spread through

Gothic Europe to Russia, Georgia, Armenia and

Ukraine, just as Byzantine architecture swept the Islam-

ic East.. In Italy. Eastern icons

form a connecting link to the early

Renaissance.

As to the principles of civil

society and social pluralism, it is

fair to say that Byzantium’s most zealous tormentors lay

in the Christian West, not the Islamic East In 1204, the

walls of Constantinople, which had withstood attacks by
Persians, Arabs, Avars and Bulgars, fell to the Crusad-
ers led by the craftiest of Venetian doges, Enrico Dan-
doldo, then about 85 and nearly blind, who led the way,
shouting, through the breach.

There followed three days of pillage and massacre,
of book-burning and heresy hunting, on an unprecedent-
ed scale. “Even the Saracens-are-morclful~5nd~kind,'

*

declared a Byzantine writer, in comparison with those
"who bear the cross of Christ on their shoulders." Or In

the satisfied words of a Western chronicler of the Fourth
Crusade, never since Creation had "such a vast quantity
of booty" been taken from one city.

Byzantium was fatally weakened by the invasion
and the years of occupation that followed, opening the
way for the Ottoman conquest in 1453 under Sultan
Mehmet II. By that time, so disenthralled were Byzan-
tines with the West that one of the empire’s highest

officials expostulated, “1 would rather see the Muslim
turban in the midst of the city than the Latin miter."

Whatever their other sins, and however they dimin-
ished the rights of minorities, the Ottomans proved to be
more respectful of Orthodox Christianity than the West-
ern Church. Moreover, in 1492. when Spain ordered the

mass expulsion of the Jews, they were able to flee to

Ottoman lands. This comparative tolerance finds ex-
pression in the wonderful illuminated books at the Met-
ropolitan from SL Catherine's in the Sinai. Its library is

rivaled only by that of the Vatican, and its survival

attests to a long Islamic tradition of multicultural toler-

ance, often overlooked in the West, sometimes even at

Harvard. KARL E. MEYER

Use Democratic India as Counterweigh
tto China

other half contains barracks and large open spaces.
The island commands sweeping views of the harbor,
Manhattan and Brooklyn.

There is no shortage of ideas about what to do
with this acreage. Some would turn the half of the
island that is not already landmarked into playing
fields and paries. Others would build housing for the
elderly. A report from the Regional Plan Associa-
tion released Thursday speaks vaguely of "some-
thing like Central Park with a large water feature, a
public space, a harbor commons.”

Whatever the outcome, the planning should be
guided by two principles. First, in a manner consis-

tent with its esthetic and recreational value, the

island should be self-sustaining, so that it does not
become a drain on municipal resources. Large-
scale private development should be ruled out, but
the city needs- to find one or more institutions — a
college, for example— to lease the island’s historic

buildings, thus providing for their upkeep.
The second principle is public access. That part

of the island not devoted to institutional activity

should be made accessible to all New Yorkers.
There could be recreational facilities, playing fields,

perhaps a marina. Whatever the mix. Governors
Island must be seen as an opportunity to enrich the
city’s quality of life.

Neither objective can be met without conven-
ient transportation, but even this need not be a
money-losing proposition. Some planners see no
reason why the existing hodgepodge of subsidized

ferries cannot be replaced with a profitable opera-
tion that makes regular calls at Governors Island,

Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty.

Speed is important, and not just to head off

some foolish action by Congress, the Coast Guard,
which has been a loving custodian of Governors
Island, will vacate the premises this summer. Be-
cause unoccupied buildings tend to deteriorate in a
hurry, a drawn-out planning process will make the

island less attractive to any potential occupanL
Delay could also cheat New York’s citizens of what

. could-be agrand public resource. It would be good to

have a coherent scheme to show the President

before the Coast Guard decamps.

To the Editor;

a. ML Rosenthal’s columns on In-

dia (March 21 and 25) are hearten-

ing. India is the world’s biggest de-

mocracy, and we have a common
bond, for we were both British colo-

nies. We also imported India’s meth-
od of peaceful dissent, which fueled

our civil rights movement in the

1960's. And the tremendous number
of immigrants from India contribute

so much to this country.

We would be wise to cultivate this

bond for several reasons. Economi-
cally. India is an enormous un-

claimed Asian market timed to

emerge just as China’s market ma-
tures. much in the way China’s mar-
ket emerged as Japan’s was matur-
ing. Culturally, standing by a solid

agrarian democracy as it grows on

the world scene would go a long way
toward advancing American ideas

globally. Politically, a confident,

democratic India allied with the

United States can provide leverage

against a tyrannical China.

Many fear this century will be
America’s last great hurrah as a

superpower, and that the next centu-

ry will belong to the Chinese. But if

we stick to our tradition of being the

advocate of democracy worldwide,
our way oi life will continue to

reign supreme. Leaning toward In-

dia is the next logical step down that

path. - David Friedman
New York, March 25, 1997

A Modem Nation
suffer

To the Editor:

I fail to understand why A. M. Ro-

senthal cannot see the change in In-

dia in the last 40 years (columns,

March 21 and 25).
.

A middle class once barely exist-

ed. The middle class today is larger

bee
!
1 cities are

roads. Two-Most villages

connected by ^
v
have electrjcityT

Sissss-ss."

in

ment. # March 26, 1997
Livingston. N.J., Marcn ***

•

Just Human Nature
.sm

T°^ES.ars "People of Sar-

ila” (column, March 25)

been better titled “Rudyard Red**1

,

In the tradition of Kipling.

Rosenthal has composed a -

istic paean to Indian peasants who,
;

he suggests, are somehow ^
thy (and politicians who are

^

exploitive) than the w,sf^hlt® -

sagely observe their quaint

-

who
ways.

Santiago Cote»

Ofthan the combined populations

Western Europe.

Mr. Rosenthal would have readers

believe that India still has only a few

hundred miles ofpaved roads, that it

lacks electricity and that fanners

IIhave spent time in India too, mid -

l found that the Indian character

runs the gamut: from venal to noble,

corrupt to scrupulous, deceitful to
.

honest and ignorant to enlightened.

In other words, the citizens of India

are human beings just like us Amen-
Margot embree Fisher

Teaneck, N.J. f
March 26, 1997 .•
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Find Common Ground on Species Law
Global Protest

To the Editor:

As your March 24 editorial “An
Endangered Act” notes, the draft of

the endangered species bill prepared
by Senators John Chafee and Dirk
Kempthome has a good way to go
before It earns mainstream support
Under the existing act. conserva-

tion groups are contributing to habi-

tat conservation plans that protect

whole ecosystems and avoid repeti-

tive conflicts between imperiled spe-

cies and economic development
Conservationists have also put for-

ward detailed proposals to improve
the act by adopting tax incentives to

make it more hospitable for property
owners, and to involve communities
early and often in the species recov-

ery planning process.

But the Chafee-Kempthorae bill

posits a retreat by turning over au-

thority to review Federal projects

for their possible harm to endan-
gered wildlife to the very agencies

promoting those projects. Further,

the core purpose of the act could be
compromised by a bill that would
“freeze” some habitat conservation

plans in place even if changing cir-

cumstances seriously^ jeopardized

|.
species recovery.

. . .

3

...

"j

To be enacted, the reaiithorization

of the Endangered Species Act needs

to be based - on finding common
ground, and addressing the con-

cerns of both conservationists and
landowners. This bill isn’t there

yet. Mark Van Putten
President and Chief Executive
National. Wildlife Federation
Vienna, Va., March 27, 1997

A Bipartisan Measure
To the Editor:

As your March 24 editorial “An
Endangered Act” notes, the Endan-

gered Species Act is the most contro-

versial- of the environmental laws

enacted during the Nixon era. In-

deed, it is controversial because it is

a powerful tool for protecting species

from harmful Federal activities. It is

also controversial because it is an

inefficient tool for protecting species

on private lands.

Contrary to the viewpoints ex-

pressed in'your editorial, we do not

believe our effort in any way under-

mines the goals of the Endangered
Species Act. Last year I worked with

the Secretary of the Interior. Bruce

Babbitt, SenatorMax Baucus and the

-environmental community to pre-

vent enactment of legislation that

would have undermined the law. This

year. Senator Dirk Kempthome and
I are circulating a discussion draft to

elicit criticism and suggestions for

improvement before introducing any
bill. We are working with Secretary
Babbitt, Senator Baucus and Senator
Harry Reid to develop a bipartisan

- 1
' Our challenge is to write a bill

that preserves the best features

of the law, makes improvements
and can be enacted with the co-

operation of Congress and the Presi-

dent. ‘ John H. Chafee
Washington, March 25, 1997

The writer is chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works
Committee.

To the Editor:

There was a glaring omission in

“Insecure or Jobless, Europeans Re-

new Protests” (Business Day,

March 25) , on the resistance of Euro-

pean workers to their future’s being

sacrificed on an altar emblazoned

"internationally competitive or

busL”
It failed to point out that workers

and fanners all over the world are

responding to globalization by call-

ing for protection of jobs and com-

munities.

South Korean workers have been

in the streets. In Mexico, thousands

.

marched in support of Zapatista

rebels who want their, livelihoods

protected.

In India, half a million people pro-

tested against the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade. Yet in the

United States, inertia seems to reign

in the face of growing job insecurity.

Perhaps it’s time Americans
joined workers in other parts of the

world to defend their jobs and com-
munities against the adverse effects

of globalization. ' Colin Hines
East Twickenham, England

March 27; 1997
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More Abortion Bans

How Bad Are Unorthodox Films for Children?

To the Editor:

I refer to an item in the Metro
Business column ("Channel 5 Apolo-

gizes," March 27) in which it is re-

ported that, having received a vocif-

erous complaint from a Staten Island

English teacher, Channel 5 apolo-

gized for broadcasting "Eating
Raoul," a film co-written and direct-

ed by me, at 3 o'clock last Sunday
afternoon.

As a writer-director of what are

often referred to as "cult films”

‘Everybody Did It’

To the Editor:

In “Supreme Leader, Pigeon in

Chief’ (Week in Review, March 23).

you collected supported and unsup-
ported accusations of previous

American Presidents in order to

show that Bill Clinton is not so bad
after all. This is the "everybody did

it" defense. Boris M. Segal
Pleasantville, N.Y., March 27, 1997

("Death Race 2000," “Scenes From
the Class Struggle in Beverly Hills"),

I am constantly concerned that my
work reaches a relatively limited
audience. Imagine my amazement
when "Eating Raoul," a movie that
questions time-honored American
attitudes toward sex and violence
and exposes a brief glimpse
of breasts (tastefully fogged on
Channel 5, 1 am relieved to report),
showed up in prime time on Fox
TV. Nobody at the station seems able
to explain how it happened. The
advertisers were especially be-
mused.
Now I agree there is a time and a

place for such a film. Perhaps it is

not 3 in the afternoon on a Sunday.
Still, I wonder if the dangers of ex-
posing children to unorthodox ideas,
even in comic form, and to certain
parts of the anatomy, the existence
of which many of them must surely
suspect, is really such a dangerous
thing? Paul Bartel

New York, March 28, 1997

To the Editor:

Ralph Reed, executive director of
the Christian Coalition, is discussing
with Speaker Newt Gingrich (news
article, March 23) a strategy of
scheduling a series of votes in the
House of Representatives to outlaw
abortion in developmental stags.
That is, they want first to vote on
banning abortions in the ninth
month, then the eighth, and so oil
Can a ban on hysterectomies be

far behind? Rita Buland
New York, March 24, 1997
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Foreign Aid Merger
-*•£-** ••••

To the Editor:
Every time L read Thomas u

Friedman’s column, I smile and
agree. Not this time. His March 27 -

column suggesting that the Adminis- -

tratioo should allow the merger of
’

'“yfv;*?.-
•'

the Agency for International DeveT
opraent, the Arms Control and Disar- ;

£"

’

r

maraent Agency and the United
States Information Agency into the ?

•^**^**- •

State Department is misguided. -

Mr
'/I

ie
?
man argues that, with

:

the end of the cold war, we no longer
need to separate development assist-" j *-

d

ance objectives from our diplomatic 4

structure. The reverse is true. When ' : £» I

we used foreign aid as a tool to fight

• ‘
-'-aac*-

.
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Arafat Treats Hamas as Ally, Not Enemy
To the Editor:

Your March 26 news analysis said
that after the Hamas suicide bomb-
ings in Jerusalem andJEei Aviv in

February l996 p
^Dnder intense Is-

raeli and^American pressure. ]Ya-
jicTArafat rounded up about 1,000

IHamas J radicals. ... But as rela-

tions with [Benjamin] Netanyahu
slipped, Mr. Arafat began freeing
some of the detainees."
Mr. Arafat's policy of releasing

imprisoned Hamas terrorists has
nothing to do with the quality of his
relations with Prime Minister Netan-
yahu. On April 3, 1996, the Israeli
daily Haaretz said Mr. Arafat and
the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion had already "released most of
the Hamas activists that they arrest-
ed after the Tel Aviv bombing."

Mr. Arafat’s more recent release
of Hamas leaders, such as Ibrahim
Maqadmeh and Sheik Ahmed Nimar,
is consistent with his policy of
treating Hamas terrorists as allies,
not enemies, despite his commit-
ment in the Oslo accords to fight
terrorists. Morton a. Klein

National President
Zionist Organization of America

New York, March 26. 1997

Communism, it might as weD have
been part of the State Department.
Now that we can focus aid on de-

velopment assistance for the allevia-
tion of hunger and poverty, the agen-
cy with that noble mission should not
be encumbered with State Dorait-^*
ment control. That will only few its- &!*%&&&- •

miJtemn and render it less
|“ <

;
ong"ess and the President : 3i V '

want a more effective foreign aid v
merger is the wrong 1

Pres., National Peace Corps. t-
• •

Washington, March 27,

The Times welcomes tetters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-
er’s name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-
ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic
mail to letters(d‘nytimes.com, or bv
regular mad to Letters to the Editor,
The New York Times. 229 West 43d
Street. New York. N.Y. 10036-3959

Lease the TV Spectrum '
: --V t
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To the Editor:
Bob Dole’s assertion

tsaitsss^s^mextremely problematic.

j

Vesjhe •****
2^a* r

UhLS™.™ aaUlTal resource, but

sT^roadcast spectrum is a natu-:ral resource ownedljr
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A Religion of Special Effects
By David Gelemte

New Haven
^^^^^^^hirty-nme people

killed ihemselyes in
Rancho Santa Fe,

• I Califs last week. Did
W the Internet have

something to do with
it? The cultists ran a Web-page de-
sign business. They may have

- trolled for new members by sending
Ercoail to likely targets. They be-
lieved an alien spaceship was hiding
behind the Hale-Bopp comet; they
may have got the news over the Net.
where rumors spread fast
* This alien spaceship, they decided,
would pick them up, but only if they
were dead. They took this in stride,

and are reported to have been “very
upbeat, very outgoing" on the video-

- tape they left behind in lieu of a
-suicide note.

- It is tempting to blame the Inter-

net at least in part, but the Net is no
more guilty than the rope industry is

-when people hang themselves. More
likely,, the tragedy stems from the
fact that as a nation we have never
been more confused about good and
evil, righteousness and wickedness,
God and man. Yet we would always
rather blame technology than our-
setves.^

Some cult pulls in a cosmic signal

portending apocalypse, and acts ac-
‘ cordxngly—ft’s a sad ok! story. Until

-last week^the.mass suicides of.re-.

cent years— the People’s Temple in

Guyana, the Brandi Davidians in

Waco, the 74 members of the Order
of the Solar Temple— were accom-
plished with ho help from the Web.
The Internet, we are told, is a terrifi-

cally potent spreader of rumors.
Granted, but radio was more potent.

v
(One. memorable night in 1938, Or-
son Welles created widespread pan-
ic by broadcasting blow-by-blow re-

ports of an invasion from Mars.)

If technology is to blame, why not

blame the movies? It’s clear that the

cultists got their ideas about alien

spaceships from Hollywood. But you

David Gelemter, a professor of com-
puter science at Yale and an adjunct

fellow at the Manhattan Institute, is

' the author of "1939: The Lost World

of the Fair" and the forthcoming

"Drawing Life : Good, Evil and Mail

Bombs in Modem America”

can’t really blame the movies. Tech-
nology merely highlights and under-
lines the text it is given. If you look
at modem America and then at the
Rancho Santa Fe suicides, you can-
not help but conclude that this story
is about religion, not technology.

Evidently, the cult's goal in recent
years was to “overcome" any at-

tachment to money, sex and family
life, and to live in a strictly authori-
tarian community— a re-creation of

the poverty, chastity and obedience
of Christian holy orders. Its mem-
bers seemed to reach repeatedly for
traditional Christian ideas and come
up bare — their souls needed reli-

gion but their minds were stocked
only with Hollywood junk.

They wanted to talk about their
condition as believers, but the term
they came up with to describe them-
selves was “crew members." Life
on earth was no good, they held,

because it was dominated by "Lucl-
ferians" and "space aliens” —

Don’t blame the

Internet for the

cultists’ deaths.

Christianity plus a vivid bit of

'science fiction; The theology tract; at

their Web site was called "An E.T.

Presently Incarnate." This is Chris-

tian language— “et incaraatus est"
— in the service of Hollywood spe-

cial effects.

Granted, weird cults (including

suicidal ones) have been around for

a long time. What is new in today's

America Is chat traditional religion

has been suppressed for a genera-
tion. Not in the sense that believers

are hounded into prison; “sup-

pressed” in the sense that the public

domain has been vigorously swept
clean of it by judges and opinion

leaders who are proud of what they

are doing.

A few highlights: the Supreme
Court outlawed prayer and Bible

reading in the public schools (1962),

forbade a public high school to dis-

play the Ten Commandments
(1980), barred "moments of silence"

in the classroom (1987), prohibited

nonsectarian prayers at public

school graduations (1992).

In a recent article in The Public
Interest, Jeremy Rabkin described a
1995 case in which a Federal appeals
court denied parents the right to sue
their school system over a ninth-

grade sex-education program pro-
duced by a company called Hot,

Sexy and Safer Productions. The
program called for children to blow
up condoms and “share with each
other" their facial expressions dur-
ing orgasm. A society where Or-
gasm Studies are protected m the

public schools and the Ten Com-
mandments are forbidden isn’t neu-
tral on religion

;
it is actively against

it.

The old-line Protestant denomina-
tions are in deep trouble today, and
Reform and Conservative Judaism
are falling apart Many of their lead-

ers see their mission in social terms
rather than God terms. This reli-

gious disintegration was symbolized
in an article that ran last year in The
New York Times, headlined, “One
Holiday That Retains Its Meaning."
Thanksgiving, it was reported, is

“the oneday when the perennial love

of togetherness and a festive meal
still seems fresh."

Practicing Jews and Christians

apparently shrugged off this curious
report of the death of Christmas,
Easter, Passover — the press has
been known to get things wrong. Yet
the article is almost certainly cor-

rect. Among the nation's elite, tradi-

tional religion is indeed dead and
only Thanksgiving "retains its

meaning."
The idea that suppressing religion

in the public sphere could actually
mean anything or have conse-
quences is, for the average sophisti-

cate, a proposition to snort at. Yet
here we are as a nation starved for

religion, and the hunger is fiercest at

upper social levels, where people set

up shop as Web-page designers. The
fundamentalist churches are doing
fine, but they don’t do much business

among the technological elite. When
the old religions are reeling, people
cobble together new ones. In spiritu-

ally ignorant times like ours the new
ones won't be much good, generally .

speaking, but people need some-
thing.

Environmentalism is a favorite

religion nowadays; its leaders are
explicit about its spiritual side. You
can’t display the Ten Command-
ments in public school these days.

Journal

FRANK RICH

The Suicides NextDoor
As the network news shows were

first airing the videotapes from Ran-

cho Santa Fe on Thursday evening, I

was sitting in a Broadway theater

watching the actor Rip Tom declare

how wonderful America is. Mr. Tom
plays the role of Will Kidder, a can-do

63-year-old businessman in the can-do

boom town of Houston, 1950, in Horton

Foote’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play

"The Young Man From Atlanta." Will

tells anyone who will listen that he

lives in the best house in the best city

in die best countiy in the world.

But Will’s faith is tested. He has lost

his job. His only child, a 37-year-old

son. has drowned in an apparent but

inexplicable suicide. And his wife is so

deep in grief that she has put down

her Bible to seek spiritual solace from

her child’s former roommate, a mys-

terious, ostensibly religious young

man fnan Atlanta whom Will believes

• to be a con ariist-

'

Mr. Foote has been writing plays

set in the vety
:
heartof America for

more than half's century, and he

understands this country so well that

. “The-Young Man From Atlanta" al-

most seems like a companion piece to

the real-life drama that was unfolding

wi TV- simultaneously with Thurs-

day’s .triumphant opening night. The

segue from his final curtain to

• ??Nightline” :was seamless. Like the

Kidders, many: Americans pride

• • themselves on living in the best

houses^ the best towns in the best

- and most religious country in. the

world. And yet in die midst of all this

• plenty and spirituality, people drown

without coherent explanation, leaving
.

:
. more questions than answers behind.

The mass suicide outside San Diego

Last stop,

suburbia.

is in some particulars another case-

book cult scenario to be measured

against Jonestown or Waco. Yet it

seems even more disturbing because

it lacks those apocalypses’ dusty

scruffiness and violent mad-dog

flameouts. Here was a mass suicide

suitable for Better Homes and Gar-

dens.

The Heaven's Gate folk killed them-

selves in the sort of palatial suburban

villa, complete with tennis court and

swimming pool, that has defined the

American dream from Will Kidder’s

postwar day to our own. They were

not unemployable heartbeats but suc-

cessful practitioners of the most ex-

alted and lucrative new American

profession — computer geek. They
lived inconspicuously in not one but

two of our most desirable neighbor-

hoods; Rancho Santa Fe and cyber-

space, both virgin venues for whole-

sale death. They died not with their

boots on but in immaculately new
Nike running shoes our kids would

pray for. They cleaned up after one

another, leaving the death scene so

spic and span it could be used in a TV
commercial testifying to the prowess

of household cleansers.
;

In keeping with this picture of fas-

tidious suburban affluence, the cult’s

leader, Marshall Applewhite, was not

a volcanic Koresh or Manson or Jones

but a smooth-talking, professorial

flim-flam man like Oz's Professor

Marvel — albeit a Marvel for a me-
dia-savvy age. Mr. Applewhite
trained, appropriately enough, in the

performing arts. He was in "Oklaho-

ma!" and "South Pacific" at college

and later had a career as both a

church choir director and a singer

with the Houston Grand Opera. He
publicized his cult through books, in-

terviews with national magazines, a
USA Today ad and a public-access

cable TV show before joining much of

America on line. While his consider-

able video and cyber trails of pro-

nouncements may now, with hind-

sight, strike us as utterly mad, they

failed to attract much attention, let

alone suspicion, right up until he

staged his doomsday.

After the corpses were found, the

San Diego County Sheriff, Bill Ko-

lender, said that there may never be

an answer to “the question that’s on

everybody's mind: Why did they do

this?" In “The Young Man From At-

lanta," the Kidders can’t readily an-

swer that question about their smart

and seemingly content son’s suicide

either, any more than they can know

whether the young man offering them

prayers is an apostle or a bush-league

Applewhite. But in the best country in

the world it is hard to accept any

troubling questions as unanswerable,

especially when tragedy unfolds in a

setting that fits our contented self-

image of unstoppable economic

progress and sunUt domestic bliss.

We want to dismiss nightmares like .

this as the kind of distant, alien catas-

trophe that cannot happen here— but

we’re not in Jonestown anymore.

but teachers are encouraged to ped-

dle recycling dogma Environmen-
talism is not for everyone, though,

and it seems likely that the tragedy
of Heaven’s Gate is the story of

spiritually famished people whip-

ping up a religion like island cast-

aways piecing together, in their dire

need, a semblance of civilization out

of driftwood and spit.

S
o is the Supreme Court
1 responsible for what
happened m Rancho

|
Santa Fe? Of course

I not Nor is the Ameri-
r
can Civil Liberties

Union. A person makes his own
choices; there are plenty of practic-

ing Jews and Christians today. But
there is enough indirect guilt to go
around.

For several decades in the middle
of this century, the air in many
American cities was filthy and made
people sick. The smoke-belching fac-

tory downtown didn't kill the dying
man in the suburbs, it merelyadded
its bit to a mildly poisonous atmos-
phere that killed the weakest. To-

day’s crusade against religion has
done the same sort of thing. Most of

us shrug it off. The crusaders keep
hitting us, but we can take it. The
stronger atriong us remain Chris-

tians and Jews in the old sense, or

find satisfaction in America’s new-

secular religions. The weaker join

cults. The weakest die. lh

Washington

The dictator of Singapore. Lee Kuan

Yew — long known to his American

business admirers as Harry Lee —
has just fallen on his face in a way that

heartens freedom-lovers everywhere.

For decades, Lee has used a corrupt

judiciary to repress political opposi-

tion to his role. His lap-dog judges

impose crippling libel judgments to

silence press criticism of their mas-

ter.

This year, as usual, the dictator

went to the judges with a demand that

a Singapore dissident who dared to

campaign vigorously be punished for

"defamation.” The offender raced

across the causeway to Malaysia, cit-

ing not just the certainty of financial

ruin but death threats.

Then Lee blundered. In an affidavit

to his lickspittle judges, he hooted at

the opposition politician's fear: “If

there is anywhere where people can

do him harm." it was the neighboring

Malaysian city of Johor, a place Lee

called "notorious for shooting,

muggings, and carjackings.”

Dictatorial etiquette in Asia per-

mit you to jeer with impunity at

-Western values" of freedom and hu-

man dignity, but you must never, nev-

er suggest imperfection in the country

next door

Malaysia erupted at the insult.

' Deeply hurt” was the mildest reac-

tion; one firebrand demanded Singa-

pore’s water supply be cut off. Pro-

testers m the (somewhat unsafe)

streets denounced Lee. a cunning 73,

as “senile" and the Malay Govern-

ment allowed an even more subver-

sive sentiment to be displayed: “Re-
spect human rights in Singapore.”

Lee and his son. the strongman-in-

wauing, were forced to apologize for

the slur. Their spokesman blamed the

mean-spirited press for reporting the

prevalence of muggings across the

Straits, a condition all believing Singa-

poreans now realize does not exist.

But it was not diplomatic politesse

that dictated the dictator’s order to

the court to expunge his impolitic tes-

timony. Business is no longer boom-
ing, Singapore's electronic exports

plummeted last year; employers are

finding cheaper land and labor to Mar
luysta and Indonesia.

This is hardly the moment for Lee
to offend his closest neighbor and —
along with the U.S.— a major trading

partner. The Malays have taken sly

advantage of the dictator's gaffe by
pressing for replacement of the old

causeway linking the island with the
penhisafa by-abridgerthat-would-per-

mit ships to bypass the port of Singa-

pore to use Malaysia’s Port Klang.

What do dictators do when times get

tough, or when competition squeezes?

They become more repressive, lest

economic discontents spawn political

challenge. And to keep power in the

family, they bait foreign purveyors of

individual rights.

That’s why the "Singapore model"

Comeuppance to

Singapore’s boss.

is so instructive. Its economic flexibili-

ty and political rigidity — drawing
strength from Western investment
while reviling our democratic values
— shows us what can happen, on a

huge scale, in China
The same American business exec-

utives who like doing business in ultra-

orderly Singapore are eager to build

up China as an authoritarian super-

power. Example: Maurice Greenberg,
the insurance tycoon who led the Nix-
on Center's recent obeisance to Lee
Kuan Yew is on the board of advisers

to China's Citic; that's the military-

industrial empire whose shining light

and leading arms dealer, Wang Jun,

was ushered by an Asian agent of

influence into the White House to be
greeted by the U.S. President
Harry Lee, the man these misguid-

ed Americans think of as their friend,

must be transfixed by this summer’s
takeover of Hong Kong by China. He
realizes that China will permit no seri-

ous competition from Singapore as

Southeast Asia's main connection to

the WesL As a realist, Lee is position-

ing his island to be a pilot fish to

China's whale.
'

That’s why his house organ, The
Straits Times, joins A1 Gore in miqi-

mizing Beijing's sinister intervention

in U.S. elections. “The powerful expect

to be courted," opined Lee’s mouth-

piece (which, in a fit of perversity,

may run this column, festooned with

apoplectic rebuttals). “The Clinton

Administration will not find it easy to

get the Republican and media mon-
keys off its back."

Harry Lee. his U.S. business friends,

China’s despots and nepots, and Nlx-

on-Clinton Sinophiles make strange

bedfellows. Fortunately for freedom,

an equally motley opposition is begin-

ning to take shape.

Demonstrating fine, unusual skill, Israeli artisan Itzik Peleg has created beautiful
!

medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and plating them with 24 karat

gold. Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from

tiie coin, and a histdrical inscription or symbol dating from the days of Bar Kochba:

1. The Lion, symbol of the tribe of Judah 4. The Date Palm, one of the Seven Species

2. The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy of Eretz Yisrael

artifact used in the days of the Temple 5. An Ancient Ship, representing

3. David's Harp, representing King David's seamanship and the art of shipbuilding

harp, mentioned in the Bible in the time of Solomon

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel. An ideal gift for friends and loved ones.

Chain included with each medallion.

JP Price: NIS 175 each
j

Including door-to-door delivery (where available} ^ ^ _ J

To;
WBl c0 The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me the Coin Medallions listed below;

Lion Candelabrum David's Harp Date Palm Ancient SJiip

Enclosed Is my check for NIS 175 each, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

(For registered overseas air mail, please add NIS 12).

Visa

CC No.

Isracard Diners

‘Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately, and well send them the medallion, with a gift notice in your name.
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‘The Devil’s Own’: Disaster? Was There Really a Disaster?
By IAN FISHER

E
ven alan j. pakula,
the veteran director who
has seen his share of
phard times on movie
sets, does not shy away

from the word “disaster" to describe
some aspects of filming “The Devil's
Own" last year.

Brad Pitt, one of the two stars,
threatened to quit early in the shoot,*

complaining that the script was in-

complete and incoherent He later
denounced the movie as “the most
irresponsible bit of film making •— if

you can even call it that — that I’ve
ever seen." The co-star, Harrison
Ford, kept his mouth shut at the time
but said recently that there was little

that he would disagree with in Mr.
Pitt's criticisms. Ego clashes, budget
overruns and long delays plagued the
project.

Every few years, Hollywood pro-
duces a movie that months before its

release is labeled the next “Ishtar."
"Bonfire of the Vanities" or “Heav-
en’s Cate." Usually the same factors
are present — big stars, a big-narae
director, big money and big, last-

minute rewrites, ail colliding like

cars in a freeway piieup.

“The Devil’s Own,". which opened
on Wednesday, had all those ele-

ments. And yet, judging from the
early reviews, it has avoided joining
Hollywood's pantheon of debacles.
Even Weekly Variety said that the
movie, "a well-crafted suspenser.
bears no signs of the much-reported
on-set difficulties." The film tells the
story of a New York City police offi-

cer (Mr. Ford) who takes into his

family's home a young man (Mr.
Pitt) who turns out to be a fugitive

Irish Republican Army soldier.

Hollywood has a long tradition of

being able to redeem the most trou-

bled shoots with good, and occasion-

ally great, movies. “Casablanca"
and “The Godfather" are two promi-
nent examples.

Still, Mr. Pakula does not seem
eager to repeat the experience of

“The Devil's Own.”
“I can’t imagine what it would

have been like if it had been my first

film,” he said in his Manhattan of-

fice, recounting the stream of nega-
tive stories -that appeared last year
in both the Hollywood trade papers
and the mainstream press during the

shoot's six long months.

•
All the same, for Mr. Pakula, the

generally positive reviews offer

.

• -some » ^vindication,'* saggeStftig tUbb'' 1

• peThap§'-things'were'-lKh -feibad*'^S
,-'r

‘ they seemed. He was tjffickfo point

out that other films he had made had
not exactly gone smoothly either:

Jane Fonda tried to quit his second
movie, the 1971 film "Klute,” and in

vidual plot things might have
changed. It was always telling the
same story.’:

•
The ripest bit of gossip from the

set — personal animosity between
the stars over whether this would be
a Brad Pitt film or a Harrison Ford
film — was not true, Mr. Pakula said,

despite many press reports that the
two actors were not on speaking
terms for months.

In recent interviews, both Mr. Pitt,
1

who at 33 has become a big box-office
draw, and Mr. Ford, at 54 an aging
star who is nonetheless at the top of
his game, said there had been no
personal conflicts between them,
(“It wasn't the clash of the titans the
press made it out to be"' said a crew
member, who spoke on the condition
of anonymity. “After all, you were

' dealing with two guys who probably
wouldn't have had much in common
under ordinary circumstances.")
No one griped about the size of

trailers or the number of close-ups,
Mr. Pakula said; rather, the con-
flicts were artistic. Because Mr. Pitt

and Mr. Ford are both stars, the
original script had to be rewritten to

create a more complicated relation-

ship between the two men, and spe-
cifically to, create a fuller role for
Mr. Ford's character, a good-heart-
ed Irish-Amencan street sergeant
named Tom O’Meara.
Mr. Pakula said there was also a

secondary problem, derived from
the fact that the film’s plot did not
fall along conventionally simple Hol-
lywood lines. The characters played
by Mr. Ford and Mr. Pitt are both
“good guys" according to their own
distinct moral codes: Mr. Ford as
the upright American cop who de-

plores violence and Mr. Pitt as an
I.R.A. gunman for whom violence is

a reasonable solution to his people’s

300 years of troubles.

But the story requires a conflict

between the two men, and one of

them has to die, even though there
are few film stars in leading roles

who relish being rubbed out.

“In American film there is a good
guy and a bad guy," Mr. Pakula said.

“It’s the first thing my grandson
always asks : Who’s the good guy and
who's the bad guy? When I say Har-
rison Ford and Brad Pitt are both
good guys, that throws him."
“What's interesting to me is what

happens when people with two differ-

ent senses of what is right and what
is wrong meet,” he added. “What's
interesting is the fact that these two
men can love and respect each other,

ft’mafcesi itmorerompIrcate&='>Mach -

moreWerestrng'&hd’much more bu- -

man;" ;
But Mr. Pitt worried that his role

might devolve into that of a tradition-

al bad guy pursued by Mr. Ford, a la

“The Fugitive." Mr. Pakula said this

Harrison Ford, left, plays a police officer and Brad Pitt an LR.A. gunman in “The Devil’s Own" —

i

.*

Ken Kegjni'ColurnWa.TrJ-Scar

From the troubles in Ireland to trouble on the set.

Stephanie Berger for The New Yorfc Times

Alan Pakula, director of “The Devil’s Own,” which opened last week.

“All the President's Men" (1976),

Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman
would often, separately, call their

real-life reporter counterparts, Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, to

decide how a certain scene should be
played.

“There's rewriting, and there's re-

writing," said Mr. Pakula, who will

be 69 next month and who, with his

white beard and conservative blaz-

ers, looks and speaks like an English
professor who happens to have a
connection to Hollywood. "There’s
rewriting when you start to make
one kind of movie and then every-
body panics, or the studio panics and
you wind up making another. Thai
was never the case here. How to tell

the story might have changed; indi-

was never his intention. To find an
analogy, he went back to the 1946

western "Red River.” in which a

weathered rancher, John Wayne, is

defied by his young protegG, Mont-
gomery Clift, on an epic cattle drive

from Texas to Missouri.

In “Red River.” all turns out well

when the tart-talking woman (Jo-

anne Dru) separating the men re-

minds them that they really love

each other. “The whole picture was
leading up to something very differ-

ent," Mr. Pakula said. But the studio

executives “just felt it was too un-
conventional, too dangerous, to have
one great star kill another star."
The final showdown of “The Dev-

il’s Own" was a central part of the
original script by Kevin Jarre, who

wrote “Tombstone” and “Glory.”
About five years ago, the producer
Lawrence Gordon, whose earlier

projects include “Field of Dreams,”
“48 Hours" and “Waterworld,” the

Kevin Costner film memorable
largely for having been wildly over
budget, took the script to Brad Pitt,

who was not yet a household name.

T
HE PROJECT LAN-
guished until 1995, when
Mr. Pitt suggested taking

the script to Mr. Ford. To
many people's surprise,

Mr. Ford accepted, even though
O’Meara was originally conceived

* more as a character rare, an'eirith

tional backstop to'Mr. Pitt. Mr. Ford
suggested Mr. Pakula — the two had
worked together in “Presumed Inno-

cent" in 1990 — and filming started

last February, in the midst of an
unusually harsh winter in New York.

Trouble began immediately, be-

cause the script was still in flux. This

is what prompted Mr. Pitt's com-
ment to Newsweek about how "irre-

sponsible" it was to be going ahead
with the movie at that point-

The comment was considered a

major blow to the picture’s potential

for success. But no one has really

disagreed with him.
“We were all a bit unhinged by the

failure to come up with more of a

script," Mr. Ford said in a recent

telephone interview. “So I didn’t

have any dispute with him over the

accuracy of the comments.”
Mr. Ford acknowledged, however,

that the comments put a certain spin

on the publicity: “At least you know
what the first few questions will be,"

he said. And while he said he was
satisfied by the final product, he did

not give it an unqualified endorse-

ment. “I make them; you decide if

you like them,” he said. 'Tin pleased
with a great deal of work in this film,

but I’m not ever really, really happy.

I'm a perfectionist. I suppose. So I

am denied Lhe pleasure.”

At a recent press conference far

the movie, Mr. Pitt made it clear that

he had made his comments at the

very outset of the filming, long be-

fore any part of the production was
finished. “I have to be honest about

what I said, even though it didn't do

anyone any good," he said. He added,

“How can we start a film when we
don’t have it all lined up?"

Several script doctors were
brought in to address the problems,
which delayed the picture, pushed up
the budget and only added to tensions

on the set. Mr. Gordon, the producer.

Bun Ritjan ’Camera S

Alan Pakula, left, with Harrison Ford, center, and Brad Pitt on the New York set of "The Devil's Own."

would not say what the film finally

cost, but he disputed numbers widely
reported in Hollywood trade papers.

He said the original budget was
"much higher" than the reported 550

million and that the final cost was
lower than $90 million. “I won’t say
much lower but lower.”

"There is no secret that we were
writing and shooting” at the same
time. Mr. Gordon said. “That’s a
very unpleasant approach to film

making. You just slog through it. It’s

like being in the infantry and fighting

in the rain and snow.”
He added, however, that things

could have been much worse. “I’m
•_ r»

:
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coming off ‘Waterworld,’ ” he said.

"For me, you know, it was not that

tough."

•
Still not finished two months be-

fore it opened, “The Devil’s Own"
required unusual last-minute tweak-

ing. Mr. Pakula had been unhappy
with the final scene, a showdown on a

boat with a cargo of Stinger missiles

that Mr. Pitt’s character is trying to

sail back to Ireland, According to the

director, the original scene, shot in

Greenport. L.L, felt truncated, so it

was rewritten and reshot over two
days in a studio in California early

last month.

PARADOX

The aim was largely to complete

the relationship between the two

men, which again reinforced the

idea, Mr. Pakula said, that “these

two men stUl respect and care about

each other and recognize that they

are basically two good men.” Mr.

Pakula added a line of dialogue for

Mr. Pitt, echoing a line from earlier

in the film, to explain his path -of

destruction in New York: “It’s not

an American story. It’s an Irish

one."

“That is what the film was," the

director said “Sometimes it takes

longer to get there, and sometimes
you get there in a shorter time.”

By Elizabeth C. Gorski / Edited by Will Shortz

across
I One may be
checkered

5 Night light

9 April honoree
13 Fairy tale figures

17 Baseball’s

Tommie
18 Devour

20

Fjord

21 Part of a monk's
title

22 Beginning ofa
thought by the
72-Across

'

1 02-Across
80-Across

26 Bedtime genie
27 Stamp of

approval?: Abbr.
28 Patsies

29 Sushi supplies
30 Scrooge's look

31 Quitters’ Watch
32 “Dr. Zhivago"

name
34 Type choices
35 Mocking
40 End ofthe

thought

44

de-sac

45 Seat ofGarfield
County, OkJa.

46 Olympics jump
47 Not theirs

48 Canon
competitor

49 P.M. hours, to a

bard
50 SO-Across’s field

54 Practices girth

control

55 With grace

58

class

(airplane

section)

59 Two Tudors
60 Regatta
61 Catch ofthe day,

maybe
62 Somewhat,to

Salieri

63 Pari of a
rainbow

66 Palestrina piece
67 Ale,e.g.
71 Tearjerkers,

sometimes
72 Like 80-Across
74 Lacto

vegetarian

75 Beer variety
76 Lady Macbeth,

for one
77 Crazy quilt

78 Corp. V.l.P.’s

79 “PeerGym"
character

80 See 22-Across
85 E-mail

87 Bar, at the bar
88 Taxi doorinfo
89 Personals, e.g.

90 Isle on which
Apollo was bom

91 Protection for

some l.RA/s
93 Item on a list

97 Each
9S VgKgS
102 What 80-Across

became in 1996*

106 Startofa
Dickens title

107 River to the

Fulda

1 2 3 4

17~

22

2tT

108 Certain string

ensemble
109 “Eugene

Onegin"
mezzo-soprano

110 Famous tiger

111 Root beer brand
1 12 Eliot character

113 Old fiews agency

DOWN
1 Dog’s "dogs"
2 Mideast title

3 Spotted
4 Bid
5 Only U.N.
member whose
flag is not
rectangular

6 Clears

7 Ear: Prefix

8 MotherTeresa,
for one

9 Most enamored
(of)

10 Pianist Levant
11 1982 country hit

“Same Me"
12 Gobs
13 Peddled
14— vera
15 “Dumb&

Dumber" actress
16 Caesarand

others

19 Jump (on)

21 Trickery

23 “Thar is..."

24 directed"

25 Chutzpah
30 Not go directly

32 Eye makeup

33 Dress style

34 Godliness
35 Oporto's river

36 Young Fontaine
role

37 With increased
reserve

38 Cuckoo
39 Bar request
40 Trickle

41 Black, yellow
and white

42 Jean-Claude
Duvalier, e.g.

43 Big bar order
48 Second-fiddle
51 Prefix with

linear

52 Plottage
53 Liking
54 Art style,

familiarly

56 Rubbish
57 Yard sale staples
59 Associate

61 Romansandal
62 Jewish holiday
63 Faith in Turkey
64 Static

65 Historical info
66 Gangster'sgals
67 Nodule
68 Verb forthou
69 Call to mind
70 Santa .Calif.
72 Sit for a photo
73 Nincompoops
76 Erects, as a

contraption
78 Loon
80 Duck walk
81 Sony sorts

82 "Itmust have been
news day”

83 Visit

84 Bit ofNASA
equipment

86 With a level

head
90 In a fog
91 Overexposed to

the sun
92 T.S. Eliot

book-essay
93 Premed

class:

Abbr.
94 Computer

programming
phrase

95 Israel's Abba
96 He once had

stable work on.
TV

.

99

Degas’s “Miss
at the

Cirque
Fernando.”

100 Brain scans, for ;

short

101 Timetable
listings: Abbr.

"

.103 Rhoda'sTV
'

mom.
104 Head, in slang
105 Uverpooi-to-

,

Newcastle
dir, •

.

-
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Beyond hatred
ow cfg you prosecute tens of thousands of murderers, among them,
eight-year-old children? That is one challenge facing Rwanda’s

justice minister, who was in Israel recently to learn how
•
^ rebuild a society after genocide, Judith Sudilovsky reports

OeraMGaMina has an impos-
sible job. After decades of
living in exile in refugee

camps, Gatoma isnow in charge of
prosecuting the murderere of an
e^mned. ihillbn people,. among
feem, riwmbm pfliis own family.
Gahima, 4j,-£s dxe deputy justice

minister of' Rwanda. He was in
Israel recently to meet with mem-
bers

.

of. the Simon Wiesenthal
Center to team how to bring war
criminals to justice, rehabilitate
survivors and commemorate a

‘ genocide. The meetings are to be
inclined in a BBC documentary
on historical traumas and the pur-
suit of justice. The documentary
links tire attempt to bring about
justice in Rwanda to Israel’s con-
tinual hunt for Nazi war criminals.

“It is very difficult to lake a pure-
ly professional attitude,” said
Gahima. “So what we do is remind
ourselves that what these people
did is so bad that something must
be done -and we are doing some-
thing positive by bringing them to
justice. But it is not easy. If anyone
says they can deal with genocide
and be removed from it, they are
not giving you an honest answer."
In three months in the spring of

1994, as many as one million peo-
ple, according to some estimates,
were slaughtered in Rwanda as
years of animosity between the

Tutsi and Hutu tribes was
unleashed across, the country.
Whole villages participated in the

genocide against the Tutsi; bus-

bands killed wives and parents

killed children.

Thousands more civilians, most-
ly Hutu, were later killed in a civil

war, as fee minority Tutsi fought

for control.

For Gahima, it is not only impor-
tant to see what legal actions have
been taken against the Nazis over
the years - tire fact that relatively

few Nazi leaders have been
brought to trial gives him little

hope of trying tire top leaders of
the Rwandan massacre.

But there are other, things he
hopes to learn from Israel

“One tiling which was helpful

for me was seeing bow tire whole
notion of remembrance is treated

[in Israel]; how for a society

which has been through an period

like the Holocaust it is important to

keep alive the memory of what
happened as a deterrent to similar

occurrences in the future," said haven in their own country far
G*',n

?
a- away from their tormentors, the

It is very important that what Rwandan victim!; and their mur-
nappened be known and be derers are now living in the same

Rwandan Deputy Justice Minister Gerald Gahima: If anyone
says he can deal with genocide and not be removed from it, he
is not giving you an honest answer. tSarii Uziely)

remembered ifwe are to prevent it

from happening again," he added.

“Reconciliation will be a long

process but we can’t have 1 mutual

harmony just by forgetting what

happened;
“In trying to reconcile, we must

first be -able to admit what hap-

pened. We can’t ask people to for-

give your crimes ifyou can’t admit
to your crimes."
hi contrast to the Jews after the

Holocaust who were able to And a

land and .must face each other

every day, noted Efraim Zuroff,

director of the Simon Wiesemhal
Center in Israel. Zuroff met with

Gahima here and also went to

Rwanda in 1995 for a meeting of
experts dealing with the aftermath

of genocides. They must come to

terms with their recent bloody his-

tory and learn how to go on from
there, he said.

“It was a planned genocide and
in that respect it was similar to the

Holocaust, but it was a genocide

which could have been stopped. It

was a low-tech genocide.

Hundreds of people were killed

who should not haw been killed,"

said Zuroff. Unlike the Nazis who
built elaborate death factories, the

slaughter in Rwanda was done
with simple instruments like

knives and hatchets, Zuroff said,

and could have easily been hailed

had the UN not withdrawn its

troops.

Gahima acknowledges that his is

a “very difficult" job.

“On the one hand we have to

manage a society emerging from
indescribable violence which is

still very deeply traumatized, and

on the other hand we have to try to

stabilize our country and bring

tilings back to normal,” he said.

“We can’t bring about stability

until we have confronted the issue

of justice and accountability and
people who are responsible for the

crimes are punished.”

Gahima notes that so many peo-

ple took pan in the massacres that

realistically they can’t all be
brought to justice.

He estimates some two million

people committed atrocities in

those three months. “Our policy

has to be punishment of at least

some of the people. If there is no
punishment then it will be like the

past when they killed and got away
with it," he said.

The 1994 murders, said Gahima,
were just the last in a long line of

violence between the two groups -

which he describes as more like

social classes than tribes - dating

back over 30 years.

Some 90,000 people are in

Rwandan prisons, but just as with

the Nazis, the top leaders fled

abroad, so those going on trial in

Rwanda are mainly die mid-level

leadership, said Gahima.
Although there is an internation-

al UN tribunal charged with trying

the men who escaped. Gahima is

not very optimistic about justice

being served; he has but to look at

tiie reality of the Nazis who have

managed to evade capture for over

50 years, he said.

Indeed, the BBC recently aired a
report criticizing the UN interna-

tional tribunal for inefficiency in

trying Rwandan perpetrators of
genocide.

"There are still Nazis all over

J * .

l
>-** .

The many fecesofgenocide:A delegate from a women’s conference views a genocide memorial in

Kigali, Rwanda. (Reuter)

the world who have not been
brought to justice," said Gahima.
“There should be no illusions that

we will be able to bring these peo-

ple [in Rwanda] to justice in a

short time."

In the meantime. Gahima has
instigated a national confession

program whereby if a person con-
fesses to his crimes he will be

given a shorter prison sentence.

Children as young as eight are in

prison for murder, he said, but up
to the age of 14 they will not be
punished with incarceration but
w01 be turned over to the social-

welfare system which will try to

reintegrate them into society, said

Gahima.
Still, he said, die hatred which

was infused into the psyche of

these people will remain forcount-

less years to come. “There is very

little you can do to change the val-

ues of a society overnight," he
said.

“They will still have that hatred,

but hopefully there will not be a
government that will capitalize mi
such hatred and exploit iL"
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The slaughter of fowl is fouling up our water
IWORA BEN SHNJL

At long last something may be

done about the country's salt

problem, in particular the exces-

.

sive use of salt at slaughter facilities,

which is all in the name of keeping the

food kosher.

With its increasing population, Israel

suffers from a chronic water shortage.

And the problem is being exacerbated

by intensified, agricultural and industri-

al demand for water. One of. the most

efficient means of saving limited fresh

water supplies is to use reclaimed

sewage water for agricultural and
industrial purposes. But there is a

'

snag. Many or the effluents that should

be reclaimed and recycled for this pur-

pose are too salty to use, even after

basic purification.

The reason for this is that Israel uses

between two and three times as much
ordinary salt (sodium chloride) per

capita as other industrialized nations.

This is because extremely large

amounts of salt are used to kasber meat

products - all meat and fowl slaugh-

tered in Israel undergo this process,

whereas the bulk of our beef is import-

ed. Each year Israel processes approxi-

mately 170,000 tons of turkey and
chicken (plus a few ducks and geese)

and uses about 280 grams of salt per

kilogram of fowl for kashering.

This, experts at the Ministry of the

Environment say, is excessive. In the

United States, where even local rules

for kashnit are used, the amount of salt

is only 90-95 grams per kilogram of

fowl. The reason for this difference,

says the ministry, is a lack of education

of the workers and their supervisors,

and a lack of proper equipment in the

slaughterhouses.

One of the major problems is that the

slaughtered fowl are treated while wet
and since the process of kashering

demands that a layer of visible salt coat

the carcass, two-thirds of the applied

salt runs off as salty water before the

salt begins to stick and coat the animal.

In the US the freshly slaughtered fowl

are first dried off with air blowers and
then salted.

There is no halachic ban on this prac-

tice; the slaughterhouses simply lack

the equipment to do this.

Another factor concerns the amount
of salt that remains inside the slaugh-

terhouse and the amount that is sluiced

into the sewerage channels when the
fowl is washed with clean water. By
transporting the fowl belly down over a
tray most of the loose salt can be shak-
en off before the sluicing. Here again,

the primary need is for proper equip-

ment. But the amount of salt that

remains in internal vats can be recycled

to make sodium hydroxide (NaOH),
known as caustic soda, for industrial

use.

The slaughterhouses need help in

obtaining the equipment and the tech-

nology to make this conversion which

provides additional income.
But, happily, it seems that the facili-

ties have actually applied themselves

and that the amount of salt sent out into

the environment is, today, less than 10
percent of what was emitted in the past.

By a carefully instituted system of
government-funded grants the ministry
says that it can solve this problem
within two years and thereby release

tens of thousands of previously unus-
able sewage water for use in agriculture

and industry. And it can do this without
any conflict with the rabbinical author-
ities who supervise kashnit.
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rity apparatus to provoke the Arab

community into * a violent

response," said IriitawL

Ramallah and Bethlehem were

the centers of protest in the terri-

tories, as hundreds of Palestinians

clashed with soldiers at the Arak

junction south of Ramallah and

the area surrounding Rachel’s

Tomb outside BedileheaL .

A serious confrontation was
averted in Nablus, when a mob
said to number some 3,000

moved toward' a heavily rein-

forced Joseph’s Tomb: With para-

troopers surrounding the city and

ranks prepared to move in if nec-

essary, lines, of Palestinian police-

men locked arms to block their

way. They turned back only when

officers fired into the air.

Rachel's Tomb was littered with,

stones, iron bars, and gajbage,

and roads leading to it' were

blocked with' makeshift barri-

cades. Throughout fee day, sol-

diers and police dodged stones

and fired rubber bullets and tear

gas.

By afternoon, it had become a

spectator ’ sport, with residents

watching the cat-and-mouse con-

frontations from easy chans on

their terraces- One man pulled out

his car seats and placed themon a

stone wall to get a better, more

comfortable view of the riots.

“I have to say- that, in most

places, fee Palestinian Police

made great efforts to deal with the'

incidents," Defense; Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai said. "There

are places were did more, places

where they did less, and places

where, they didn’t do at all."

• Unofficial Palestinian figures

.
put the number of wounded
around the West Bank at about 50,

mostly from rubber bullets and

tear gas, wife one man seriously

wounded by a live bullet in SQax

al-Harithiye near Jenin.

In Gaza, attempts by youths to

attack Netzarim and Kfar Darom
wife stones were broken up in

minutes by Palestinian policemen

firing in the ajr, in coordination

with the EDF. There was a peace-

ful march in Gaza City led by PA

UPROAR
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. "The prime minister is shocked

by the matter of the Ethiopian sol-

dier," a statement issued by Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahus

spokesman said. “The prime min-

ister has asked feat fee matter be

carefully examined again."

Burg expressed shock .and dis-

gust over Valitzkin’s behavior,

telling a meeting of the agency’s

executive yesterday fee officer’s

“perverse behavior stains us all

horribly."

officials arm in arm with Hamas
notables.

"This is a clear message to

Israel that the Palestinian people

are united against Israel’s policy

on settlements and Judaizing

Jerusalem." Hamas spokesman

Mahmoud Zahar told reporters.

The death of a student in a riot

at the south Ramallah checkpoint

on Saturday was also thought

likely to raise the temperatures of

the protests. Abdullah Salah was

buried yesterday morning after

his family postponed the funeral

suddenly Saturday night, when

thousands were already by fee

CONVERSION
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has given the attorney-general

until April 30 to reply to a peti-

tion to recognize a number of

Conservative conversions of

adopted children. The Knesset

goes into recess at the end of this

week and will not reconvene

until May.

. Lubotzky has met with coalition

leaders to present his proposal

that aU converts be registered as

graveside, a mourner said.

Scattered incidents took place

in and around Jerusalem, with

reports of minor injuries and dam-
age. In Shuafat, a border police-

man was slightly wounded in the

leg, when dozens of rioters threw
stones and bottles at Jewish dri-

vers and security forces. Three
youths were wounded by rubber

bullets fired by a Border Police

patrol while dispersing the rioters

and one stonethrower was arrest-

ed.

HiUel Kuttler, David Rudge,Jon
Immanuel, Arieh O'Sullivan, and
EUi Wohlgelemter contributed to

this report.

Jews on their identity cards, while

fee Interior Ministry’s Population

Registry would record the type of
conversion. However, the reli-

gious parties refused to postpone

the vote.

The Third Way decided to voie
against fee bill if it comes up
today.

The Conservative and Reform
movements are to hold a demon-
stration and prayer meeting

opposite fee Knesset this after-

noon in opposition to the passage
of the bill.
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TODAY, 10 a.m., 4 p.m., 9 p.m.

AE11TZEI ZAI1AV (Sharon area) Community TV, Channel 45.

Matzah Covers
Dress your seder table with the stylishly elegant and

modern matzah covers from

the Barbara Shaw Collection.

Choose from two striking designs:

A. Noble burgundy and gold printed on white. Captures

the tour stages of redemption as symbolized by

four cups of wine,

B. Bullmshes frame the words Pesach Matzah Maror in

graceful modern calligraphy.

Made of the finest cotton, the matzah covers

are generous enough in size to cover even the largest

Shmura matza,

42cm square, with 3 pockets for

the placement of the 3 matzot

Books, The Jerusalem Poo, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Postage in Israel: one item NIS 6. two or more NIS 10

Total NIS

Enclosed check payable.ro The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.

Please list gift recipient's name, address and message separately.

Visa Isc/MCD Diners AmEx
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By DAVP HARRIS

Gross domestic pcodact
growth this year will fail toreach three percent, judging by

•

the economic slowdown which
is well under way, outgoing
Finance Ministry director ^ner-
al David Brodet toM The
Jerusalem Post in his last inter-

TrlLry^
01* 1CaV“8 - the

dU
J
ctor genera] Shinuel

Slavui, who takes up the post
tomorrow, will face an uphill
battle to put the economy backon track, Brodet said.

major decision
will be whether to make an addi-
tional cut in the 1997 budget,
givra the shortfall in revenues in •

tne first three months.
The Treasury will announce

tomorrow the March budgetary
deficit, which according to
Brodet will be some 0.5% high-

er in annual terms than the gov-
emment's self-imposed target of
2.8% of the gross domestic
product.

Brodet said this would warrant

V* P
f several hundred million

shekels, but not before the Bank
of Israel makes a significant
reduction in interest rates.
In the long-term, Brodet said

Israel can restore a high growth
rate, not of the 6%-7% of the
early 1990s, but maybe up toJW.

This isn’t out of our reach
"

said Brodet, who still has to
decide his fiiture. “This year I
hope we will get close to 3%-

But if things change in the
.financial and capital markets
a*d in the foreign exchange
rates, then perhaps we can
achieve growth in 1998. This
can only happen with a change
in policy.”

6

The responsibility for this
change, according to Brodet,
lies mainly with the central bank
and its “over-simplification" of
monetary policy by making the
lowering of inflation its sole
aim.

The other major instrument for
achieving economic success is
tire implementation of various
structural changes — including
liberalization, demonopoliza
firm ^ .tion, deregulation, privatization
a"w •*“ — of the capital

COMPANY RESULTS

and the reform
markets.
All these will provide a base

for increased competition,
which Brodet argued will natu-
rally bring inflation down.
While attacking the Bank of

Israel, Brodet said it must retain
its independence. He said a
board of governors must be cre-
ated to secure this indepen-
dence, while ensuring that
authority is not vested in the

governor alone.

This board would comprise

senior economists, while forbid-

ding political appointments or

Treasury representation.

“The problem at the moment is

that the Bank of Israel is taking

control of [economic] policy,

and that is the role of the

Treasury."

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
and Slavin will make their deci-

sion about an extra cut in the

budget before the end of next
week, although it is more likely

to occur this week.
Their recommendation will

then be passed to the govern-
ment for approval.

This will be preceded by a

wide-ranging cabinet debate on
the macroeconomic perfor-
mance.
The final government decision

will be taken before Pessah,
according to Brodet.

By JENNIFER FBEPUN

United Mizrahi Bank’s

income roseJ7J percent

-

Discount Investment net down 14%
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Israel Corp. buys additional
% stake in ICT . fnr NTT.

1

By Jerusalem Post Staff

Minrav Holdings profit 19 58%
Ho
J
din^P°r,ed u 58* increase in annual net income toNiS 18.3m. from NIS 1 1.6m. in 1995. The comoan^srev^™^

increased 49.4* to NIS 250.8m. from NIS 16®.
Return on equity went up to 33.1* from 26.4*

«2,
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Ugh ^ holdings
’ Minrav openass in the housing and industrial

Jennifer Friedlin

^krael Corp., owned by the Esenberg Group.
J^^yeaerased its nght to purchase from fte^^monai 17 percent of shares in feme.

iJJf*
mUka deal takes Israel Corp.'sh^g m ICL up to 41.9%. The company was

offered the option to raise its stake in ICL follow-
ing its mmaj purchase of shares in 1995
Ihe deal was signed by Government

Companies Authority director-general TzipiUvm, Accountant General Shai Talmon, and for
^amipany, Yigal Diament and Amos Mar-

Asjm (rftheagreement, the company would be
given the first option to buy the shares cnce the
“Mtonty decided to go ahead with a flotation.
Tne agreement between the government and the

Eisenbeig Group stipulated that the company
wouldpurcbase the Glares based on their averse
23“ “Jp* 90 days preceding the offer. This
brought the total sale to NIS 666^921333
WWcoming Ae sale. Prime Minister Binyamm

Netanyahu hailed it as “another successful step in
the pnvanzauon process and an additional mea-airem the implementation of the government’s

to private companies.
The signing ceremony at the Finance Ministry

tame only days after the death of Israel Corp
chanman Shoul Eisenbeig. But the sale had to be
completedby yesterday because it was the lay day
Israel Coip. could exercise its option.
Following the deal the Israel Corp. holds 41.9%

.
with the government maintaininga 313%

“terest-23% currently entrusted foremployees,
and the remainder publically floated.

The Government Companies Authority will
now begin considering how to sell the state’s
remaining shares.

The IQ’s workforce was hoping Israel Corp.
would not exercise its option to purchase. This
would have enabled the workeis to buy tte shares
and with it seats on the board and what they saw
as a guarantee of workers’ rights.
Answering these general fears, Uvm recently

tofd the Knesset Finance Committee that work
conditions are unlikely to change much because
the Eisenbeig Group has effectively been running
the company since acquiring the controlling
shares.

ICL accounts for some 4% of Israel's total pro-
duenon and 6%-7% of industrial production.
The sale values the entire company at NIS 3 9

bflbon^ compared to the NIS 23b. last February
when Israel Coip. completed its initial purchase.

income rose » /-> K& ‘ w
’r‘“*

to NIS 1123m. from NIS 95.7m,

in 1995, the country’s fomtlr .fe
largest bank, reported yesterday.;:

Return on equity went up to, =1

6 .7% last year from 6% in. I995^>*<®

The bank’s capital totalled NE^Tr'ijj

173.

1

m. last year. ... ; i

Restructuring expenses resulted *

in a 1.4% reduction in return cm

equity, the bank said. .
' iWJ;

Mizrahi cited several lacioiraSMr?

which influenced its results£-j§§$*

including the sale of its New York

subsidiary and subsequent com-. -c&jysj

pensation and pension expend??^

tures to the tune of NIS 44m.
In addition, the director-general ’

-f-SJ
of the bank, Victor Medina, citeda

7.6% growth in financing activi-.’’'’jtSW

ties before the allocation for bad ‘tjSl
debts, a 48.2% drop in allocation

for bad debts and a 2.8% decrease

in operational income. -
. -A?.

While discussing the results durf-*' yyjZi

ing a press conference, Medina - ^
said the bank had resolved' the crir

sis between workers and manage-y
ment, which had made headlines*

last AugusL
He added that the tensions were -V

the natural result of the bank’s pri~’-:

vatization process. "r;

Meanwhile, the bank also ;' -.

reported yesterday that

signed a syndicate agreement with
Deutsche Morgan Grenfiffl’fj
Securities and Bank SumitomoC
According to the agreement, ::-

Deutsche Morgan and SunrifonK) .;.

will lend UMB $50m. for five
years at an annual interest rate of .*

*
•

.

0.3% above the LIBOR. ••/
:

>
The loan is the cheapest one

offered to an Israeli borrower
through a lending consortium to
date, the bank said.
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ASSETS

Gish and deposits wNh tanks
Securffies

Cfeft (o the pubfle

Crafl to government

^J^estmerts In companies
funded on eqiiy baste

BuMngs and equipment
Other assets

Total assets

and subsidiaries

aw
Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 December 1996

Adjusted for the effect of Inflation on the basis of the Index of December 1996
(NIS thousands)

31 December
1996

17,684,522

27,430051

79.964,417

3358.471

1995

18,088^)02

23,790^86

73,309.949

5J216^99

UABUJITESAND

EQUITY CAPITAL
Deposits ot ihe pubic

933^97
1,821,441

..1,870583

133J63.7B2

878^29
1,809,438

-1J10.106

124.601,809

Deposits foam banks

Deposits from governments
Debentures and bonds
OtherBabiBies

Total EabnSes

WnodtyinteiBsts

Sherehotefequitjr

Total Satoffities and equity capital

1--&

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Changes In Shareholders’ Equity for the
Year Ended 31 December 1996

Adjusted for the effect of Inflation on the basis of the index of December 1996
(NIS thousands)

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss
For the Year Ended 31 December 1996

•Adjusted for the effect of inflation on the basis of the index of December 1996
(NIS thousands)

Balance as at 1 January 1994
Net profit lor (he year
Changes during the year arising from Ihe Bank-
Dividend proposed
Adjustment of the dividend proposed In the
prawfngyear

“ joai Oitou

Translation acJusfrnenb(A)

Balance as a 31 December 1994
Net profit for the yearOwgesturing the year ansing from the Bank
injBrtm tfiwiencJ paid, proposed as final
Adjustment ol die dvkfend proposed te the
precedteg year

Balance as a31 December 1896
Net profit tor the year

ifl

the Bank-
Dividend proposed

Balance asuai December 1996

Capital and
capttai reserves

Retained

eamlngs(Bj
Total shareholders'

equity

5,617^56 714,805 6,332,761
396.136 396.136

—
(118L348] (118^48)

—
4.076 4.076

—
(47,488) (47,488)

5,617,956 848,183 6,567,139
453,479 453/479 •

(80.503) (80,503)

— 2^14 2^14
5.617^56 1^24.673 6.942329

564^30 564^30

—
(197J993) (197,993)

5.617J56 1^9051 Ofcl 7^oaae6

Net interest income before

pwfeion for doubtful debts
Provision lordoubdU debts

Net Interest income after

provision for doubtfld debts

Operaing and other income

I before taxes
Provision lor taxes on operating profit

Operaing profit after (axes

SESMH* opwainfl profit of companies
mduded on ihe equity baste

MirxHfiy interest

Net operating fvtA
Net after-tax profit (loss)

from extraxifinary items
Net profit

ptl.

Profit per NIS 1 par value of share capHal
Net operating profit

Iran exfraoninaiy terns

Total
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Grain
fiitaresup

bn strong

export sales
.

By—cma. ZWEBWER

: Graiii end soy complex futures
traded Thursday's session with
solid gains foliowing the release
of the weekly expons sales
report

Soybean futures- finished
strongly higher, _ rallying on a

: supportive export sales report
and spillover momentum from
soymeai:

.

This trend was consistent
throughout the day, as bullish
enthusiasm withstood mild posi-
tion squaring setbacks to end at
solidly higher levels.

The May contract settled 14
cents higher.at 58.55, The day’s
high was 58.60 and the low was
$8.49:

-

Soyoil- futures finished to the
upside, following the positive
tone flowing through die com-
plex; with commercial buying
also applying strength.

The May contract ended 17
4
points higher at 24.42 and traded
between a daytime range of
24.52 and 24.26.

Soymeai futures finished
sharply higher, surging from ibe
outset on an extremely support-
ive weekly export figure, as well
as commercial and technically

inspired buying.
In fact the July future roared to

a hew contract high of $281.50
early in the session.

The May contract settled
$6.00“ higher at 5282.70 and
traded within a day session
range of between 5284.00 and
$280.00.

Corn futures ended modestly
higher, bolstered throughout the
day by spillover strength from
soybeans and wheat.
This, trend was evident from

the beginning as a lower than

expected weekly sales figure,

combined , with a lack of any
type offresh news, kept the mar-
ket mirroring movements in

other©Sfc.fiiv ttISu'W.1 f
T3^J^.c5nn^t^tp^ thfee

cents higher at $3Jfe 1/4 mid
traded between a daytime range
of $3.08 3/4 and $3.06 1/4.

'

. - CommStock Trading Ltd.

Krupp admits failure

to take over Thyssen

tase roundup

fly DOUGLAS BUSWHE

ESSEN, Germany (Reuter) -
Krupp AG chief executive
Gettoitl Cromme on Friday con-
ceded that the German engineer-
ing firm had not achieved its orig-
inal goal to take over rival

Thyssen AG but said the merger
solution had solved problems in
the steel industry.

“The original goal was not
achieved but it still resolved the
steel problem in the shortest possi-
ble time," Cromme told a news

conference.

Cromme also said the restructur-

ing costs required to build the new
steel business with Thyssen would
not be borne by the two parent

companies, but by the merged
steel company itself.

“The synergies in the next few
years should cover restructuring

costs,” Cromme said.

“We expect that this will rake

place over die next three to four
years”
He also said both Krupp and

Thyssen could be happy with their

decision to merge their steel activ-

ities, which was approved on
Thursday by Thyssen 's superviso-

ry board.

“The result of the negotiations...

was attractive enough so we could

not runt it down.” he said.

Despite the failure of Knipp’s

original hostile takeover bid . for

Thyssen, Cromme also said the

Fried. Krupp AG Hoesch-Krupp
group did not rule out takeover

bids in the future.

“We will not balk in the future to

return to the path we took in other

Shipping agreement signed with. China
Chinese Transport Minister Huang Zhendong (right) and Foreign Minister David Levy sign

a shipping agreement between the two nations yesterday. The document calls for increased

cooperation between the maritime authorities, particularly with regard to port use, payment
of fees and taxes, and transshipping. o"«tak Enwv)

company for $3b. China deal

- cases, if we are convinced this is

n right,” Cromme said.

h Thyssen and Krupp have agreed

to merge their activities as tomor-

row into a venture 60** owned by

d Thyssen, creating Europe’s

hugest steel firm.

s On Thursday, Thyssen chief

r executive Dieter Vbgel said the

e Krtipp group would bear all the

p restructuring costs from the ven-

r lure.

Thyssen Krupp Stahl will have

a sales of DM1 1 billion and output

r of IS million tonnes a year.

Demonstrators

slam Kazakh
economic
policy

ALMATY (Reuter) - About
300 people staged a rare protest

agaiust * Kazakh President

Nursultan Nazarbayev and bis

government’s economic policies

yesterday.

The protesters, for the most
part pensioners and communists,
were angered by a backlog of

unpaid wages and pensions and
demanded restoration of the

Soviet Union in the demonstra-
tion in the center of the Central

Asian state *5 capital, Almaty.
They carried banners declaring

“the president must be sacked”
and “Nazarbayev, your reforms
are a noose around our necks.”

Traditional Soviet songs rang

out of a makeshift loudspeaker
and some people waved red

Soviet flags.

“Nazarbayev and his govern-

ment have betrayed their people

and sold 90 percent of our
industries to capitalism," said

protester Utegen Kabaziyev,

who called himself a devoted

Bolshevik communist.
“Down with the bourgeoisie,”

he said.

An elderly woman screamed:
“We had guaranteed food,

clothes and work in Soviet
times, but we have nothing
today."

Many people are disenchanted
with the government’s privati-—zatitnrprogrtwi *aftd sttffie HttVft

,
-not. received theif wages^r pen-

sibns'for several months.

Land Day sends

stocks lower
Mishtanim Maof

242.43 0 .21% 250.16 0 .29%

By JESSICA STHMBERG

Stocks were link changed yester-

day as demonstrations against gov-

ernment policies continued on Land

Day.

On the economic front, chief

accountant Shai Talmon said he

doesn't expect a “big” budget deficit

in March. The government's expens-

es and income have been “relatively

low” so far this year; he said.

y /mdmg the stock marker were

state-controlled telecommunications

company Bezeq, Israel Chemicals

Lid, arid holding companies Koor
Industries Lid. and Clal Israel Ltd.

“Investors will be careful and wait

to see what they bear in Ac news

with Land Day ” said Eli Nahum,

co-managing director of Zannex

Securities in Ramat Gan-

The Maof Index of the 25 most-

traded issues fell 029 percent to

250.16, while the Mishtanim Index

of 100 top issues fell 0.21ft to

242.43.

Across the Tbl Aviv Stock

Exchange. NTS 53 million of shares

traded.

Thai's A5% less than the month’s

daily average of NIS 96.2m. and

63tt off the year’s daily average of

NIS 141 .9m. (Bloomberg)

WHERE TO GO
Notices In thta feature are charged
at MS 28-08 per One, inducting VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs MS 52085 per One, including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mourn Scopus campus, in English,

daffy Sun .-Thun. 11 ajn. from
Bronfman Reception Center. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,

28. 28. For infb. call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-

6416333, 02-6776271.

- TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVTV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography from

the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:

selection of works. Tzvi Hecken
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israefi artists. Virtual Realty: The
domestic and realistic In contemporary
Israel art. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shiomo Ben-David and Amon
BervDavid, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am-6 pan. me.
10 am-IO pm Fri. 10 a.m.-2 pm
Meyerhofl An Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
Karutzim, 673-1475; Balsam, Salah e-

Drt, 627-2315; ShuafaL Shuafat Road,
581-0108; Dar Aldawa, Herotfs Gate,
628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125
bn Gvirol. 546-2040; Superpharm Lev
Dizengoff, 50 Dfeengofl, 6200975.111]
3am Tuesday: Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky, 125 ton Gvirol. 546-2040.

TO midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv.

40 Einstein. 641-3730; London
Mfrtistore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hametoch, 896-0715.
RaTananaJCfar Sava: Eden, 95 Derech

POLICE ioo

FIRE 102

FIRST AID ioi
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies cBal 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (Engfish) in most pads ol the coun-
try. In addition:
Ashdorf* 8551333 Kbr Swa* 9902222
Aahkeksn 6551332 Naftariya

-
9912333

Bosrahaba’ 6274767 Nataiya* B604444
Beil Sternest) 6623133 Peiah Tfcva^93 l1111

Dan Renton- 5793333 RahowoT 9451333
EDM* 6332444 Ration- 9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Safed 6920333
Jerusalem* 6523133 TdAviVS460111
Karrmgr 9985444 Ttoertos' 6792444
* Motes WensNo Care Unit (MICU) service h
thaarea. around ttedaefc.

i: Netanya,
laifow, 1 Mj

erzl. 882-2842.

to8^-2^.-r

- .. _ , . . _ KiryatAta, 844-9148. iiuuio a uaj^ nn uimiiiiaiitni vaoo t
Leonoid Solomin, chairman of Hwztiya: Oal Pharm. Beit Merkazfm. 6 poisoning.

Kazakhstan’s free trade unions, Maskft (cnr. Sderot Hagaflm), Herzliya Eran - Emotional FirstAid - 1201,

said the combined salary and Pftuah, 955-8472, 955-8407. Open 9 also Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 5<

Medical help for ioudsts (in English)

177-022-9110
ffiaaMgypnaTPoison ComttjrCdnter at

ram^ffHoSprtaJ 04-852-9205. 24
hours a day, for information ki case of

- DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

45E ^recownjTCT iximuinom
|Cl L=J C« uniUHAOnmiMaARnTur
j

Foreign flnanaal data courtesy ol •:

CommStock Hading UL
. Futures; Options,

Stocks, Bonds

andMutualFunds

,
34Ben Yehuda SL, Jerasaiem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09-958-5873. AH other

data supplied by
CommStock Trading LttL, ,

;

Tei. 02-624-4963. Due to .

technical failures.data maty

be Inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post win not be

.

held responsible for the '-j

consequences of any . ‘-A
transaction made on the -^

basts of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted daMa

should do so on potikttntt
;

only, addressed to • -
. .

Jerusalem Post Business ; ,f

Desk, P.O^.'ST, Jerusalem;,

91000
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INVESTMENTS
j

TAIPEI (Realcr)-Taiwan ’s gov-

ernment wfll check cm Formosa
Plastics’ unauthorized $3 billion

power project in China and punish

die firm ifnecessary, Taiwan news-
papers reported yesterday.

The news came as the China

Tima quoted unidentified sources

. as saying the group may resume a

$6b. petrochemical project in

China, which it suspended in 1992

under pressure from the Taiwan

government.

Formosa officials were not

immediaiely available for com-
.irient

• In mid-March, Hupei's econom-

ics ministry and related govern-

ment offices urged local firms to

stop making unauthorized invest-

ments in China and vowed to ferret

oat and punish illegal projects,

despite evidence flat Beijing was
..helping them keep a low profile.

The Economic Daily News yes-

terday quoted Finance Minister

Patd'Chm as saying his ministry

would check fee funding sources

of Formosa's latest China invest-

meni, and vowed to punish it if

there had been any violations of

rules,,

.

'

“Formosa Plastics’ fund flows

and procedures will be checked,”

Chin was quoted as saying.

The^ China Tuna quoted vice-

econotmcs minister Yin Chi-ming

as saying Formosa’s China power
project required special govern-;

ment approval, failing which it

would.be punished:
Authorities can impose fines,

repeatedly if necessary, of T$3
million to T$15nL (US$11 0,000-

USS550,000)i.*e paper said.

.

However; business leaders have

urged the government to adopt a

fletiWe and feasible China invest-

ment policy.
.

' The United Daily News quoted

Kao Chin-yen,
-

chief executive of

President Enterprises, Taiwan’s top

mainland investor, as saying

excessively tough restrictions on
Taiwanese investments in China
could prompt firms to go under-

ground. This would make it more
difficult to control them, he added.

On Saturday fee chairman of

Formosa Plastics, Wang Yung-
ching, confirmed feat fee group

had started building a $3b. thermal

power plant in China’s coastal

Fujian province, despite not having

Taipei’s approval.

“[Formosa Plastics group] has

begun construction [of die China
project]," Wang said on state tele-

vision.

It is was the first time Formosa
had confirmed rumors that the

group had started construction of

the project

Previously, it had insisted that it

would not go ahead wife the pro-

ject if the Taiwan government dis-

agreed.

said fee combined salary and
pension arrears now totalled

about 100 billion tenge ($1.3
billion).

But yesterday’s protest was
isolated, unsanctioned by the

authorities and not supported by
the trade unions.

Nazarbayev rules with a firm

hand and tolerates little dissent

is the former Soviet republic of
almost 17 million people.

ajm. to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: ClaJ Pharm, Lev Hair
Maff. 657-0468. Open 9 am. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Eki Kerem
{internal, surgery, orthopetfics, ophthal-
mology); Misgav Lacteal (obstetrics);

BScurHoHm (pediatrics, END-
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Metical Center Dana
Pedairic Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Metical Center (Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Lantech.

also Jerusalem 561-0303, TelAviv 546-
nn (chldren/youth 696-1113), Haifa
867-2222, Beersheba 649-4333.
Netanya 862-5110. Kanniel 988-6770,
Kfar Sava 767-4555. Hadera 634-6789.
Wlzo hotlines for battered women
02-651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian). 07-637-6310, 06355-0506
(also In Amharic). -

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel
Aviv 5264819. 544-9191 (men).
Jerusalem 6255558, Haifa 8560533,
Eilat 633-1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization

-

Israel Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02-624-7676).

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)

Currency (deposit for:) 3 MONTHS • MONTHS 12 MONTHS
US. dollar ($250,000) 4.750 5.000 5375
Pound stating (E100.000) 3.875 4.000 4.250

German mark (DM 200,000) 1.B25 1.625 2.125

Swm franc (SF 200.000) 0.625 0.750 1-000

Yen (10 mutton yen) — — —
(Rates vary higher or tower than lndlca»d according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (27.3.97)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.

Sell Buy Sell Rates*

THEJERUSALEM

& POST

Currency basket
US.dotar
German mark
Pound staffing

French franc

Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc

Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dollar

Australian doflar

S. African rand

Belgian Iranc (ID)

Austrian schilling (10)

Italian Ura (1000)
Jordanian tffnar

|g)3ban pound

Irish punt

.Spanish peseta (10Q)

Rep.

Rates**

th peseta (TOO) Z3322 23699 2^9 2.41 22

*Theae rates vary according to bank. **Bank of israeL

SOURCE: BANKLEUMI

LEADING 100
TASE fSSUES

Tuesday, April 1st,

tSTRATtON 61X3 - 6-30.

630 - 8130 p.m.

Beit Daniel, Bnei Da

NIS 30 AAC1 MEMBERS.

NON-MEMBERS.

» i

mm
mm
£3asc

fCR INFORMATION and PREREOtS-

TRATtON, CONTACT THE AACl AT
(03)629-9799. Prepaid registra-

tion *AccErrED until March
30TH- NIS 5 SURCHARGE FOR AT
THE DOOR PAYMENTS.

_

Ethics & Politics will take
-

a look at pow’er in the Israeli political arena, and discubs
THE STANDARDS USED IN MOST DEMOCRACIES FOR DETERMINING ITS USE OR ABUSE. YOU WON'T
WANT TO M»SS THIS MOST TIMELY DISCUSSION.
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Israel Under-21s batter
Luxembourg 5-0

By DEREK FATTAL

Israel's Urujer-21 soccer side

showed their elders the way forward

last night meting out a true fistful to

their Luxembourg counterparts with

a glorious five-goal burst that left

their hosts reeling.

The result leaves the Israelis with a
four-point lead in the European
Under-21 Championship qualifying

group 5 above Russia which hit four

past Cyprus with no-reply on
Saturday.

Israel.have accumulated 13 points

from five matches, while the

Russians still have a match in hand.

The Israelis were in rampant mood
straight from the kick off, but could

not find die back of die net until the
final minute ofthe first halfwhen Elj

Abarbanel opened his account for
the night

In the second period, Luxembourg
found die Israelis fighting for every
baD with just one target in mind.
Idan Tal increased Israel’s lead in die
70th minute, with Abaibanel stealing

in four minutes later to make it 3-0.

A Manor Hassan penalty seven
minutes from time had die few hun-
dred Luxembourg fens who turned
up to see the game gravitating

towards the exits.

Abarbanel added the icing ft) die
cate, completing bis hat trick and a
great nigfit for Israel wife the fifth

goal in the final minute ofthe match.

Moment of truth

for Israel
By DEREK FATTAL and OH LEWIS

Israel take on Luxembourg this

evening in a vimtal door-die soccer
WorldCup group 5 qualifier. Victory

will leapfrog the Israelis into pole

position above current group-leaders

Russia, who were held to a shock 1-

1 draw against Cyprus on Saturday,

and will put die blue-and-whites

right back on track ro clinching a
possible place in the 1998 finals in

France.

Anything less than a win will all

but end Israel's hopes at competing
alongside the wold's elite sides for

the first lime since Mexico *70.

After arriving in the Duchy on
Friday, coach Shlomo Scharfs men
continued their preparations for

today's game over the weekend. The
team members visited a local

synagouge on Saturday, and their

prayers were partially answered by
news of the Cypriot result, which
Scharf called “a near miracle."

The form book suggests that Israel

should have no difficulty garnering

three points against a team tradition-

ally regarded as one of Europe’s

weakest, and which lies bottom of
the group without a single point

from its three qualifiers played to

date.

Nevertheless, Luxembourg proved

extremely difficult to break down
when Israel notched up an unimpres-

sive I -0 victory on home turfback in

December. Since that meeting,

Israel's recent record has haixfly been

one' to 9end the Duchy's 300,000

inhabitants scurrying for cover, with

one draw and five defeats fo'sKoW'

from: three home friendlies, agajnst.

Greece,Germany and Sweden-
Israel continues to suffer from a

lack of true firepower up front in the

absence of Ronnen Harazi, together

with a continuing tendency to make
decisive errors on fee edge of its

penalty area when under pressure in

defense. It is essential veterans

Ronnie Rosenthal and Hi Ohana
make their contribution felt in this

particular game by finding fee back
of the net as a repeat of the "almost-

but-not-quite" syndrome will turn

fee rest of the qualifying campaign
into a rebuilding exercise for Israeli

football.

For this match, Scharfhas the lux-

ury of being able to pick who he
wants in midfield. Perhaps erring a
little too much on the side ofcaution

fee coach is leaning towards retain-

ing Ran Ben-Shimon at the hack rtf

midfield—even though he was virtu-

ally invisible in the second period
against Sweden - in an. effort to
starve off any attacking ventures by
the hosts.

If Ben-Shimon mates fee starting

line-up then either Irzik Zohar orTal
Banin is likely to be held back on fee

bench, while Haim Revivo and Eyal
Berkovic open in midfield.

Rafi Cohen is preferred over
Golan Maiul in goal, with Felix

Halfon and David Amsalem taking

the foil back slots, and Arik Benado
and Amir Shelah playing as central

defenders.

Luxembourg coach Paul Philipp

has a healthy respect for the Israelis,

whom he stated over fee weekend to

be the second-best side in fee group
afterRussia. Philipp took the trouble

of travelling to Ramat Gan last

month to .see Israel play Germany,
and is sure to have some ideas ofhis
own as to extricating a positive out-

come for his countrymen.

The Luxembotng squad, some of
whom are part-timers, have just

returned to fee Duchy aftera week’s
training camp in the warm climes of
Dubai.

ButPhilipp’s key playercwho play

outside Luxembourg were not with

fee rest of fee squad, which was try-

ing to get back into shape after die 2
1/2-month raid-winter league hiatus.

The hosts appear to have little to

lose in this match, they are certainly

out of fee running for a qualifying

spot, but will badly want to gain

‘Htfenge for feeariihirfiw 1-0 defeat^

in fee first meetirigafKamat Gaof
Luxembourg will miss fee services

of veteran defender Carlo Weiss,

who is suspended. Guy Hellers of

Standard Liege who is injured is also

unlikely to be included in the 15 to

dress for fee game.
Goalkeeper Paul Koch, who gave

fee Israelis forwards a very frustrat-

ing time wife an excellent perfor-

mance in December will be hoping

for a repeat performance, while in

midfield Jeff Strasser of French side

Metz and up front Manuel Cardoni

of Bayer Leverkusen and Roby
Langers and will want to show that

they are no pushovers despite their

side’s dubious reputation.
Probable Luxembourg tbxup: Pad Koch.

Jean Vmfc, Mare Bines. Jeff Strasser,

Frank Defle, Mare LantxveOe, Jeff Saflwne,

Loc Holtz, Serge Thill, Manuel Caidooi, Roby

SCOREBOARD
NBA - Results on Saturday: Atlanta 88, Sarnunwifn 74; Washington 94, Dallas 87;

Chicago 111, New Jersey 101; Houston 120,Denver 10S; Utah IIS, San Antonio 102.

CRJCKET - West Indies, trailing by 21 runs an the first innings. were 30 tor two Ih their

second Innings a tea on the third day of the third Test against India in Bridgetown,
Barbados yesterday.

Scores: West Indies 298 fS. Chanderpatrf 137 not oat; V. Prasad 5-82} and 30-2. India 319
IS. Tendulkar 92, R. DrsyM 78; F. Rose 4-77).

SPORT

Kentucky to face Arizona

in all-Wildcats title game
Defending NCAA champion downs Minnesota 78-69

Arizona beats North Carolina 66-58

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - This
much is certain about tonight’s
NCAA tide game: The Wildcats
wifi win.

The Wildcats win lose, too, when
defending champion Kentucky
{days Arizona.

Arizona, which beat Kansas earli-

er in fee tournament knocked off
another No. 1 seed Saturday night
defeating Nath Carolina 66-58 in
fee first semifinal.

“I’m thrilled, for fee group ofguys
we have, because they’re fighters,”
said Arizona coach Lute Olson, who
bad been 0-4 in final Fourgames.
Arizona lost its last two regular

season games by a combined three
points, not the greatest recommenda-
tion for postseason success. Still.

Olson Tikes the grittiness ofhis team.
“I’m just thrilled to have the

opportunity to see them play
taught," be said. “It’s the first ever
and I told them as long as we’ve
gone this far, we may as well get it

done, as well." Now, Arizona must

deal wife Kentucky’s press, which

helped produce 3 78-69 win over

Minnesota in fee second semifinal.

“You've got to handle feat game-
long. full-court pressure." Olson

said. "But I think our guys Like that

type of game." Kentucky was
installed as a seven-point favorite to

win its seventh NCAA title. Arizona
will try to win its first

NCAA onTV
The final will be shown

live on NBC tomorrow at

4,30 am.

“We’ve got to be ready for a great

Arizona team." Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino said. "We’re going to

have to play unbelievably. When
they beat Kansas, we said it was an
upset .

They are young players wife no
fear at all. We have our hands full

wife fee quickestteam I*ve seen in

some time." Like Arizona, Kentucky

Pileup in Brazil

I

'Damon Hill’s Arrows (left) is hit at the first turn after the start of the Brazilian Grand Prix
...Juj^Sao Paulo, yesterday. The race.,^^jvon^Jjy^^odcL^hamp|onship>favprite Jacques-
». . >VUleBeiive of Canada driringia WUlianis-whocame is.-abead-ofAustria’s Gerhard- Berger-ia-r
na Benetton and Oliviw^anis^oTPrance driving the new Prostteam's car. • < (RtfaT"

Anti-Israel protesters force abandonment
ofNetherlands-Canada match

Israel’s cricketers lose to Gibraltar by two wickets

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) - About 500
Moslem men and women invaded a ground where they

mistakenly thought Israel's cricketers were playing a

match, and forced another international game to be

called off before moving on to hunt for fee Israelis.

The protesters belonging to an Islamic opposition party

lit bonfires and smashed advertising billboards at the

PKNF Playing Ground outside Kuala Lumpur, where

Canada and fee Netherlands were supposed to play a pre-

liminary match fa the ICC Trophy.

Meanwhile. Israel played Gibraltar in a stadium in

another KualaLumpursuburb, guarded by about 100 riot

police, five police buses blocked the single entrance of

the stadium in anticipation of a demonstration.

Israel lost by two wickets, making 87 all out in 41

overs, fee Gibratarians overhauled the target for the loss

ofeight wickets in 34.2 overs.

Technical committee spokesman Clive Hitchcock said

fee Netheriands-Canada game would not be replayed.

and each team would receive one point in the standings.

As of late evening, there was no sign of the protesters,

who had vowed to hunt for fee Israelis among fee sever-

al venues where 22 non-Test playing nations are com-
peting in the 21 -day tournament.

“This is a warning to the government to send the

Israelis back before there is more trouble," said protest

leader Mahfiiz Omar, an official of the Parti Agama se-

Islam. or PAS.
He and other demonstrators marched into the PKNF

ground -an unprotected playing field- and walked over
fee pitch, chanting: “Damn the Zionists," “Crush Israel,'’

and "Long live Islam." Some of them carried stones but

throw them.

The managers of Canada and fee Netherlands drove

their players away from the ground, saying they feared

for their safety. Match referee John Reed of New
Zealand called off (he match, saying, “There is no point

in carrying on."
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•vV.®Herzliya hauw*ji|f|

to safety

&11
as Hap. XAniust su <» ^

'V -y^pryr...

has a young team. With Derek
Anderson injured, the only senior

starter is Anthony Epps. Sophomore
Ron Mercer might.as well be a
senior since he's alreadydeclared for
the NBA draft

Kentucky lost four starters from
last year's championship team and
still went 30-4 in fee regular season.

For Arizona, fee keys have been
fee backcourt play of Miles Simon
and Mike Bibby, who destroyed
North Carolina with a combined 44
points. They've also had productive

frontcourt play from A_J. Bramlett,

Bennett Davison and Michael
Dickerson.

"From an offensive standpoint, we
know for us to do well, we've got to

be able to score fee shot from the

perimeter," Olson said.

Bibby and Simon took care of
that against Carolina wife a com-
bined nine 3-pointers. Bibby had
four in a row in fee second half
feat put Arizona in control for
keeps.

- . ihe tightness of the

‘t lives HerzliyaB,ai6BOHER fotfeP
Bnei Herzliya completed fee firet fPPjJ

“
ejt, vear.

,

stage of its two-part missioni in k
B̂encc stansbufy gaveo

National Basketball League action performances of fee

last night. Its victory over Gal.
points, while abusing

Elyon, coupled with Hapoel Tel Assaf Dotan.

Aviv’s loss to Eilat, left Herzliya ui
A 22 for fee vlC^V_

control of its own destiny. A win -

te ^ 0f the celebrations

next week over GivatShmuel sends P
victory, coach Muh~^

riit* «v_nnd divi- lowing
. _ _j .hot “'Our work

WIIUVA V* ‘w unn — V -

next week over Givat Shmuel sends

fee Tel Avivians to fee second divi-

sion.A loss means relegation.

In other action, Maccabi Ramat

Gan assured its place in the league

with a win over Maccabi Rishon

while Maccabi Tel Aviv rolled

over Hapoel Holon.
Hap. Eilat 85 Hap. Tfel Aviv 81

Corey Gaines buried two free

throws wife two seconds remaining

to virtually guarantee the southern-

ers a playoff spot. The loss ended

Tel Aviv's season and leaves them

waiting for next week's Givat

Shmuel-HeTzliya result

The game was tight throughout as

a playoffatmosphere filled fee air. It

got so tense that wife seven minutes

to go, a fist-fight broke out between

Games and Tel Aviv’s Ori Lahav.

With four minutes to play, fee

score was knotted at 73 when Meir

Tapiro (14 points) gave the home-

town club the lead for good wife a

huge- three-pointer'. Amir Katz (18)

followed that with two consecutive

field goals opening up an 80-74 lead.

James Forrest led Eilat wife 20

points.

Bnei Herzliya 88 Galfl Elyon 72

Host Herzliya broke open a

close game in fee last four minutes

providing a final score feat doesnT

,owing
- rlciinratined feat “Ourw*k*~§Katzunn maintaineauw j

tote We have to

weS against Givat Shmuel

order to stay to league.
. -

RG 73 Rishon

Scan pot ftrti

effort in clinching a spot ™
ieaeue next year. Un Cohcn-Mintz..X

S a balanced attack ihal featured-;;*!

four* players in double-dtgrt

tog. with 16 PoitR*-

Parkies oaced Rishon with 18. - • -v®
Mac. TriAviv 91 Hap. Holon 69 / ^|
Maccabi moved one step aw®?

from a perfect regular season

blowing out Holon in a game feat

was played strictly for the pmiood;
*r.^l

In tonight’s action,

Ra’anana will host Hapoel
. v*

Jerusalem. The game will be broad-.

cast live at 20:30 on Channel 5.

National Basketball League

Maccabi Tei Aviv

Hapoel Elat

Maccabi Rishon
Hapoel Tel Aviv

Givat Shumel
Mac. Ramat Gan
Hapoel Holon
Bnei Herzliya

w L Pts-

19 0 38
11 8 30
11 7 29
10 9 29
10 8 28
8 11 27
7 13 27
7 12 26
7 12 26
7 12 26
7 12 26

Davis Cuppers leave for Slovakia

By HEATHER CHAfT

Israel’s men's tennis team flies to

Bratislava today to begin their

1997 Davis Cup campaign with a
match against Slovakia.

The tie, in fee Euro/African Zone
Group I, will be held from April 4-

6 with fee winner advancing to fee

World Group Qualifying Round.
The Israel squad includes Eyal

Ran, 145 in the ATP Tour rankings.

Eyal Eriich (227). Noam Behr
(272) and Amir Hadad (458) with

Shlomo Glickstein as captain- and_
"coach OdedYa’acov.

,
Slovakia’s team will be Dominik

Hrbaty (61), Karol Kucera (58) and

Jan Kioslak (85).

By all accounts, the host team are

the undisputed favorites with the

more highly ranked players, fee

home advantage and the slow* clay

court, a surface ill-suited to the

Israeli players’ liking.

As of yesterday, the possibility

existed that the tie would be moved
indoors due to temperatures of8-1

0

degrees Celsius, but a final deci-

sion will be taken only on -

Thursday.

"While everything points in the r

Slovaks’ favor” said Glickstein
1

yesterday/^anything is possB^gB?
Davis Cup arid I hope our p^efgjE
will be in top form.".

Vancouver beats Calgary*
moves closer to playofls

CALGARY (Reuter) - Trevor
Linden scored for the first time in

nearly a month to cap a three-goal

first period and Kirk McLean
stopped 28 shots as fee Vancouver
Canucks defeated the Calgary
Flames, 5-2, on Saturday.

Sergei Nemchinov and Brian
Noonan, acquired from the New
York Rangers on March 8th. also
scored in the first period for
Vancouver
The Canucks moved within three

points of Calgary and Chicago for
the final playoff berth in the West
At the Islanders. Bryan Smolinski

scored twice in a four-goal first

period and Zigmund Palffy had a

hat trick in fee second period asfee
New York Islanders cruised to an 8-

2 victory over fee Boston Bruins.
New York improved to 40-1 in

its last five games, its longest
unbeaten streak of fee season, and
moved to within one point of
eighth-place Washington in the
Eastern Conference.

Newly-acquired Robert Reichel
had four assists, giving him 12
points in five games since being

m
acquired from Calgary.

Sa^rday's mobs: NYWanden 8, Barton

P ^ NY Rangers I; Pta&borgb*, :

Lm Angrtcs^l; VancoDTer 5, Calgary Jz
^Colorado 2; Florida l/^Smpa'

Ottawa 5, Montreal^
5.Washiogton 3; Edmootaa^

Sports Editors: Joseph Hoffman and Orf

ill
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DWELLINGS
PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Aft rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198-90 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 19.89.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) -NIS 292J0 tor 10 words
{minimum).each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 40930
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
52850 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 994.50
lor ID words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 99.45,

New Rates are valid until May 81
1997.

Jerusalem Area

FROM PRIVATE OWNER, 3. Gordon St,

luxurious, air conditioned, wrth/without

furniture. Immediate. Tel. D3-647-1843,
052-764960.

SITUATIONS VACANT M SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv Dan Region Haifa and North

HOLIDAY RENTALS
RASSCO, 3, FULLY equit
term. Kosher, near all ameni
02-671-9080.

SALES/RENTALS
HOUSEHOLD HELP OFFICE STAFF

Jerusalem

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, superb pent-
house, rent/sale, suitable for couple.

RENTALS

house, rent/sale, suitable for couple.
YAEL REALTOR. Maldan. Tel. 03-642-

6253i

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-

liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart lor the Au Pahs. Call HiL
ma. Tel (03) 965-9937.

EFFICIENT CLERK, BILINGUAL, lor
company in Bnei Brak. WORD. TeL 050-
641-435, FAX. 03-924-1508.

OFFICE STAFF

SITUATIONS VACANT

REHAV1A, SPECIAL, ioo sq.m., + gar-
den, terraces, breathtaking view. TeL 02-
561-9915.

SALES

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4,

Ken, basement, parking, long term.
sdlate. (No commission). DIvlROLU

SIAN I. TO 02-5612424.

KOCHAV - HATZAFON, 5, large, tenaca.
6th floor, view of of park & sea, Tel. 03-

574-6031, 050-272-043.

HOUSEKEEPER + CARE OF 2 year old
child-, serious & responsible woman.
Tel. evenings 03-571-5571 (NS).

Sharon Area

LARGE COMPANY SEEKS typists.

HOUSEHOLD HELP PERSONALS

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL seeks
2 South African au pairs, Dve-in, for 2 fa-

milies in Tel Aviv. S800 + bonus. Tel.

03-620-1195, 052-452002.

LIVE -IN, FOR FAMILY In Herzliya,
housekeeping + care of children, experi-
ence necessary. Tel. 050-507-051.

General

UNRESTKICTFO : "kk
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GENERAL

SALES
BARGAINl KIRYAT SHMUEL, near
theater, 3.5. green, 2nd floor. S245.000.
ANGLO SAXON (MALDAN). TeL 02-625-
1161.

RENTALS
HERZLIYA PtTUAH, STUDIO + large

DEADUNES offices:
Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; lor Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Ay tv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday; 4 pjn. Thursday In TO Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, STUDIO + larae

garden ftyjgMing or mfodJe-aged lady. TO.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
TEL Aviv. Immediate, everyday. Tel. 050-
201-087.

NEEDED LIVE-IN COUPLE in Caasarea
lor household and cooking with recom-
mendations. Tel. 05-636-2917/8. 09-955-

8321. ^

Drive h 'M
NEEDED ENGLISH GIRL, age 10. for
sparing EngSsh with my girt TeL 050-

EFRAT, GIVAT RIMON, apartment, 6
rooms, 120 sq_tn. + additions. TO. (02)
993-1917 ,

GERMAN COLONY, PENTHOUSE,
600 m. + cottage 300 rru, luxurious, swim-'

RA’ANANA , CBTTER, A, furnished, air

conditioning, elevator, immediate occu-
partCy. TeL 09-741-7253.

SALES

FAMILY UVtNG HERZLIYA, Pituah. 2
children, looking lor woman to rive-in, very
good conditions. TeL 03-695-0793. IHAVEAF00TH0LD INJRUSALM
FILIP1NA HOUSEKEEPER, 3 times
weekly (Sun.. Tues„ Thurs.}. references
required. Tel. 03-642-1 704.

te-S31^4°
n0 <nt*UirteS P|Bas® caH

mina pool. TO. 02-637-6777, 02-5153-
6814.

DWELLINGS

GSlMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 23
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANI- Tel.

02-661-2424.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
pool, air conditioning, central vacuum,
Tel 050-231-725. G6-63&3261.

Jerusalem Renaissance Hotel;

1-room apt, folly furnished, atl.

facilities^nd. svrinrmbif-pool S1 15,000

FOR NICE FAMILY, au pair, good condi-

tions. high salary. Tel 03-537-1036.

KFAR SABA, PENTHOUSE, 4. porch,
roof w/option for addition. Marvelous
view. S295.000. TeL 09-785-2315.

HOUSEKEEPER, 3 TIMES weekly, 6
hours, ironing and shopping. TO. 03-642-

7939.

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM!!! APARTMENTS,
COTTAGES., villas. Alt parts ot city.

CARMEL REALTY. Tel. 02-624-7314.

Fax. 02-624-7999.

BUSINESS OFFERS
Tel Aviv

THE JERUSALEM INN atthe dty Cen-
ter - double or large family rooms, pri-
vate bathroom, T.vJteiepnone. quality
furnished. Tel. 02-625-2757, Fax; 02-
625-1297.

REHAVIA, 3 BEAUTIFUL, 2 bath-

rooms, Widen. quiet, {near Preadem).
TeL Q2-K6-6782, Ycssi.

$50,000 FOR PARTNERSHIP in hottest

business In Tel Aviv, building apart-
ments on root-tops. Tel. 3-933-6415.
03-602-2478, 052-737833, 050-106680.

MAID. LIVE-IN, EXPERIENCED, rec-
ommendations, warm family. Tel. 03-648-
1211 (day), 03-647-4374 (eve.l.

OFFICE STAFF

City Center
l-rocm ipt, DO RwnJ, W, fomteire, h apt fwtei,

coHa^hraWidub^resaurare,. Si 30,000

Bargain! Gan Reduvia:

3fndousm8, Jatan quiet,

high rating $230,000

Rediavia (nr. Heichal-Shlomoh):

4i large rms. widuerrace, for

renovation $368,000

DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT

•JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and Breakfast,
P-O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.

Tel. 02-5611745, Fax: 02-561-8641,

Tel Aviv

RENTALS

Jerusalem

ADVERTISING COMPANY IN Bnei Brak
seeks telemarketing receptionists. Eng-
lish mother tongue only. Afternoon +
evening hrs.. excellent conditions. Tel.

03-574-8885, fax. 03-574^740.

Ramot (Even-ShanelH
km. cottage with garden, southern,

private ertrance, renovated 5380,000

OFFICE STAFF

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4, 3rd Floor,

telephone + heating and a/c. Flexible.telephone + heating
Tel. 03-560-1632.

BfGUSH SECRETARY, EXPERIENCE,
Hebrew knowledge, word, excel. Fax.
02-672-2053. PO Box 10666. Jerusa-
lem.

IF YOU are a bilingual secretly able
to handle correspondence, a large, se-

Luxurious! Villa in Sha'arei-Chessed

|9roB,|xWateerennca,

|
jjardtn,exceflentriew

lection ol excellent work opportunities
awaits you. TeL (02) 6094)906.

Just before Pessach

The Jerusalem Post
wrtl publish spedalsuppiemerrtj

devoted to ^
•

real estate and investments in Israel..

Trie supplements will be published
in the International Edition"*

3
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’ April 7 & 1

4

and in the daily paper on April 21
'
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- SJtos&kovtch condacis-
ihcworfcs pf feis father. -Dmitri;

wj* "fcefU'aaana SympboneHe
; conducts die

C3uEPtecSyp^*boy Opil 10a, the
~

second tajocerto (soloist

Revltal Ha^taHr^ aod rife (hint

ballet. Strtte: ctwq>oscd fay his

fother, as wdl as|^ofiev;s first

symphony 'Aftd lltosiriggslty'g

Dawn on bfoscowJUvcr. Tbnigin,

.Wed^day, .^ ^fcarsday . and
Satunc^ymRa*ata»a(9).

: Italian-born;, pianist Maria
Curcio, who studied wi* Artur
Schnabtlaad atnoog whose stu -

dents arc Rada Lupa and Martha
Argerich, prtsentsas&ries of mas-
ieiUasses a [ the Jerusalem Mosc
Center today, through Thursday (.daily 10 a.m.'

} P-m. ami 3:30-5:30 pjn.). Admission free.

Adzna Hoffman

: ***/FIERCE CREATURES - This all-ioo-

accurate spoofpfcorporate takeover culture is set

in an English 200, reunites the cast of A Fish
Called Wanda, and works just as a follow-up
comedy should: instead of confining the actors to

repetition of a few tried-and-nue shocks, the

.filmmakerstrust in the ensemble's chemistry, and
set them loose totgr on new roles. The strength of
both pictures lies in John Cleese’s script - he
wrote the movie with film critic lain Johnstone -

and in the actors’ complementary personalities.

While Tierce Creatures does seem a bit tamer

than the first movie, it’s also marked by flashes of

mad inspiration. With Cleese, Kevin Kline. Jamie
Uee Curtis and Michael Palin. (English dialogue.

Hebrew subttdes. Plarenial guidance suggested.)

JERRYMAGUIRE -Tom Cruise stars

in litis bittersweet comedy about a fast-talking

.
athletic agent whose integrity gets him fired; as

his unctuous employer makes it painfully clear,

there’s no room for old-fashioned ideals like

Jetty's in tfce sneaker-and-soda-sponsored world

of professional American spoils. So our hero is

forcedto go it almost alone, with no friends but a

angle client, a second-rate NFL wide-receiver

(Cuba Gooding Jr.) and a shy. daydreamy accoun-

tant(Renee-2dlweger), whoquits herjob to help

Cuba Gooding Jr. won an Oscai for his portrayal ofa sec-
ond-rate NFL wlde-receivcr in 'Jerry Maguire.’

Jeny. Although the outline may sound a bit

schematic, there's a winning, softly goofy
approach to director Cameron Crowe's approach.
Instead of imposing optimism on the characters

from above, the dubious method of most feel-

good directors, he lets their own hopefulness and
idealism bubble up and carry the film.

If anything. Crowe himself seems to recognize

a few dark truths about human nature that the

characters don’t, and he uses their slightly pie-in-

the-tky ideas and emotions as a source of gentle

humor. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance suggested.)

TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

Channel 8 began its new program schedule this

week. Mondays arc devoted 10 in-depih investi-

gations of various subjects of social significance

and are hosted by journalist Billy Moskona-
Lerman.
Tonight the topic is television: The first film, at

H:3U. takes- a look at telenovellas. In Brazil, the

capital of telenovctlas. slum dwellers sell their

refrigerators in order to buy a TV. The hegemon-
ic corporation GloboTV thus controls the lives

of all citizens, rich and poor, through some
three daily hours of telenovelias which capture

75$.- viewing rates.

Following, at 9:30, is a Frontline film. Does
TV Kill?, which examines the influence TV has

on our lives.
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.ACROSS

J, Extremely short ,
view of

‘

. clairvoyance? (6-5)

7Respond ..to an encore? (5)

8 Of. great importance
although for a very short

time with lousy centre (9)

10 1 in France have anew soul

that’s distrustful ofrivalry

(7) :

11 Tea Rita brewed had little

air (7)

12 TSrrrpty -immoral habit of a

singer (5)

13 One French runner

:

potentially full—that s

awkward O) ±.‘

16 Another thing one in a suit .

has is a- place of

entertainment (9)

T8 Getting bade to questicn a
Greek author (5) _ 1

19 A diaheveHed robe daring

the race found cm a stocd(7/

22 In a following^vehicle,
there i» nothing first bnt a

- musical instrument (7)

23 Posted another theory on
totalitarianism (9)

24Map of hospital in the

vehicle (5) .

25 Usual communication iso

x

sharp (7,4)

DOWN
1 Mainly travelling? (9)

2 Tom, he’d moved round
. inside the terminal (7)

3 Not feelingthe bony case of
a blockhead (9)

4A short time in South
American islands (5)

5 Spirit US soldier left, I

concluded, contained oil

from sesame seeds (7)

6 Short attempt with
released fish (5)

7 Made young again as a
result ofraveTeaandJune
organised (11)

9Jumbo seal? (3-8)

14 From slum, baron could
have had less than usual
intelligence (9)

15 Sat in cafe developing
charm (9)

17Produce attendance
figures (7)

18To some French islanders,

this is a capital place (7)

20 Bowl when university
team are batting (5)

______ _ line about

right

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's QuickSolution

ACR06& 7 Brood. 8 Ltodor. »
Nothing, II Paris, IS Owns, IS

Broth. 17 Cargo, 18 Zero,O Twi*.

23 Tempest, 24 Absurd, 25 Stznin.

DOWN: 1 Abandon. 2 Instant, 3

Pari!, 4 Dispate, 6Adorn, 8 Proas,a

Aggregate. 14 Pastor*, 15 Ganaral.

IS Portend. 19 Steal, 30 Tipsy, tX

Empty.

ACROSS
2 Cultivator (S)

7 Dead skin (7)

8Bandage (8)

9 Italian sauce (5)

10 Guitar-like

instrument (5)

11 Fate (4)

12 Desert havens (5)

15 Bream (anag) (5)

16 Garden flower (5)

19 True (4)

20Tooth (5)

21 Violin (5)

22 Vigorous (8)

23 Knives, forks and
spoons (7)'

24 Unlock (6)

v DOWN
1 Pnartnation
mark (4,4)

2 Withajust claim
(8)

3 Consumer (5)

4 Tint (3)

5 Big screen (6)

6 Dress (6)

7Plausibility (11)

9 Deficient (4)

IS High heel (8)

14 Quickerway (5-3)

15 Felled (4)

17 Attack strongly
(3,3)

18 Divine agency (6)

20 Italian dty (5)

22 Ararat boat (3)

22:10 Highlander

ZZMQ Newsm Engteh
2325 Under

CHANNEL1

fl-AO News flash

C31 IVows m Arabc
6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning,

brae*

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Computers and
the Internet

8:30 Basic Arabic
9:00 Reading
9^0 Nature
6:45 Programs tor the
wry young
10:15 Sciences
10:40 English

11:10 Social Soanees
11^40 Tolerance

12:10 Sciences
12:30 History

13:00 In the Heat of

the Night

14:00 Sisprisa Train

14:20 WCy Cat and
Tommy
14:35 Baber the

Elephant
15:00 Cartoons
15:10 Without Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Motormice from
Mars
15:55 Booty
16d>0 DubSeh - bve
show
10^5 Byker Gove
10:50 Zap lo Basel
18:59 A New Everang
17:35 News n En^sh
17-^0 Soccer Israel

vs Uaemtxxirg - five

18:45 Nows m Arabic

1B:55 Soccer ~ con-
tinued

20-AONews
20:45 Pooolbca
22:15 Onomnt
Drummer -culture

Suspicion
00ri5MrflAdtfemaich

MIDDLE EAST TV

8d»7VStao
16:30 The 700 Club
IGOOGerbert
10:25 Movie: Lucky
Luke
17:KFiBiiily

23.-00 Miners - this

week. Batsheva. a
poet whose father is a
construction worker

23:30 News
OOrtO Verse otthe Day

CHANNEL 2

this Toda/s Programs

0:30 Sharkey and
George
7:00 Breakfast
Magazine
9:00 Meetings
10:00 Pablo

11.00 A Man of the

People
11:30 Rve Children
and It

12:00 Doug
12:30 Base Arabic

13:00 HWskto
13:30 Open Cards
14:00 Just Us
14^0 Tic Tac- quiz

show
15:00 Super Duper
15:30 Make a wish
16:00 The Bold and
the Beautiful

i7dWNews
Magazine with Rafi

Reshef
17:30 ZehuZeh
18:00 McKenna -the
adventures of a fandy
In Oregon
19:00 Pacific Blue

20:00 News
20:30 It’s Nothing
21:45 Dan Shftm Live
23:20 MSennun
00:00 News
00:05 MOennium-
cordfaiued

00:25 Night Owls Talk

2:00 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:00 Holy Koran
15H)5 Captain Planet

16:30 The FKntstones
17:00 French pro-

grams
17:00 Nature's
Inventions
17:50 Ocean Girl

18:00 Extra
Dimensions
19.-00 French
20:30 News 1

20:35 One Foot in the
Grave
21:00 Discover

21^0 Murder She
Wrote

JERUSALEM

18:40 FamSy Matters

iftOS Saved oy the Ben

19:30 Larry long

20:30 Wond News
Tonight (Arabic)

21:00 Cosby
21:25 Mr. Bean
21:50 Major Dad
22:15 Diegnosia

Mutder
23:06 Mattock
00:00 CNN
00:30 The 700 Club
1:00 Quantum
Shopping

CABLE
rrv3(33)

16.-00 Cartoons
16:30 The Thirst oi

Years
17:30 Panorama
183)0 Amcxes
19:00 News n Arabic

19:30 Doctors Taflc

20:00 News
20:45 International Art

Magazine
2l:i5Al War with the

Army (1950) -Jerry

Lews and Dean
Mann are sofcfeers in

their first movie
together

22:45 The Duchess rf

Duke Street

ETV 2 (23)

15^0 Afi Togetier Now
1BK)0 Animals ol the

Medtenanean
16:30 Under
investigation

1650 Fruds of the Earth

17:05 Landmarks in

Science and
Technoiogy
1730 Faces olCukure
1&00 Basic Arabic
18.-30 Family
Relations

19:00 Computers and
the Internet

19:30 Vis a VIS

20:00 A New Evening -

watt Russian subMies
20^0Cybemews
21d)0 Star Trek: Deep
Space 9
21:45 Video Ops
22:00 Female
Perspective

22:30 Sduabon - doc-

umentary
2330 Revolutions in

the Modem Era

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

7^)0 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpt)

7a0 Love Story with

YossiSiyas
8.-00 Dates
5fc00 One Ufa to Live

9:45 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days of Our
Lives Opt)
11:15 Zngara (rpg

liOO Bamaby Jones
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco

13:30 Duet
14:00 DaBas
1450 Days of Our Lives

15:35 The Nanny
16:00 Heroules
16:45 Zngaia
17^30 Good Evening
with Guy Pines
I8d)0 Local Broadcast

18:30 One Life to Uve
19:15 The Young and
the Restless

20:00 Sunset Beach
20-J0 Married With
Children

21:15 Shtock Show
21:40 Seinfeld

22$5 Nad and Stacey
22:30 Love Story with

YossiSiyas
23:00 Friends (rpt)

Newsroom
1^)5 BamabyJmes

MOVIE
CHANNELS

11:30 Broken LuBaby
(I994j (rpt)

13*5 The Strange

Love of Martha Ners

(1346) IW
f&OO Seeing Stars

1525 F&YtfyofCops
(1995) (rot)

17:00A Captive *i the

Land(159t)-tSffer-

errt pWosophies «*>
ISct when Amencan
and Soviet meteorolo-
gists are trapped

together

l8-30SpedaI Report

on Fierce Creatures
18*5 The Awakening

f 1995) -a motel man-
ager (pvesn to fan-

tasies and runs off

wflt a mysterious
stranger

2fc» Rave Review

(1995) (rpt)

23M The Monster
(Italian. 1994) -A
sknpte-mmded irtno-

cen! is suspected of

being a serial kief.
Directed by and star-

ring RobenoBemgni.
00.-00 Backstreet
Justice (1993) -
action thrier
1:15 Le Marginal

(French. 1983) -a
police inspector and
his deady enemy
s&lc each other isiti

they meet face to

(ace. With Jean-Paul
Belmondo
2£6 The N*£tlWe
Never Met (1993) -
romartic corned? with

MaChew Broderick

(98 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 Akce In

Wonderland
9:30 The Center ol

Things
9:45 Pink Panther

Show
1020 Lois and Clark

11:05 The Center of

Things

1120 Family Matter

11:50 Itai and Friends

12:00 Twisted Tales
oJFekx
12:30 Hugo
13K)0 Make Be&eve
Closet

13:10 Free 1

1320 Inspector f .
1420 The Little Bits

1420 Alee In

Wbnderiand
1520 The Cotter ol

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
Show
1530 Ocean Girt

1625 California

Dreams
1725 Channel 6 reruns

1720 Shesh-Tus
18.-00 Hugo
1820 Jin Jki and the

Panda Patrol

1920 Honey Bee Hutch

1920 Step By Step
2BM Mimanaca
2020 Married With
Children

2020 Roseanne
21:10 TV 101

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

mm[H
1 \-2 3 4 6 J

tfc30 Step By
Step

Tlavelogue 1

30:00 Hews Uuneraws Sunset Anfmantocs Bfgdty I
Beach Married with

Chiltfren

Metro H

20:30 mNothtog Rave Investigative 1
PopoOtica Married with

Children

Review Roseanne Reports P

21:00

21:30

Shtock

Show
TV 101

Frontline:

CanSMton Seinfeld Does TV 1

zm
Uve

The Monster Mother

Kill? i

DfffiBraM Nedand Kusta-Goes fl

Dnmmer Stacey toHeaven

2230 Love Story

with Yossl National I
Styes Geographic m

23,-00 Jtfrrors Friends

am̂ m wm̂ m —

1

(Gemtan.
German te

2220 Mother Kuster

Goes to Heaven
1975) -a

i
factory work-

er kls his boss and
then commits suicide,

but his widow must
deal with the after-

math. Directed by
Rainer Werner
Fassbinder
23*5Stavisky

' ,1974) -Alain

i drama based
on the true story of a
surindarai 1930s
France whose finan-

cial exptots brought
on riots that toppled

the government With
Jean-Paul Belmondo
and Gerard
Deparcfeu. (112 mins.)

CHANNEL 8

8tf0 Open University

(rp»)

8:05 Wings of the
Red Star (rpO

825 Blue WZdamess.
part 4: Turning
Wilderness

9:30 The Grand
Concert
10:30 Stack Rrrer-
opera
11:30 Kronas Quartet
12:30 Father of

Grams trtf)

13:30 Roffs tnrSan

WaflcabouL part 3 (rpt)

1420 Confronting the
Hsto*y-Sou*A&ca
today
15:10 Desperately
SeekingAsylum
16:05 National

Geographer
17:00 Open
Umverscy-The
Jewess and the

Captarr.Tha
Hermitage: New
Living Body
19:00 Work! on a
Plate - new series on
the history of food
19:30 Travelogue

20:00 BUg City Metro.

Part 1: Madid
20:30 Inveaimtive
Reports with Bfiy

Moskona Lerman

-

telenoveSas

21:30 FrontSne: Does
TV KB?
22:45 National
Geographic Blade
Widow
23:40 Open
University -Jane
Austen; Marketing;

Abuse of Memory

SUPER CHANNEL

620 Frost's Century
720 The Best of The
Ticket

720 Travel Xjpress

8:00 Today
10:00 Time and Again
11:00 Datebw
12:0bNational -

Geographic Tetevisicrv

-Mysteries
Underground; Save the

Panda: Ran Forest

1520 VIP
1520 The Ticket

1620 Travel Xpress
16:30 EuropeA La
Carte
17:00 Interiors By
Design
1720 Gardening By
the Yard
1820 The Site

1920 National
Geographic Television

-Among the W3d
Chimps
2020 The Tckat
2020 VIP
2120 Dateline

22:00 NCAA
BaskstbaB
23:00 The Best of

The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno
0020 The Best of

Late Night vrth Conan
O'Brien
120 The Best of Later

220 NBC Nightly

News with Tom
Brokaw
320 fntemight

MOVIES

4:00 VIP
420 NCAA Basketball

RnaL6ve trom
IndanapoSs-see
today’s Heights

STAR PLUS

620 Aerobics Qz Style

7:00 Anne VWten's
Look and Cook
720 Model TV
820 Kate and Afie

8:30 Oprah Winfrey

920 Dynasty
1020 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
the Beautfui
12:00 Hind shews
1320 Land of the
Giants
1420 Black Beauty
1520 Kate and Abe
1520 Anne waian's
Look and Cook
1620 Living on the Edge
1720 HimS programs
1820 Star News
1920 Yes. Minister

1920 Final Cut -part 4

20:30 TheBoW and
the Beautiful

2120 Santa Barbara
22:00 Star News
2220X-Fies
2320 Star Trek

00:30 Fantasy Island

1:30 Oprah Winfrey

2:30 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL 5

620 Bodtes in Motion
1620 Bodies in

Motion
16:30 National

League Basketball
18.-00 English League
Soccer-roundup
1920 NCAA
Basketball -final

2l:0o1oidh American
Soccer

2220Jib be -

wmounced 1

2320 BiSards

EUROSPORT

Wbrfc^^ortT^SP*
Championship. Japan

iTr&O Ski Show, Paris
‘ 1220 CycBng: BMX
Woridl
Germany
1220 Rolerekating:

Extreme Competition,
Germany
1320 Soccer World
Cup Quakfying Round

1S20 Adventure:
Extreme Windsurfing
1520 Snowboard:
1SF Wbrid Cup.
France
16201
Grandl
1720 That indoor
Work! Cup, France
1920 Speedworid
20:00 Soccer Fnendy

.Ranee

France

Strongest Man (rpt)

00:00 Eurogoals
1:00 Snooker

PRIME SPORTS
(unconfirmed)

5:30 SuperWre WOrid
Championship,
Austria
7:00 NBA Game of

the Week -San
Antonio Spurs vs.

Utah Jazz (rpt)

920 Got!: Malaysia

Omega Tour preview
10:00 Cricket Indian

Tour of West Indies

14:30 Sports India

15:00 Cricket Indian

Tour of West Indies

20:00 Trans World Sport

21:00 Chinese
1 Soccer

1 Showjumping:
World Cup
00:30 Internationa!

Motosports News
120 Asian Sport Show
220 Golf: US PGA Tour

420 Cricket Indian

Tour oi West Indies

520 NCAA Baskelbafl

Championship Final

-

five from lmfianapofis

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
6:05 The Money

2120 World News
22:00 Impact
23:00 European News
23:30 Insight

320 WoridlBusiness0020
Today
00:30 World Sport

120 WorldView
220 Moneyline

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6.-06 Morning Concert

925 Oded Zehavi: H
Only; Theodorakis:

excerpts from Zorba
ballet (soloists,

bouzoua

Choir/Hungarian State

Orch'TheobaBkis);

David Tannenbaum
plays guitar -Peter
Maxwell Davis:

Sonata tor guitar

Roberto Sierra:

Triptych lor outer and
string orch;

Ehrfich:

2320Wbrkfs

11:30 The Clothes
Show (rpt)

12:30 Top Gear (rpt)

1525 Asognment (rpt)

16:15 Worid Business
Report
16:30 Asta-Pacffic

NewshorF
17:30 Film -97

18:15 The Money
Programme
192K) Tomorrow's
Wbrid (rpt) .

2120 Conversations
with Tim Sebastian
22:30 Window On
Europe
23:30 HoWay
OthOO Wbrid News
and Budness Report
2:10 News Night

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughout
the day
6:30 NBA Week
730 Insic

620
920 Worid Sport
1120 CNN
Newsroom
13:30 American Ettition

13:45 Q&A (rpt)

1420 Asian News
1420 world Sport
1520 Asian News
15:30 BusinessAda
1620 Impact
17:30 Worid Sport (rpt)

1820 Earth Matters
1920Q&A
20:45 American Etfition

2120 Worid Business
Today

Music tor

orchestra ;Frangabe

Quintet in E tor winds

1220 Light Classical

- Wbrks by Haydn;
first movement of

“Surprise" Symphony;
Trumpet concerto in

E; second movement
from "dock*
Symphony; Piano
concerto n D; fourth

movement from
Symphony no 104
“London"
13:00 Artist of the

Week- pianist Walter

Giesetong. Bach: The
Wefl-Terripered

Clavier Book 1.

Preludes and Fugues
nos 16-24 BWV sei-
ses; Grieg: from Lyric ..

Pieces - Cradie.Song
no 5 op 68. French
Fantasy op 62/3
14:06 Encore
1520 Cycle of Works
- Beethoven's piano
concertos
16:00 Early music
1720 ElnaMa- five

broadbast from Henry
Crown Audtorium,
Jerusalem. Qrft Wblf
(nano). BachMess:
Chorale from Cantata
no 147; Pachetoefc >

Variations on Chorale

no 147by Bach:Oi
Wolf: Adam and Eve

Beetho^rSwta in

E minorop 90; Chopin:
4Mazuika50p67;
Raveh Jeux cfeatr.

Gideon Klein: Sonata
lor piano; Brahms: 4
pieces Op 119
1920 Rainbow of

Sounds
20:05 Mozart Plano

concerto no 15; Haydn:
Symphony no 88
2120A Matter of

Agreement
2320 Just Jazz

CINEMATHEQUE Last Man Starxftng

5 Bullets Over Broadway 7*Wkigsof
Desire 930 The Uto and Times of

Aden Ginsberg 930 G.G. GIL Jerusalem
Mail (Malha) *6788448 Empire of the

Senses • Fleree Creatoes • Fargo
4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * Star Trek: First

Contact • Kbfya Mars Attiroks! 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The Ghost and the
Darkness 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Steepws
7:15. 10 Kazaam 4:45 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus SL » 5610011
Breaking theWmes 630 Kolya 930
RAV CHEN 1-7 * 6792799 Cre<*f (tod
Reservations ® 6794477 Rav-Mecher
Budding, 19 Ha’oman St, 1^»tosada9d
Everyone Says I Love You«Devirs
OwnABIg Night 5. 730. 9:45 *
SuaamflKlonaom 9X5 JenyMaguire
43a 7:15, 9:45 * Romeo and Juliet 5.

7:15.9:45 StarWars 5.7:15 Lan|

Breaking the Waves 6:45. 930 *
Secrets and Lies 7.930 CINEMATH-
EQUE Summer to La Gouteoa 930
GLOBECITY Fierce Creatures •Empire
of Senses • Mars Attadod 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 * Fargo 4^5. 7:15. 945 * Star
Trek: First Contact 9:45 Kazaam
4:45. 7:15 MORIAH *6643654_SWne
73ft 930 PfDoiv Book ORLY »
8381888 Everyone Says I Lova YOU 7,

9.15 PANORAMA Kolya 43a 7, 930
Fierce Creatures 7,930 * Box of

Moonfight 430, 7. 930 Star Trek:

Ffrst Contact 430 RAV-GAT 1-2 *
074311 Devrrs Own 430, 7. 91.5 *
Jerry Maguire 4:15.7,930 RAV-MOR
1-7 8416898 Scream 4:45.7.930 *
Everyone Elsa Says i Love You 4:45. 7,

916 * Romeo and JuUewrhe Devffs

it vs People _ASSERET ZION
4:30.

G.Q. GIL

1314A5, 7:15, 10 --
Shine 5*5,7:45, 10

TEL AVIV
DIZENGOFF tt 5101370 Box of

MoonttghwKotya n am, 1. 3. 5, 7:45.

10 Jane Eyre 11 am, 1, 3. 5 *
Beyond the Clouds 7:45 * MulhoBand

Rails 10 GAT Everyone Swsl Love

You 23a 5, 730. 945 GL& HOD 1-4
« 5226226 Hod Passage. 101 Dizengoff SL
Empire of SensesaFIerce Creatures

•Mare Attadsl 5, 73ft 10 *
730, 10 Kazaam 5 LEV
11545 a-m., 2, 4:45, 8. 10 Secrets and

Lies 1130 ajii, 130, 4:45, 7, 945
The Prisoner of the Mountains t.3.530,

8, 10 * La Ceremonie 11 am. *

wrt

Romeo and Jufiet 430.7,915 * Larry

Furtive People 430. 7.930

RAV CHEN « 6424047 Jerry Maguire

7,930 * The Devil'sOwrreStoWars 7.

930
ARAD
STAR *9950904 Star Ware 7,9:30 *
Star Trafc FirstContact 930 * Kazaam
7 * One Rne Day 7, 933
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL o 8647202 KazaanTMars
Attacks! 5. 73a 10 * The Ghost and
the DarknessGStar Trek: First Contact

. 10 * Sleepers 7.945 G.G.
1-3 • 711223 Kama Sutraffareo

CraaturesGFargo 5, 730. 10 RAV
CHEN "8661120 The Devirs

Secretsand Ues7, 945 RAV-NEGEV 1-

4 *6236278 The DevVgOwn 5,730.
945 * StarWars 5. 7:i5. 945 * Jerry
Maguire 430,7:15,945 Scream 5,

945 •* Larry FJynt vs People 7:15
HADERA
LEVThe DevTsOwn739 9.45* Shtoe
73a 10* Star Vtars#Jerry Magufre 7:1 5,

ro
HERZUYA
COLONY *6902666 Jeny
MaguirEBLarry Flynt vs People 9 7:45.

10:15 HOLIDAY FSrgo 730, 10 STAR
v 589068 Jeny Maguire 9 73a 10 *
Star Wire 10 * Kazaam 730 * The
DevtrsOwn 73Q.10
KARNHEL
CINEMA Jeny Maguire 6:45.930 *
The DeviTs Own*Star Ware 7. 930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL >7677370 The Devil’s

OwnBMars Attacks! 5, 739 10 *
SecrMs and Lies 7:15, 10 w Kazaam 5

Fierce Creatures 5, 730. 10
Breaking the Waves 945 * Star Ware
5.730 * SWne 5, 730, 10 Jerry

Itosdra 439 7:15, 10
IOTYAT BtAUK
G.G. GIL Romeo and JulietMlars

AttatialtKofyoBnorto Creahaes 7:15.

945 + RansomBShtoe •BreMttog the

Waves 7:15, 945 * Secrets and
LiestOne fine Day 7:15, 9.45 *
Kazaam 7:15 * Sto Trek: first Contact
945
K1RYATS1«0NA
G.G. GIL *6905080 The Devil's

OwnAJerry Maguire 430, 7, 930 Hr

Fierce Creatures 930 * Star Wars
43CL7

Bnpfre of the SerseTargo 5,730.10
* Fierce CreaturesBMars Attacks! 5,

730, 10 * Kazaam 5 7^10 +
Michael CoMns RAV-CHEN »
5282288 Dtengofi Center The Devil's

Own•Screen SO. 5. 730,945 -* Star

Wvs 230, 5. 7:15, 9:45 Jany
Krire 2:15,4:45.7:15.945 * Romeo
Juliet 2395.7:15, 945 * Ransom

230, 5, 7:15, 9:45 * Matflde 9X1*
Hunchback of Noam Dome (Hebrew db-

ta) • * Honwwerd Bound MAce
Venture •Jade RA1FOR 1-5 »
5102674 Opera House Big MghMThe
CructotefTtooDaysIntheVaBey 5,730.

945 * Lary Ftynt vs People 5.7:15,

945 + Lone Star 4:45, 7:15, 945 G.G.
TEL AVIV « 5281181 65 Pinsker SL Star

lyete first Contact 5, 73a 10 .Lost

HghwayifiSMenore 7:15, 10 TEL AVW
WJSEUM LJtoeSteter 5.8.10
HAIFA .

CWEMA CAF& AMAMI « 8325755

Ransom 945 * StarVites 5.7:15
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL » 729977 fierce

CraaturesBThe Ghost and the

DaknessGMars Attacftsf 5,730,10 *
Secrtesend Ues 7:1 5, 10 * Kazawn 5.

730 * Kama Sutra 10 RAV CHEN
ShineCThe DevtrsOwn 5, 7:30, 945 *
Jerry Maguire 430, 7:15, 945 *
~ fngtheWives 7.245 * Star Ware

BAT YAM

'

RAVCHEN Star Ware 5.7:15.945 *
The Devffs Ownflorco Creatures 5.

730, 9:45 * Scream 5, 730, 945 *
Jeny Maguire 430.7:15,945 * Romeo
and Juliet 5.7:15,945 * Ransom 5,

7:15, 9:45

BEERSHEBA
G-G. GIL W6440771 Karaam^TTw Ghost
and the DartcnessGStar Trek: First

Contact 4*5, 7:15, 945 One Fine

4:45, 7:15. 10 aG.
6103111 Mers Attacks! •
fierce Creatures 4:45, 7:15, 945 *

STAR *9246823 One Fine Day 730,10
* KataamBfierce Creatures 7:45.10

NAHARIYA
HEICHAL HATARBUT Extreme
Measures 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL jerry liagufre«fieree
CreatuasStar WarsreKazaam 430, 7,

930 * Lone Star*Romeo and
JutiflMThe Devffs Own 4397,930
NESS Z10NA
G.G. GIL 1-4 » 404729 Empire of

Senses 5,73910 * Secrets and Lies

10 * Fierce Creatures 4*5. 7:15. 945 *
Breaking the waves 6:45, 945 *
Kazaam 4:45. 7:15

NETANYA
G-G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Fierce

CreatoesBSlrine 5, 730. 10 * Secrets

andUes 439 7:15, 10 * Mars Attacks!

5.730.10* Fargo 730,10 * Kazaam
5 RAV CHEN « 8818570 The Devil'S

Own 5. 739 9:45 * Breaking the Waves
7. 945 * Jerry Maguire 430. 7T15, 9:45

ORAWVA
RAV CHEN « 6262758 The Devffs Own
7,930 * Breaktog the Wtoras 639 915

* Jeny Maguire 6:45.930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 ScreamWFlerce Creatures
5.730.10 * RaneonfOnaHneOay-5.
730.10
PEfAHTlKVA
GLG. HECHAL The DevffsOwn 5,730.
10 * Breaking the Waves 645. 945 *
Jerry Maguire 4:45, 7:15, 10 G.G. RAM
1-3 « 9Q40818 One Fine DayWScrean
•Lost Highway 730, 10 SIRKIN Romeo
and Jullenstar Wars 5, 739 10 * Mars
Attacfcs!#Fterce Creatures 5, 730, 10 *
Secrets and Ues 7:15, 10 Kazaam 5
* Shine 5.730, 10
RA'ANANA
PARK Shine 4:45. 7:15, 10 The
Devffs Own«Jerry Maguire 4:45. 7:15. 10
* Larry Flynt vs people 10 * Romeo
and Jufiet 4:45. 7:15. 10 * Star Wars
4:45, 7:15
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 ® 6197121 The Devil's
Own 5.730.945 * Romeo and Juffet

5,7:15,9:45 * Star Were 5,7:15.945
* Everyone Says I Love You 5,730.
9:45 RAV-OASIS 1-3 • 6730687 Jerry
Maguire 430.7:15,945 * Two Days
In the Valley 5. 730, 945 * Larry
Ftyny vs People 945 * Kazaam 5,

730
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Shine 5, 739 10 * Daylight

REHOVOT
CHENShtoe 730.10 * Secrets and
LtesWBreaklng the Waves 7, 9:45 *
Fargo 945 *Kazaam 7:15 RAV MOR
KoiyasTfte DevtTs Own 5,730,945
Scream 945 * Romeo and Juliet 5,

7:15, 945 * Larry Ftynt vs Peopfe«Jerry
M^rire 430,7:15,9:45 * StarWare 5,

RtSHON LEZ10N
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 The Ghost and the
DatfcnessSRanaom •Star Trek: first

Contact 730, 10 GIL 1-3 fierce

CreaturesSSNne 5, 730, 10 * Fargo
720.10 * Kazaam 5 HAZAHAVMans
Attacks!•fierce Creatures 5. 730. id *

730,945 * Star Ware 5,7:15,945 *
Jeny Nbauire 430, 7:15, 945 *
Everyone Says 1 Love You 5,730,945
STAR The Devffs OwittSnrware 730,
10 * Kazaam 7:45 * One Fine Day io
* Jerry Mamina 7:15, 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN The Devffs Own 5,730,
945 * Jerry Maguire 430,7:15,945 *
Romeo and JuDet 5, 7:15. 945 * Star
wars 5.7:15,945

For reservations: Tel Avhr 5252244; Haifa
728878. AH times are pjn. unless other-
wise indicated.
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Nimrodi to sue
Channel 2 News

By RAINE MARCUS
anti BATSHEVA TSUB

Ma'ariv publisher Ofer Nimrodi
intends to sue Channel 2 News and
the daily’s former reporter Erez
Rotem. This follows broadcasts on
Friday and Saturday that he was
behind efforts to appoint his lawyer
Dan Avi-Yitzhak as justice minister
and subsequently attorney-general
Rotem gave evidence to State

Attorney Edna Aifiel allegedly
implicating Nimrodi and Avi-
Yitzhak in the Bar-On Affair. He
also accused Nimrodi (currently on
trial in the media wiretapping case)
of pushing his lawyer to become
justice minister or attorney-genera]
so that he might be granted a pardon
or plea bargain.

When this did not work, said
Rotem in his evidence, Nimrodi and
Avi Yitzhak leaked the Bar-On for
Hebron story to Channel I.

Nimrodi has emphatically denied
the allegations.

The State Attorney’s Office
refused to comment on whether it

had received testimony about
Nimrodi's possible involvement.
Rotem, who was originally

Ma'ariv's court reporter, before he
began covering the security beat,
was known as being close to
Nimrodi. Ma'ariv reported yester-
day that Rotem had been fired, but
other sources said that he left left
after an argument and the circum-
stances were unclear. Attempts were
made to persuade Rotem to remain.

said a source.

M«mwhile, police investigating
me Bar-On Affair and officials at the

Security Ministry and
Fnme Minister’s Office have
Known about the allegations for
some tune. Rotem 's evidence may
force police to probe new aspects of
the complicated affitir.

In a related development. Justice
Minister Tzahi Hanegbi yesterday
jen for a week’s vacation skiing in
"“ope. The vacation was planned
well in advance, the ministry said
last night, denying reports that
Hanegbi wanted to ease the situa-
tion in the ministry where crucial
decisions on the Bar-On Affair are
now being made.
Hanegbi was questioned several

tunes under caution in connection
with the affair. There has been pub-
lic pressure for him to take a leave
of absence until the conclusions of
the investigating team have been
published.

Meanwhile, the police team met
with the legal experts at Neveh Dan
in the Jerusalem Corridor for the
thud time in a week. They were
jouied by Attorney-General
Eiyakim Rubinstein who, together
Arbei, win make the final decision
on whether or not to present indict-
ments.

_ “This is close to the last meeting.
We have a few more things to iron
out,” Arbei said after the meeting.

It is a very delicate matter and we
nave to be careful so we are taking
our time,” Rubinstein added.

Preparing for Pessah
azi Chief Rabbi Yisrael Lau (left) helps bake ‘sfamura* matza for Pessah in Bnei Brak yesterday, (iian o«cndrywtf Israel sum

Clalit threatens to take Treasury to court
By JUDY SIEGEL tmal A»finif f<v'9n ,

'
...

Forecast Partly cfoudy wfth-a

temperatures. •

AROUND THE WORLD

Theater plays down
fictional link to Barak

Kupat Holim Clalit is considering
the possibility of petitioning the
High Court of Justice over the
Treasury 's failure to reimburse it for
the growing costs of services it must
supply under the two-year-old
National Health Insurance law.
Clalit chairman Prof. Dan Michaeli
and deputy director-general for
finance Ze’ev Warmbrand told
reporters yesterday that last year’s

total deficit for all the health funds
was NTS 800 million, which will
grow by an additional NIS 12 bil-
lion this yean When the health insur-
ance law went into effect, Clalit had
a balanced budget, and Maccabi,
leumit, and Meuhedet were only
NIS 200 million in the red.

Meanwhile, Clalit's board of
directors last night chose Dt Yitzhak
Peterburg, director-genera] ; _of
Soroka Hospital in Beersheba, as its

new director-general

and treatments without supplying

extra funds to cover them.

Michaeli and Warmbrand said thatLVUVIuCII aim. waiiiiuiaiiu

in the past, the only way Clalit has

succeeded in petrins? funds it

By HELEN KAYE

Beit Lessin theater general man-
ager Tzippi Pines yesterday dis-
missed.as a -pack of lies” an arti-
cle that appeared in the Hebrew
press which reported MK Ehud
Barak as the inspiration for the
hero of Arafel (fog), a docudrama
bv Marti Golan.

Arafel. which will open between
June 1 and 15, traces the investiga-
tion into a fetal accident at a train-
ing base called “Ge’ulim,“ whose
commanding officer is named
“Sela." It is based on the 1992
incident at Tze’elim in which six
soldiers were killed and seven
injured by a missile fired during a
training exercise. Barak was chief
of general staff at the time.

According . to the Yediot
Aharonot article, ihe Barak camp
is alleged to have been furious,
saying that the substance and tim-
ing of the play are- politically
motivated to discredit Barak, who
is running for leadership of the
Labor Party.

“Absolute rubbish.” said Pines
firmly. “I liked the play ... and I
didn’t even think of political con-
sequences.”

Golan maintained that he con-
ceived the play “long before the

'

defeat of .the Labor Party in the
last election and long before Ehud
Barak threw his hat in the ring.”
Barak spokesman Avivam

Balzar reiterated that there is no
intention to prevent production of
the play.

Appel demands documents
from Channel 1

Michaeli and Warmbrand faulted

the Treasury, which authorizes the

signing of labor agreements that

commit them to higher wages and
better working conditions for
staffers; raising the cost of hospital-

ization, while not increasing health
funds’ share of income; failing to

cover the real costs of geriatric care;

giving the elderly a discount on compensation from health taxes tie

medications; cancelling the employ- updated at a uniform rate, and that

ers’ tax that went exclusively to the the basket of health services be kept
health funds; and adding new drugs at a steady level without erosion.

suucncu hi getting *»

deserved from the Treasury was by

going to court.

Clalit will demand that both hospi-

talization costs and the insurers'

compensation from health taxes be
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Winning cards -•M3

By RAINE MARCUS

Businessman David Appel, cur-
rently suing Channel 1 for NIS 5
million for implicating him in the
Bar-On Affair, yesterday peti-
tioned Tel Aviv District Court to
order relevant documents and
tapes handed over.

Appel's attorney, Yehuda
Ressler, asked the court to order
Israel Broadcasting Authority
director-general Mordechai
Kirschenbaum, news director
Rafik HaJabi, and journalist Ayala

Hasson to disclose documents
they said proved their story,
which triggered the Bar-On probe.
Ressler said he had sent the

three a questionnaire, containing
1 6 questions, but it was ignored.
The questions, which Ressler
maintains are relevant to his
client’s slander suit, include:
“How and why did MK Aryefa
Deri make his ‘Bar-On for
Hebron’ conditions’’; and “who
did Channel 1 turn to for confir-
mation that the story it was about
to publish was correct”

Bezeq, the Israel Telecommunications Corporation Ltd.

Invites a bid for the supply of the goods detailed below

The winning cards hr yester* -
7

day’s Mifai Hapayis daily Chance •* -

drawing were the ace of spades,^:!?
-

of hearts, king of diamonds, and --

ace of clubs.
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Tender No. Description • Option Date

of

Submission

Payment

lor Forms

Telephone

lor inquiries

68/97/030 Passenger

Vehicle

1400-1500 ce

As described

in ihe

tender forms

3.6.97 NIS 1000 02-5395615/4

1.

The British Council Presents:

DYLAN THOMAS
RETURN .tOURNET —

«Valent|no ii

pancesto £/,_
zuki tu

Pre- conditions

:

a. To meet all regulations including certification of audit and certified
business, registration, licenses and approved standard.
b. Guarantee of abiding by the bid - as detailed in the tender form
The tender documents can be obtained from the Tenders and
Orders Department at 15 Rehov Hazvi. Jerusalem from
Sunday to Thursday. 9 am. to 12 noon.
The documents will be provided on presentation of a receipt

has deposited

•For depositors in Israel - the deposit should be placed inBezeq s account, number 5-311 757 in the Postal Bank.
' For depositors abroad - the deposit should be made in favor

number 1 2-90 1-97633/64 at the Main
Branch of Bank Leumi in Jerusalem.
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3.

4.

Payment made for the documents will not be refunded.
The reeefet and details of the supplier, including the certifiedbusiness number, can be faxed to 972-2-537-8113
Confirmation of receipt of the fax can be obtained by
telephoning 972-2-539-56 1 4-5

y^

‘

he ,6nder b0X at 15 Rehov Hazvi,

_VAUP 10/ 1 /97 - 31 /3/1917

TRUM4&"
CAPOtf*

5.

Bezeq is not obligated to accept the lowest bid or any other

o£’
°r °.rderaH the wort< a single bidder

Bids submitted by fax or cable will not be accepted

Selling? Buying?^
Hiring?

Do it through!
'i’ttfc; JEKUbatvriht .

- -

^Classifieds
TelAvfv 03-639-0333
Jerusalem 02-53 1-560&
your credit card nuudjex;.

Tel Aviv 03-639-0277!
Jerusalem 02-538^406

KfVIH^KHlGHT

w* aw«>o*t

BOB KINGDOM
"DYLAN THOMAS RETURN JURNEY". Directed by ANTHONY
HOPKINS and acclaimed on both sides of the Atlantic, this thrilling 'roly-poly
ward binge stars BOB KINGDOM in the definitive portrayal of the Welsh poet
destined for greatness and despair. Kingdom moves us with Thomas's soaring
poem^ and wonderful storytelling, including 'A Child's Christmas in Wales', his
refurrras an adult to Swansea and epic pub crawl with thirty wild, wet Welshmen.
"BOB KINGDOM SEEMS NOT SIMPLY TO BE PLAYING THOMAS, OR
IMITATING THOMAS, BUT BEING THOMAS

"

Clive Bernes, Hew York Post

BOBKiIgDOM^
C
,?

P0T
fL

TfllK SH0W" Fr°mBOB KINGOOM turns the spotlight on another unique ond tortured soul, the™'c°" C
Aj
hor

L
°,

"
Brcak{ast Tiffany's" and "In Cold Blood", TRUMAN

CAPOTE. Adorable, impish and wicked. Capote's life is chronicled from the
golden days of early success to his self inflicted fall from groce, ravaged by
booze and drugs. Glitzy, bitchy, heartbreaking.

"YOU WILL FIND NO MORE MOVING ACCOUNT OF VJILFUL
SELF-DESTRUCTION" Doily Moil

Greek festival
at the Valentino's Restaurant
H^jatt Regency Jerusalem

31 - /

&
Israel electric ?Dtfnn

The Israel Electric Corporation wishes to
purchase the following goods/services:

,
- - a

¥

JERUSALEM, Jerusalem Theatre, Rebecca Crown Auditorium: Tbur. 27.3.9s &30 pin.:
DYLAN THOMAS. SaL 29.3-97, &00 p.nL: TRUMAN CAPOTE. REHQVOT, Ebner
.Audiiorium, Wenntmn Institme: Son. 30.3-9“. 8:30 pjn.: DYLAN THOMAS.
RFAR-jSABA, Sapir Aadtoriom: Mod. 3IJ.97. &30pm DYLAN THOMAS. Bet Gahrid
at KIMER.ET: Tues. 1.-L97, &30 p.mj DYLAN THOMAS. BE’ER-SHEVA,
BeD-GnrioD Utriverstr, Sannenfcll Amftorium: Ted. 2.1.97. &30 pjn- TRUMAN CAPOTE.
TEL-AVIV, SaaaneMai Caner Ttor. 5.4.97, &50 pm. Frl4.i97. HHJOpm: DYLAN
THOMAS. SaL 5.A-97. 5KWpm, 9d» pm:TRUMAN CAPOTE. HAIFA. TechmooGnema
Hall Sun. fi.-L97, &00 p.m: DYLAN THOMAS. 9:00 p.m: TRUMAN CAP0TL

§UX OFFICES:, ItL-AVIV, Smarnie Delia! Cemen 05-51056%, Rokobo:
(J3;.i276699, Hadran: 03-5279797, Kaslel: 05-604^725. Lean: 03-5247573
HASR4R0N: 03-5400551/2. JERUSALEM, Jerasalem Tbeatre: 02-5610011,

Biraot 02-6234061. Haim: 02-62S6S69. Bet Gabriel at KEVNERET: 064)751175.

KFAR-5ABA: 09-7649230. REH0Y0T: 08-9345207, 08-^67890. HAIFA: Garber

04-5384777, 8292432. BE’ER-SHEYA: Ben-Gurion University, 07-6472340.

BOX OFFICES FOR ISRACARD CAMPAIGN: tei-avty, Svsbsu Mai
Genter 03*5105656. JERUSALEM, Jenisatem tare: 02-5610011. HAIFA, (fcrber

WJ13M777. KFAR-SAHA. BEER SHEVA & REHOVOT. Rokokr 03-5276699.

March 51 - April IO
Experience the rich flavors of Greece - a culinary

adventure that will take you to perfect white islands

with turquoise seas, lush form lands and the

sophisticated metropolis of Athens.

Two Greek Chefs from Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki
wifi prepare a lavish buffet of Greek meat delicacies

while a troupe of Greek musicians and dancers perform
vibrant folksongs and traditional dances.

Don't miss this eventl .

1. 36kV ISOLATERS WITH AND WITHOUT EARTHING SWTCHES
5 lc\/ iosn a ...36 kV, 1250 Amps nominal current 16 KAQhrtrfthree-phase horizontal double brerti^ ?

arcylt cu"ent,
including operating mechanism.

°r f°r
hiountfng,

ComDanies d&aiinn in u .

Rrservaiions are recommended Tel; 02-533-1222
Open Sunday-Thursday evening*. 19:00-23.00

—^cahreSTERS

on their abil^Tosuppl^r Mm^ny^ed 10 Submit 'formation

The^o'n^
P^ectors and/or surge^rresters

^ S^S*etT1 ^or tes®ng

company.
63 01 sum that will be suitable for ourOn all
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